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TIMOTHY GRASS ALLERGENS AND METHODS AND USES FOR IMMUNE
RESPONSE MODULATION

RELATED APPLICATION INFORMATION

[0001] This application claims priority to application serial no. 61/596,156, filed

February 7, 2012, and application serial no. 61/734,886, filed December 7, 2012, both of

which applications are expressly incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT

[0002] This invention received government support from the National Institutes

Health contract NIH-NIAIDHHSN272200700048C. The government has certain rights

in the invention.

SEQUENCE LISTING

[0003] The instant application contains a Sequence Listing which has been submitted

in ASCII format via EFS-Web and is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

Said ASCII copy, created on February 6, 2013, is named 051501-0420334_SL.txt and is

1,444,840 bytes in size.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0004] The invention relates to Timothy Grass (TG) proteins and peptides,

subsequences, portions, homologues, variants and derivatives thereof, and methods and

uses of such proteins and peptides, including methods of modulating an immune response,

protecting a subject against or treating a subject for an allergic response, allergic disorder

or allergic disease and inducing immunological tolerance to the allergen in a subject.

INTRODUCTION

[0005] Allergic diseases such as rhinitis and asthma pose a significant burden to both

patients and society as a whole (1). Recent studies have estimated that up to 20% of the

population in the US and Western Europe suffers from these diseases, (2, 3). Despite this

high incidence, existing therapy is mostly symptomatic, and immunotherapy treatments

are successful in only a fraction of patients and can be associated with significant safety

concerns (4). Consequently, much effort in allergy research has been devoted to the

development of safer and more effective immunological treatments.

[0006] T cells play an important role in the pathogenesis of allergic diseases.

However, the proteins considered as potential immunogens of allergenic T cell responses

have traditionally been limited to those that induce IgE responses. Allergic respiratory

diseases are associated with high levels of IgE antibodies to certain allergenic proteins



and elevated levels of eosinophils that infiltrate the target tissue (5). Production of Th2

cytokines (IL-4, IL-5 and IL-13;(6)) regulates these events as they are critical for the

switch to IgE production by differentiating B cells and promote the influx of eosinophils

and other inflammatory cells that contribute to airway pathology.

[0007] Despite the importance of Th2 cells and their associated cytokines in the

pathogenesis of allergic respiratory disease, studies of antigens considered as triggers of T

cell responses have so far been mostly limited to those known to bind IgE antibodies (7, 8)

and induce IgE-mediated immediate hypersensitivity reactions (9). Timothy grass (TG)

pollen is an inhaled allergen for which major IgE-reactive allergens have been shown to

trigger Th2 responses. As disclosed herein, surprisingly Timothy Grass proteins have

been discovered that are recognized by Th2 responses independent of IgE-reactivity,

including IgG reactive proteins.

SUMMARY

[0008] Disclosed herein are novel Timothy Grass (TG) proteins and peptides, as well

as methods and uses of such novel Timothy Grass proteins and peptides. Timothy Grass

proteins and peptides described include antigens and allergens. Also disclosed herein are

Timothy Grass proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues, variants and

derivatives thereof, and methods and uses of such Timothy Grass proteins and peptides.

[0009] In accordance with the invention, there are provided proteins and peptides

including, consisting of or consisting essentially of an amino acid sequence of a Timothy

Grass protein or a subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof. In

certain embodiments a Timothy Grass protein comprises, consists of or consists

essentially of an amino acid sequence of a protein or peptide set out in Table 1 (SEQ ID

NOS 1-620, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442,

respectively, in order of appearance) Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264, respectively, in

order of appearance) or Table 6, or a subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or

derivative thereof. In other embodiments a Timothy Grass protein or peptide does not

consist of the sequence set forth in Table 1 as SEQ ID NOs:204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209,

210, 211, 212, 213, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 289, 290, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296,

489, 490 or 491; and/or does not consist of the sequence set forth in Table 4 as SEQ ID

NOs:1517, 1542, 1598, 1679, 1761, 1849, 1850, 1851, 1935, 2040, 2116, 2133 or 2134.

[0010] In certain embodiments, a protein or peptide elicits, stimulates, induces,

promotes, increases or enhances an anti-allergen immune response. In other certain

embodiments, a protein or peptide decreases, reduces, inhibits, suppresses or disrupts an

anti-allergen immune response. In particular aspects of the proteins and peptides



described herein, an anti-allergen immune response is an anti-Timothy Grass allergen

response. In further certain embodiments, a protein or peptide elicits, stimulates, induces,

promotes, increases or enhances immunological tolerance (desensitizes) to an allergen,

for example, a Timothy Grass allergen such as an amino acid sequence set forth Table 1

(SEQ ID NOS 1-620, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-

1442, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264,

respectively, in order of appearance) or Table 6, or a subsequence, portion, homologue,

variant or derivative thereof. In certain aspects, an anti-allergen response or

immunological tolerance comprises a T cell response, for example a Th2 cell response

(e.g., memory T cell response). In particular embodiments a protein or peptide is an IgG

antigen.

[0011] In different embodiments, a protein or peptide includes, consists of or consists

essentially of an amino acid sequence of a protein or peptide with open reading frame

identification M.693, M.692, M.125, M.714, M.721, M.705, M.591, M.418, M.689,

M.644, M.414, M.624, M.617, M.704, M.331, M.604, M.291, M.151, M.498, M.561,

M.399, M.603, M.226, M.636, M.473, M.437, M.634, M.676, M.422, M.431, M.387,

M.722, M.610, M.574, M.531, M.305, M.282, M.271, M.159, M.83, M.348, M.285,

M.288, M.287, M.212, M.715, M.725, M.694, M.701, M.595, M.718, M.720, M.723,

M.648, M.662, M.576, M.618, M.631, M.682, M.421, M.654, M.393, M.669, M.625,

M.655, M.524, M.570, M.341, M.342, M.450, M.343, M.639, M.555, M.546, M.606,

M.628, M.248, M.466, M.328, M.695, M.658, M.560, M.548, M.269, M.728, M.653,

M.759, M.765, M.747, M.763, M.733, M.651, M.677, M.597, M.547, M.761, M.571,

M.562, M.657, M.738, M.734, M.621, M.741, M.177, M.579, M.513, M.446, M.388,

M.391, M.593, M.506, M.395, M.381, M.372, M.619, M.656, M.525, M.698, M.699,

M.439, M.630, M.708, M.620, M.758, M.764, M.746, M.762, M.716, M.726, MN.66,

M.717, M.727, M.719, M.724, M.577, M.8, M.235, M.678, M.675, M.641, M.499,

M.583, M.649, M.6, M.29, M.34, M.183, M.101, M.149, M.164, M.129, M.45, M.116,

M.165, M.146, M.69, M.123, M.107, M.3, M.113, M.204, M.174, M.178, M.191, M.580,

M.587, M.594, M.539, M.569, M.588, M.615, M.578, M.352, M.514, M.419, M.443,

M.540, M.640, M.642, M.646, M.627, M.626, M.645, M.652, M.650, M.559, M.622,

M.565, M.567, M.581, M.609, M.182, M.134, M.283, M.297, M.367, M.84, M.189,

M.586, M.496, M.255, M.471, M.575, M.163, M.314, M.194, M.294, M.472, M.369,

M.104, M.206, M.24, M.469, M.420, M.444, M.697, M.687, M.713, M.638, M.673,

M.700, M.702, M.707, M.710, M.683, M.670, M.643, M.663, M.664, M.666, M.748,

M.731, M.735, M.750, M.752, M.756, M.754, M.608, M.740, M.39, M.303, M.389,



M.390, M.284, M.201, M.28, M.364, M.344, M.74, M.180, M.317, M.298, M.192, M.77,

M.92, M.144, M.9, M.296, M.187, M.172, M.72, M.38, M.239, M.289, M.240, M.214,

M.365, M.614, M.598, M.632, M.633, M.616, M.690, M.607, M.672, M.545, M.671,

M.272, M.301, M.202, M.492, M.647, M.457, M.686, M.495, M.486, M.729, M.760,

M.668, M.599, M.417, M.635, M.584, M.592, M.709, M.489, M.392, M.347, M.458,

M.464, M.415, M.520, M.410, M.467, M.494, M.374, M.118, M.346, M.318, M.519,

M.600, M.254, M.438, M.479, M.523, M.380, M.480, M.371, M.482, M.261, M.108,

M.260, M.556, M.461, M.400, M.474, M.490, M.491, M.401, M.470, M.409, M.435,

M.553, M.537, M.402, M.481, M.483, M.554, M.538, M.234, M.237, M.264, M.563,

M.566, M.532, M.557, M.573, M.549, M.550, M.551, M.558, M.463, M.684, M.739,

M.637, M.517, M.712, M.732, M.711, M.730, M.736, M.737, M.247, M.13, M.57, M.61,

M.47, M.43, M.32, M.518, M.267, M.73, M.270, M.150, M.366, M.679, M.680, M.230,

M.530, M.667, M.505, M.488, M.445, M.436, M.508, M.688, M.613, M.487, M.552,

M.572, M.336, M.534, M.213, M.384, M.220, M.147, M.127, M.145, M.33, M.110,

M.173, M.50, M.249, M.18, M.5, M.25, M.394, M.329, M.330, M.345, M.323, M.316,

M.130, M.131, M.203, M.227, M.128, M.70, M.292, M.526, M.585, M.681, M.685,

M.596, M.660, M.674, M.703, M.504, M.515, M.521, M.493, M.497, M.509. M.533,

M.484, M.302, M.478, M.222, M.691, M.510, M.119, M.535, M.543, M.528, M.529,

M.373, M.590, M.361, M.432, M.477, M.408, M.568, M.589, M.462, M.516, M.522,

M.412, M.4, M.256, M.56, M.55, M.64, M.22, M.148, M.205, M.332, M.171, ME.3566,

ME.4276, ME.4056, ME.3805, ME.3720, ME.3916, ME.3855, ME.1412, ME.4234,

ME.4088, ME.4115, ME.4210, ME.3897, ME.4229, ME.4231, ME.4280, ME.4281,

ME.1571, ME.4190, ME.4230, ME.3882, MN.82, MN.124, MN.169, MN.185, MN.140,

MN.201, MN.193, MN.183. MN.184, MN.173, MN.210, MN.206, MN.136, MN.94,

MN.83, MN.14, MN.3, MN.46, MN.17, MN.20, MN.12, MN.35, MN.15, MN.38, MN.74,

MN.41, MN.67, MN.27, MN.75, MN.47, MN.33, MN.86, MN.59, MN.8, MN.51, MN.62,

MN.56, MN.30, MN.81, MN.91, MN.36, MN.71, MN.80, MN.76, MN.96, MN.106,

MN.90, MN.57, MN.25, MN.108, MN.186, MN.58, MN.6, MN.77, MN.107, MN.203,

MN.204, MN.211, MN.205, MN.68, MN.98, MN.93, MN.113, MN.123, MN.69, MN.178,

MN.182, MN.4, MN.166, MN.167, MN.172, MN.168, MN.105, MN.39, MN.194,

MN.195, MN.101, MN.116, MN.181, MN.97, MN.54, MN.156. MN.117, MN.163,

MN.175, MN.102, MN.202, MN.157, MN.119, MN.114, MN.92, MN.88, MN.153,

MN.95, MN.128, MN.122, MN.118, MN.99, MN.72, MN.214, MN.219, MN.220,

MN.199, MN.224, MN.218, MN.215, MN.207, MN.223, MN.221, MN.222, MN.216,

MN.162, MN.142, MN.158, MN.141, MN.53, MN.lll, MN.112, MN.120, MN.130,



MN.132, MN.127, MN.121, MN.139, MN.146, MN.64, MN.87, MN.89, MN.37 or

MN.164, or subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof.

[0012] As disclosed herein, in certain embodiments proteins and peptides have a

length in a range of about 5-10, 10-15, 15-20, 20-25, 25-30, 30-35, 35-40, 45-50, 50-60,

60-70, 70-80, 90-100, 100-125, 125-150, 150-175, 175-200, 200-250, 250-300, or more

amino acid residues. In other embodiments, proteins and peptides have a length in a

range of up to 25 amino acids in length, or from about 7 to 20; 8 to 30; 8 to 25; 8 to 20; 9

to 30; 9 to 25; 9 to 20; 10 to 30; 10 to 25; 10 to 30 amino acid residues.

[0013] Proteins and peptides include isolated and purified forms. Proteins and

peptides also include those immobilized on a substrate, as well as amino acid sequences,

subsequences, portions, homologues, variants, and derivatives immobilized on a substrate.

[0014] Proteins and peptides can be included in compositions, for example, a

pharmaceutical composition. In particular embodiments, a pharmaceutical composition is

suitable for specific or non-specific immunotherapy, or is a vaccine composition.

[0015] Isolated nucleic acid (including isolated nucleic acid) encoding a protein or

peptide (TG protein or peptide), or a subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or

derivative thereof are provided. In one embodiment, a nucleic acid encodes an amino

acid sequence of a protein or peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620,

respectively, in order of appearance), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442, respectively, in

order of appearance), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264, respectively, in order of

appearance) or Table 6, or a subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative

thereof.

[0016] Also provided are cells expressing a protein or peptide described herein. In

various embodiments, a cell expresses a Timothy Grass protein that includes, consists of

or consists essentially of an amino acid sequence of a protein or peptide set out in Table 1

(SEQ ID NOS 1-620, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-

1442, respectively, in order of appearance) Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264,

respectively, in order of appearance) or Table 6, or a subsequence, portion, homologue,

variant or derivative thereof. In certain aspects, a cell is a eukaryotic or prokaryotic cell

and may be a mammalian, insect, fungal or bacterium cell.

[0017] Methods and uses and medicaments of proteins and peptides of the invention

are included. In various embodiments, there are provided methods and uses of

modulating an immune response against an allergen in a subject. In one embodiment, a

method or use includes administering (delivering) an allergen to a subject an amount of



the protein described herein sufficient to modulate the immune response against the

allergen in the subject.

[0018] Such methods, uses and medicaments also include modulating immune

activity of a cell against an allergen; and desensitizing, inducing, eliciting, increasing or

improving in the cell immunological tolerance to an allergen. In particular exmbodiments,

a method or use includes contacting a cell with an amount of the protein or peptide of any

one of the above-mentioned embodiments, sufficient to modulate the immune activity of

the cell against the allergen (e.g., against an allergen from which the peptide or protein

derives), or administering to a subject an allergen from which the peptide or protein

derives in order to desensitize, induce, elicit, increase or improve immunological

tolerance to the allergen or to modulate an immune response against an allergen in a

subject (e.g., an allergen from which the peptide or protein derives).

[0019] Invention proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues, variants

and derivatives thereof are suitable as a reagent for example, for specific immunotherapy.

In particular embodiments, a protein or peptide suitable as a reagent includes, consists of

or consists essentially of an amino acid sequence of a protein or peptide set forth in Table

1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-

1442, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264,

respectively, in order of appearance) or Table 6, or a subsequence, portion, homologue,

variant or derivative thereof.

[0020] Such methods, uses and medicaments further include reducing risk or

providing a subject protection against an allergic reaction, allergic response, allergic

disorder or allergic disease. In one embodiment, a method or use includes administering

to the subject an amount of the protein or peptide sufficient to reduce risk or provide the

subject with protection against the allergic reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder or

allergic disease. Non-limiting examples of an allergic reaction or allergic response

include allergic alveolitis, allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis, allergic conjunctivitis,

allergic coryza, allergic dermatitis, allergic vasculitis, and allergic rhinitis.

[0021] Such methods, uses and medicaments additionally include treating an allergic

reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease. In one embodiment, a

method or use includes administering to the subject an amount of the protein or peptide,

sufficient to treat the subject for the allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease.

[0022] In such methods, uses and medicaments, a peptide or protein can be derived

from or based upon the allegen or can be derived from or based upon an allergen

originating from the same organism as the allergen. More particularly, for example, a



protein or peptide can be derived from or based upon an allergen causing the allergic

reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease or said peptide derives

from an allergen belonging to the same organism as the allergen causing said allergic

reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease. Additionally, for example,

a protein or peptide can be based upon or derived from an amino acid sequence set forth

in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 2 (SEQ ID

NOS 621-1442, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264,

respectively, in order of appearance) or Table 6, or a subsequence, portion, homologue,

variant or derivative thereof.

[0023] In various embodiments, a method or use desensitizes or induces, elicits,

increases or improves immunological tolerance of a subject to an allergen in Table 1

(SEQ ID NOS 1-620, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-

1442, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264,

respectively, in order of appearance) or Table 6. In various other embodiments, a method

or use desensitizes or induces, elicits, increases or improves immunological tolerance of a

subject to an amino acid sequence set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620, respectively,

in order of appearance), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442, respectively, in order of

appearance), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264, respectively, in order of appearance) or

Table 6, or a subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof.

[0024] As set forth herein a protein, peptide, method, use or medicament can include

administration or delivery by any means, systemically, regionally or locally. In particular

aspects, a protein or peptide is administered cutaneously, subcutaneously, epicutaneously,

intracutaneously, intramuscularly, intravenously, orally, mucosally, by inhalation or

nasally. .As also set forth herein a protein, peptide, method, use or medicament can

include repeatedly contacting a cell with, or administering to a subject, the protein or

peptide, multiple times.

[0025] Proteins and peptides can be used in diagnostic and detection methods and

uses. In one embodiment, detecting an allergic response, or diagnosing an allergy in a

subject, a method or use includes contacting a cell from the subject (which may be an ex

vivo or in vivo cell) with a protein or peptide as set forth herein; and determining if the

protein or peptide modulates an immune response or activity from the contacted cell. If

the protein or peptide modulates an immune response or activity from the contacted cell

(which may be an ex vivo or in vivo cell) detects an allergic response or indicates that the

subject has an allergic response or an allergy. In particular aspects, modulation of



immune response or activity is determined by assaying for a hypersensitive reaction or

response, such as a cutaneous immunological hypersensitive reaction.

[0026] Subjects in accordance with invention include mammals, such as humans. In

particular embodiments, a subject has exhibited a symptom of, or suffers from, an allergic

reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease. In more particular

embodiments, a subject has had an allergic reaction or allergic response to a Timothy

Grass allergen or another Grass of the order Poales. In additional particular embodiments,

a subject has had an allergic reaction or allergic response to an allergen derived from or

produced by Timothy Grass, such as an allergen or an amino acid sequence set forth in

Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 2 (SEQ ID

NOS 621-1442, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264,

respectively, in order of appearance) or Table 6, or a subsequence, portion, homologue,

variant or derivative thereof. In further particular embodiments, a subject has had an

allergic reaction or allergic response to an allergen derived from or produced by Timothy

Grass selected from Phi p 1, Phi p 5, Phi p6 or a homologous allergen or antigen thereto.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0027] Figure 1 shows that known allergens do not account for the total T cell

response against whole pollen extract. 35 pools (average 20 peptides/pool) of

overlapping peptides spanning the ten major TG allergens along with whole TG extract

were screened for recognition by PBMCs from allergic donors using IL-5 ELISPOT

assays. The majority of donors who had an IL-5 T cell response to TG extract of >100

SFC per million input PBMCs showed a response pattern similar to that shown in panel A,

with several pools eliciting strong IL-5 responses. However, some donors showed a

response pattern as depicted in panel B, where a vigorous response was detected against

extract but no response was detected against peptides from known allergens. In total, as

shown in panel C, 33% of donors reacted to none of the peptide pools despite strong

extract responses (n=21).

[0028] Figures 2A-2B show a 2D gel electrophoresis and immunoblot analysis of

TG extract using pooled sera from allergic donors. TG pollen extract was run on a 2D gel

and stained with Coomassie brilliant blue (A). A second gel run in parallel was blotted

and probed with a serum pool from 8 TG-allergic donors to identify proteins reactive with

human IgE and IgG. Anti IgE- red, anti IgG- green, dual reactivity- yellow (B).

[0029] Figures 3A-3B show that a majority of TG specific T cells target novel

antigens. A) Bar chart indicating the IL-5 response rate of PBMCs from allergic and non-

allergic donors to peptide pools from known and novel antigens. Open bars indicate



response rates from allergic donors, solid bars indicate responses from normal donors

(n=20 per donor group). B) Bar chart showing the total number of IL-5 producing T cells

targeting novel antigens (light grey) vs. known allergens (dark grey) in normal and

allergic patients.

[0030] Figure 4 shows percentage recognition of novel Timothy grass antigens

(NTGA) by TG allergic donors. Bar chart showing percentage of donors producing IL-5

in response to novel Timothy grass antigens (NTGA) -derived peptide stimulation.

NTGAs are categorized according to antibody reactivity as indicated on the X-axis. The

dashed line indicates the minimum threshold of > 20% recognition to be considered an

allergen.

[0031] Figure 5 shows that memory T cells are the source of IL-5 T cell responses

after in vitro expansion. IL-5 production in naive and memory T cells in response to TG

extract (TG), the dominant known (TG P20) and novel peptide pools (NTGA P19) were

measured after 14 days of expansion following TG stimulation in vitro (n=6).

[0032] Figures 6A-6B show T cell responses against conventional and novel TG

antigens can be detected directly ex vivo. A) FACS plot showing the Th2 T cell subset

sorted based on expression of CXCR3 (Thl) and CCR4 (Th2). B) IL-5 production by Th2

cells from allergic donors in response to TG extract, the dominant known (TG P20) and

novel (NTGA P19) peptide pools as measured ex vivo (n=8).

[0033] Figure 7 shows production of IL-4, IL-5, IL-13 and all Th2 cytokines (IL-4, 5

and 13 combined) in response to TG extract, PHA, TG P20 and NTGA P19. TG

stimulated cells were cultured in vitro with IL-2 for 14 days. Cells were re-stimulated

with TG extract, the dominant known and novel TG peptide pools (TG P20 and NTGA

P19) and PHA. Th2 cytokine production was measured by ELISPOT to determine the

best read-out system.

[0034] Figures 8A-8B show deconvolution of positive peptide pools to identify T-

cell reactive antigens and epitopes. IL-5 production from PBMC of allergic individuals in

response to single peptides was measured. A) Number of recognition events (defined as

one peptide recognized by at least one patient with a magnitude of > 20 SFC) per antigen

tested. B) Sum of the magnitudes of IL-5 responses against peptides from each positive

antigen.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0035] As disclosed herein, T cell responses against Timothy Grass (TG) allergen do

not correlate with IgE levels and T cell responses in TG pollen allergic individuals.

Furthermore, as also disclosed herein a third of the patients studied had no Th2 cell



response against any of the known IgE reactive proteins despite having strong responses

against whole TG extract. The invention relates to in part to the discovery that TG pollen

extract contains novel T cell antigens in addition to the known IgE-inducing allergens.

[0036] Thus, in accordance with the invention, there are provided novel Timothy

grass proteins and novel Timothy grass peptides, and subsequences, portions, homologues,

variants and derivatives thereof. A Timothy grass protein or peptide as described herein

may include any Timothy grass protein or peptide, or a subsequence, portion, homologue,

variant or derivative thereof. In certain embodiments, a Timothy grass protein or peptide

as described herein may include a novel Timothy grass protein or peptide, or a

subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof.

[0037] In particular embodiments, a Timothy grass protein or peptide described

herein includes, consists or consists essentially of a protein or peptide having an open

reading frame amino acid sequence set out in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS: 1-620, respectively,

in order of appearance), or a subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative

thereof (e.g, of all or a part of an amino acid sequence in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS: 1-620,

respectively, in order of appearance). In other embodiments, a Timothy grass protein or

peptide, includes, consists or consists essentially of an amino acid sequence of a protein

or peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620, respectively, in order of appearance),

Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 4 (SEQ ID

NOS 1443-2264, respectively, in order of appearance) or Table 6, or a subsequence,

portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof (e.g, of all or a part of an amino acid

sequence in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 2

(SEQ ID NOS 621-1442, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS

1443-2264, respectively, in order of appearance) or Table 6. In certain embodiments, a

Timothy grass protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative

thereof, includes, consists of or consists essentially of an amino acid sequence of a protein

or peptide with open reading frame identification M.693, M.692, M.125, M.714, M.721,

M.705, M.591, M.418, M.689, M.644, M.414, M.624, M.617, M.704, M.331, M.604,

M.291, M.151, M.498, M.561, M.399, M.603, M.226, M.636, M.473, M.437, M.634,

M.676, M.422, M.431, M.387, M.722, M.610, M.574, M.531, M.305, M.282, M.271,

M.159, M.83, M.348, M.285, M.288, M.287, M.212, M.715, M.725, M.694, M.701,

M.595, M.718, M.720, M.723, M.648, M.662, M.576, M.618, M.631, M.682, M.421,

M.654, M.393, M.669, M.625, M.655, M.524, M.570, M.341, M.342, M.450, M.343,

M.639, M.555, M.546, M.606, M.628, M.248, M.466, M.328, M.695, M.658, M.560,

M.548, M.269, M.728, M.653, M.759, M.765, M.747, M.763, M.733, M.651, M.677,



M 597, M 547, M 761, M.571, M.562, M.657, M.738, M.734, M.621, M.741, M.177,

M 579, M 513, M 446, M.388, M.391, M.593, M.506, M.395, M.381, M.372, M.619,

M 656, M 525, M 698, M.699, M.439, M.630, M.708, M.620, M.758, M.764, M.746,

M 762, M 716, M 726, MN.66, M.717, M.727, M.719, M.724, M.577, M.8, M.235,

M 678, M 675, M 641, M.499, M.583, M.649, M.6, M.29, M.34, M.183, M.lOl, M.149,

M 164, M 129, M 45, M.116, M.165, M.146, M.69, M.123, M.107, M.3, M.113, M.204,

M 174, M 178, M 191, M.580, M.587, M.594, M.539, M.569, M.588, M.615, M.578,

M 352, M 514, M 419, M.443, M.540, M.640, M.642, M.646, M.627, M.626, M.645,

M 652, M 650, M 559, M.622, M.565, M.567, M.581, M.609, M.182, M.134, M.283,

M 297, M 367, M 84, M.189, M.586, M.496, M.255, M.471, M.575, M.163, M.314,

M 194, M 294, M 472, M.369, M.104, M.206, M.24, M.469, M.420, M.444, M.697,

M 687, M 713, M 638, M.673, M.700, M.702, M.707, M.710, M.683, M.670, M.643,

M 663, M 664, M 666, M.748, M.731, M.735, M.750, M.752, M.756, M.754, M.608,

M 740, M 39, M.303, M.389, M.390, M.284, M.201, M.28, M.364, M.344, M.74, M.180

M 317, M 298, M 192, M.77, M.92, M.144, M.9, M.296, M.187, M.172, M.72, M.38,

M 239, M 289, M 240, M.214, M.365, M.614, M.598, M.632, M.633, M.616, M.690,

M 607, M 672, M 545, M.671, M.272, M.301, M.202, M.492, M.647, M.457, M.686,

M 495, M 486, M 729, M.760, M.668, M.599, M.417, M.635, M.584, M.592, M.709,

M 489, M 392, M 347, M.458, M.464, M.415, M.520, M.410, M.467, M.494, M.374,

M 118, M 346, M 318, M.519, M.600, M.254, M.438, M.479, M.523, M.380, M.480,

M 371, M 482, M 261, M.108, M.260, M.556, M.461, M.400, M.474, M.490, M.491,

M 401, M 470, M 409, M.435, M.553, M.537, M.402, M.481, M.483, M.554, M.538,

M 234, M 237, M 264, M.563, M.566, M.532, M.557, M.573, M.549, M.550, M.551,

M 558, M 463, M 684, M.739, M.637, M.517, M.712, M.732, M.711, M.730, M.736,

M 737, M 247, M 13, M.57, M.61, M.47, M.43, M.32, M.518, M.267, M.73, M.270,

M 150, M 366, M 679, M.680, M.230, M.530, M.667, M.505, M.488, M.445, M.436,

M 508, M 688, M 613, M.487, M.552, M.572, M.336, M.534, M.213, M.384, M.220,

M 147, M 127, M 145, M.33, M.110, M.173, M.50, M.249, M.18, M.5, M.25, M.394,

M 329, M 330, M 345, M.323, M.316, M.130, M.131, M.203, M.227, M.128, M.70,

M 292, M 526, M 585, M.681, M.685, M.596, M.660, M.674, M.703, M.504, M.515,

M 521, M 493, M 497, M.509. M.533, M.484, M.302, M.478, M.222, M.691, M.510,

M 119, M 535, M 543, M.528, M.529, M.373, M.590, M.361, M.432, M.477, M.408,

M 568, M 589, M 462, M.516, M.522, M.412, M.4, M.256, M.56, M.55, M.64, M.22,

M 148, M 205, M 332, M.171, ME.3566, ME.4276, ME.4056, ME.3805, ME.3720,

ME.3916, ME.3855, ME.1412, ME.4234, ME.4088, ME.4115, ME.4210, ME.3897,



ME.4229, ME.4231, ME.4280, ME.4281, ME.1571, ME.4190, ME.4230, ME.3882,

MN.82, MN.124, MN.169, MN.185, MN.140, MN.201, MN.193, MN.183. MN.184,

MN.173, MN.210, MN.206, MN.136, MN.94, MN.83, MN.14, MN.3, MN.46, MN.17,

MN.20, MN.12, MN.35, MN.15, MN.38, MN.74, MN.41, MN.67, MN.27, MN.75,

MN.47, MN.33, MN.86, MN.59, MN.8, MN.51, MN.62, MN.56, MN.30, MN.81, MN.91,

MN.36, MN.71, MN.80, MN.76, MN.96, MN.106, MN.90, MN.57, MN.25, MN.108,

MN.186, MN.58, MN.6, MN.77, MN.107, MN.203, MN.204, MN.211, MN.205, MN.68,

MN.98, MN.93, MN.113, MN.123, MN.69, MN.178, MN.182, MN.4, MN.166, MN.167,

MN.172, MN.168, MN.105, MN.39, MN.194, MN.195, MN.101, MN.116, MN.181,

MN.97, MN.54, MN.156. MN.117, MN.163, MN.175, MN.102, MN.202, MN.157,

MN.119, MN.114, MN.92, MN.88, MN.153, MN.95, MN.128, MN.122, MN.118, MN.99,

MN.72, MN.214, MN.219, MN.220, MN.199, MN.224, MN.218, MN.215, MN.207,

MN.223, MN.221, MN.222, MN.216, MN.162, MN.142, MN.158, MN.141, MN.53,

MN.lll, MN.112, MN.120, MN.130, MN.132, MN.127, MN.121, MN.139, MN.146,

MN.64, MN.87, MN.89, MN.37 or MN.164, or subsequence, portion, homologue, variant

or derivative thereof. The foregoing and other TG proteins and peptides set forth herein

may be used in the methods and uses, including methods and uses disclosed herein.

[0038] In particular embodiments, a protein or peptide includes, consists of or

consists essentially of a Timothy Grass amino acid sequence set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID

NOS 1-620), or a subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof. Said

homologues may have at least 65%, 70, 75, 80, 85, 90 or 95% homology or identity to the

corresponding Timothy Grass amino acid sequence set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-

620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6.

Such subsequences may be 7 to 30 amino acids in length, and optionally further where at

least 7 amino acids has at least 75%, or at least 80%, 85%, 90% identity or homology to

at least 7 contiguous amino acids of the corresponding Timothy Grass amino acid

sequence set forth in Table 1(SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442),

Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6. Moreover, a subsequence may be 7 to 25

amino acids in length, such as 7 to 20; 8 to 30; 8 to 25; 8 to 20; 9 to 30; 9 to 25; 9 to 20;

10 to 30; 10 to 25; 10 to 30 amino acids in length and wherein at least 8, such as at least 9,

10, 11, 12, 13, 14 or 15 amino acids of the subsequence has at least 75%, such as at least

80%, 85%, 90% identity or homology to at least 8, such as at least 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 or

15 amino acids, respectively, contiguous amino acids of said corresponding Timothy

Grass amino acid sequence set forth in Table 1(SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID

NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6. In various aspects, a



protein or peptide does not consist of a sequence set forth in Table 1 as SEQ ID NOs:204,

205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 289, 290, 291,

292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 489, 490 and/or 491.

[0039] In additional particular embodiments, a protein or peptide includes, consists

of or consists essentially of an amino acid sequence set forth in Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS

621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264), Table 6 or a variant or derivative thereof.

A variant may be a longer peptide, for example, of up to 30 amino acids in length and

which includes a corresponding amino acid sequence as set forth in Table 2 (SEQ ID

NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6. A variant may also

include a peptide of 7 to 30 amino acids in length and which includes a subsequence of at

least 7 amino acids having at least 75% identity or homology, such as at least 80 or 85%

identity or homology, to at least 7 contiguous amino acids of the corresponding amino

acid sequence set forth in Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 62 1-1442),Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-

2264) or Table 6. A longer variant peptide may be up to 25 amino acids in length, such

as up to 24, 23, 22, 21, 20, 19 or 19 amino acids in length. The variant may be a peptide

of 7 to 25 amino acids in length, such as 7 to 20; 8 to 30; 8 to 25; 8 to 20; 9 to 30; 9 to 25;

9 to 20; 10 to 30; 10 to 25; 10 to 30 amino acids in length and wherein said subsequence

is of at least 8, 9 or 10 amino acids having at least 75% (such as at least 80% or 85%)

identity or homology to at least 8, 9 or 10 contiguous amino acids, respectively, of said

corresponding amino acid sequence set forth in Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table

4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6. In various aspects, a protein or peptide does not

consist of sequences set forth in Table 4 as SEQ ID NOs:1517, 1542, 1598, 1679, 1761,

1849, 1850, 1851, 1935, 2040, 2116, 2133 and/or 2134.

[0040] As used herein, an "antigen" refers to a substance, including but not limited to

a protein or peptide that elicits, induces, stimulates, promotes or enhances an immune

response when administered to a subject. An immune response elicited by an antigen

may include, but is not limited to, a B cell or a T cell response. An immune response can

include a cellular response with a particular pattern of lymphokine/cytokine production

(e.g., Thl, Th2), a humoral response (e.g., antibody production), or a combination thereof,

to a particular antigen. For example, if a subject previously exposed to an allergen (i.e., is

sensitized or is hypersensitive) comes into contact with the allergen again, allergic asthma

may develop due to a Th2 response characterized by an increased production of type 2

cytokines (e.g., IL-4, IL-5, IL-9, and/or IL-13) secreted by CD4+ T lymphocytes.

[0041] As used herein an "epitope" refers to a region or part of an antigen that elicits

an immune response when administered to a subject. In particular embodiments, an



epitope may be comprised of a region or part of a Timothy grass protein or peptide (e.g,

of all or a part of an amino acid sequence in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620, respectively, in

order of appearance), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442, respectively, in order of

appearance), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264, respectively, in order of appearance) or

Table 6. In more particular embodiments, an epitope may be comprised of a region or

part of a TG protein or peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620, respectively, in

order of appearance), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442, respectively, in order of

appearance), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264, respectively, in order of appearance) or

Table 6. In particular aspects, an epitope is a T cell epitope, i.e., an epitope that elicits,

stimulates, induces, promotes, increases or enhances a T cell activity, function or

response .

[0042] An antigen, epitope, allergen, or composition thereof can modulate an

undesired or abnormal inflammatory response. An antigen, epitope, allergen, or

composition thereof as described herein may alter the Th2 response by, for example,

shifting the immune response toward a Thl phenotype that is less damaging. That is, an

altered (or modulated) immune response can decrease, inhibit, suppress, or reduce

sensitivity (desensitize) to an antigen, epitope, or allergen, or against inflammatory

responses (e.g., allergy, asthma, rash, wheezing, coughing, eye irritation, etc.) caused by

an antigen, epitope, or allergen (e.g., a TG protein or peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID

NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or

Table 6).

[0043] Accordingly, non-limiting examples of antigens, allergens are peptides and

proteins having defined amino acid sequences and which comprise T cell epitopes, i.e.,

elicit, stimulate, induce, promote, increase or enhance a T cell response or activity.

Antigens and allergens can be analyzed to determine whether they include at least one T

cell epitope using any number of assays (e.g. T cell proliferation assays, lymphokine

secretion assays, T cell non-responsiveness studies, etc.).

[0044] The term "allergen" refers to an antigen which elicits, induces, stimulates, or

enhances an immune response by a cell or the immune system of an exposed animal (e.g.,

human). An antigen is an allergen when the specific immune response is the

development of enhanced sensitivity or a hypersensitivity to the antigen, but the antigen

itself is not typically innately harmful. An allergen is therefore a particular type of

antigen that can cause development of enhanced or increased sensitivity or

hypersensitivity in a subject. For example, an allergen can elicit production of IgE

antibodies in predisposed subjects. However, as disclosed herein an allergen need not



elicit production of IgE antibodies. Other examples of responses elicited by allergens

include T cell responses or activity, such as production of a lymphokine, cytokine, or

effector function on other cells. Responses caused by allergens are also described, for

example, in Mol. Biol of Allergy and Immunology, ed. R. Bush, Immunology and

Allergy Clinics of North American Series (August 1996). Although the terms "allergen"

and "antigen" have a different meaning, reference to "allergen" herein includes reference

to "antigen" and reference to "antigen" herein includes reference to "allergen."

[0045] Typically, allergens are organic substances, such as proteins, peptides,

nucleotides, carbohydrates, lipids, fats, nucleic acid, and combinations or mixtures

thereof. Allergen(s) as used herein include, but are not limited to a specific allergen

protein, mixture of allergen proteins, an extract of an allergen, chemically or genetically

manufactured allergen, or any combination thereof (e.g., a TG protein or peptide set forth

in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID

NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6).

[0046] In certain embodiments, proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions,

homologues, variants and derivatives thereof, described herein (e.g., a TG protein or

peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442),

Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6) stimulate, induce, promote, increase or

enhance an immune response. In particular embodiments, a protein or peptide is a T cell

antigen, allergen or epitope. In additional particular embodiments, a protein or peptide, a

subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof, elicit, stimulate, promote,

induce or enhance a T cell response, which may include but is not limited to a Th2 cell

response. In further particular embodiments, a TG protein or peptide, a subsequence,

portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof, modulates, inhibits, or reduces T cell

response, which may include but is not limited to a Th2 cell response. In certain

embodiments, a T cell response is an anti-allergen immune response, including but not

limited to an anti-TG immune response.

[0047] As used herein, the term "immune response" includes T cell (cellular)

mediated and/or B cell (humoral) mediated immune responses, or both cellular and

humoral responses. Exemplary immune responses include T cell responses, e.g.,

lymphokine production, cytokine production and cellular cytotoxicity. T-cell responses

include Thl and/or Th2 responses. In addition, the term immune response includes

responses that are indirectly effected by T cell activation, e.g., antibody production

(humoral responses) and activation of cytokine responsive cells, e.g., eosinophils,

macrophages. Immune cells involved in the immune response include lymphocytes, such



as T cells (CD4+, CD8+, Thl and Th2 cells, memory T cells) and B cells; antigen

presenting cells (e.g., professional antigen presenting cells such as dendritic cells,

macrophages, B lymphocytes, Langerhans cells, and non-professional antigen presenting

cells such as keratinocytes, endothelial cells, astrocytes, fibroblasts, oligodendrocytes);

natural killer (NK) cells; myeloid cells, such as macrophages, eosinophils, mast cells,

basophils, and granulocytes.

[0048] As set forth herein, a particular immunoglobulin (Ig) isotype may be produced

in response to an antigen (allergen). For example, an "IgG antigen" refers to an antigen

that induces an IgG antibody response. Likewise, an "IgE antigen" refers to an antigen

that induces an IgE antibody response; an "IgA antigen" refers to an antigen that induces

an IgA antibody response, and so forth. In certain embodiments, such an

immunoglobulin (Ig) isotype produced in response to an antigen may also elicit

production of other isotypes. For example, an IgG antigen may induce an IgG antibody

response in combination with one more of an IgE, IgA, IgM or IgD antibody response.

Accordingly, in certain embodiments, an IgG antigen may induce an IgG antibody

response without inducing an IgE, IgA, IgM or IgD antibody response.

[0049] The invention encompasses methods and uses for reducing, decreasing,

preventing the development of sensitization or hypersensitization to an antigen(s) or

allergen(s), such as a TG antigen or allergen. Accordingly, in other embodiments, a

protein or peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof (e.g., a

TG protein or peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS

621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6), decreases, inhibits, suppresses

or reduces a T cell response, which may include but is not limited to a Th2 cell response.

In certain embodiments, the T cell response is an anti-allergen immune response, such as

a memory T cell response.

[0050] In accordance with another aspect of the invention there are provided a TG

protein or peptide, a subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof,

wherein the protein or peptide elicits, stimulates, induces, promotes, increases or

enhances an anti-allergen immune response. In another aspect, there are provided a TG

protein or peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof,

wherein the protein or peptide decreases, reduces, inhibits, suppresses or disrupts an anti-

allergen immune response.

[0051] As will be understood by a person of skill in the art, a protein or a

subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof as described herein (e.g., a

TG protein or peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS



621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6), may elicit, stimulate, induce,

promote, increase or enhance certain elements of an anti-allergen immune response while

decreasing, reducing, inhibiting, suppressing or reducing other elements of the anti-

allergen response, either contemporaneously or sequentially. In one non-limiting

example, a protein or a subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof

(e.g., a TG protein or peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID

NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6) may elicit, stimulate,

induce, promote, increase or enhance proliferation of regulatory T cells while decreasing,

reducing, inhibiting, suppressing or reducing production of proinflammatory

lymphokines/cytokines.

[0052] An "anti-allergen," "anti-protein," or "anti-peptide immune response" refers

to an immune response that is particular or specific for the protein or peptide, e.g.,

allergen. In such instances, the response is specifically triggered (elicited, stimulated,

increased, induced, or promoted) by the protein or peptide, e.g., allergen (e.g., a TG

protein or peptide). Although an "anti-allergen" immune response is specifically

triggered by a given allergen, the immune response itself can be characterized by general

features of immune responses, such as T cell (cellular) and/or B cell (humoral) immune

responses, as set forth herein.

[0053] As disclosed herein, a TG protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue,

variant or derivative thereof, may elicit, stimulate, induce, promote, increase or enhance

immunological tolerance to an antigen, including an allergen (e.g., a TG protein or

peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442),

Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6). In certain embodiments, a TG protein,

peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof, described herein

may elicit, stimulate, induce, promote, increase or enhance immunological tolerance to an

allergen. Thus in certain embodiments a protein, peptide, subsequence, portion,

homologue, variant or derivative thereof, described herein may be effective in use or

treatment (e.g., therapeutic) of an allergic reaction or allergic immune response, including

but not limited to an allergic response following a secondary or subsequent exposure of a

subject to an antigen or allergen. In particular embodiments, immunological tolerance

elicited, stimulated, induced, promoted, increased or enhanced from use or administration

of a TG protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof,

may involve modulation of T cell activity, including but not limited to CD4+ T cells,

CD8+ T cells, Thl cells, Th2 cells and regulatory T cells (Tregs), and memory T cells.

For example, immunological tolerance elicited, stimulated, induced, promoted, increased



or enhanced from use or administration of a TG protein, peptide, subsequence, portion,

homologue, variant or derivative thereof (e.g., a TG protein or peptide set forth in Table 1

(SEQ ID NOS 1-620, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-

1442, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264,

respectively, in order of appearance) or Table 6)-inflammatory lymphokines/cytokines

produced by T cells. Thus, in accordance with certain aspects of the invention, there are

provided TG proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues, variants and

derivatives thereof, that elicit, stimulate, induce, promote, increase or enhance

immunological tolerance to an antigen or allergen (e.g., a TG protein or peptide)..

[0054] Accordingly, methods and uses of inducing immunological tolerance in a

subject to an allergen are provided. In one embodiment, a method or use reduces

occurrence, frequency, severity, progression, or duration of physiological conditions,

disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or associated an

allergic response to the allergen in the subject. Thus, in various embodiments, inducing

immunological tolerance can protect a subject against or treat a subject for an allergic

response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological conditions,

disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or associated with an

allergen.

[0055] As disclosed herein, surprisingly TG proteins and antigens that elicit Th2

immune responses are not a priori IgE reactive. Thus, there are provided methods and

uses of providing specific immunotherapy to a subject, in which a subject is administered

an amount of a protein or peptide that is an IgG, IgA, IgM or IgD antigen. In a particular

embodiment, a method or use includes administering to the subject an amount of a protein

or peptide that is an IgG antigen.

[0056] In certain embodiments of the invention methods and uses, the allergen is a

TG protein or peptide. In more particular embodiments, the allergen is an amino acid

sequence of a protein or peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620, respectively, in

order of appearance), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442, respectively, in order of

appearance), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264, respectively, in order of appearance) or

Table 6, or a subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof. In other

non-limiting embodiments, the allergen includes, consists of or consists essentially of an

amino acid sequence set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS

621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6.

[0057] In other embodiments of invention methods and uses, the allergen is not a

Timothy grass protein or peptide. Non-limiting examples of such allergens include



proteins and peptides from grass, trees, dust mites, insects, pollen, including but not

limited to alder, Alternaria rot fungus, American cockroach, American house dust mite,

Ash, Aspergillus fumigatus, Bermuda grass, Birch, Canary grass, Cat, Cladosporium

herbarum, Common cypress, Cypress, Date palm, Dog, English plantain, European house

dust mite, Giant ragweed, Japanese cypress, Kentucky blue grass, Lolium perenne,

Orchard grass, Penicillium chrysogenum, Prickly juniper, Russian thistle, Rye grass,

Sweet vernal grass or White oak.

[0058] An allergic reaction refers to a local or general reaction in a subject following

contact with a specific antigen (e.g., allergen) to which the subject had been previously

exposed and had become sensitized. The immunologic interaction of antigen (e.g.,

allergen) with sensitized lymphocytes (T cells) and/or antibody can give rise to

inflammation and tissue damage. An allergy is an undesirable immune response or

reaction that can therefore produce damage to self-tissues and cells, usually through

inflammatory reactions.

[0059] One non-limiting example of an allergy is asthma. Asthma, which can be

extrinsic or allergic asthma (also referred to as reactive airway disease), is an

inflammatory disease of the lungs characterized by a generally reversible airway

obstruction. Non-limiting features of allergic asthma include elevated concentrations of

serum IgE, pulmonary eosinophilia, airway hyper-responsiveness, excessive airway

mucus production, and airway remodeling marked by peribronchiolar collagen deposition

and increases in airway smooth muscle mass. Other exemplary allergic reactions or

inflammatory conditions include allergic alveolitis, allergic bronchopulmonary

aspergillosis, allergic dermatitis, eczema, allergic conjunctivitis, allergic coryza, allergic

vasculitis, rhinosinusitis, and allergic rhinitis.

[0060] Hypersensitivity or hyper-responsiveness used in reference to an immune

response means an abnormal response or condition in which an antigen or allergen elicits

an exaggerated immune response. For example, allergic asthma can result from repeated

exposure to airborne allergens that trigger detrimental immunological responses, such as

persistent inflammation in the bronchial wall, which can in turn cause structural and

functional changes in the respiratory system. After allergen contact by sensitized subjects

(i.e., those subjects that have already been exposed to the allergen), the immune response

is dependent on CD4+ T lymphocytes that are skewed to a T helper (Th) 2 phenotype.

Th2 cytokines, for example, IL-4, IL-5, IL-9, and IL-13 are produced and are believed to

contribute to asthma pathogenesis. For example, IL-4 drives the T helper response in

favor of Th2, resulting in enhanced production of IgE; IL-5, which with granulocyte



macrophage colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF) and IL-3, is important for the

production of eosinophils; and IL-13, which is required for airway hyper-responsiveness

and mucous metaplasia, which are downstream pathophysiological features that are

closely linked with clinical asthma. All of these cytokines, together with TGF-beta have

been implicated in airway remodeling. Increased numbers of airway eosinophils is also

associated with disease severity, although the role of eosinophils in the pathology of

asthma is not entirely understood, (see, e.g., Lee et al., Science 305:1773 (2004);

Humbles et al., Science 305:1776 (2004)). The resulting structural and morphometric

changes (remodeling) include subepithelial fibrosis, goblet cell hyperplasia and

metaplasia, which result in functional consequences such as loss of distensibility of

asthmatic airways, bronchial hyper-reactivity (even in the absence of the allergen), and an

accelerated progressive decrease in forced expiratory volume at 1 second time intervals.

Th2 cytokines may also prime and activate eosinophils to release proinflammatory agents,

lipid mediators, and other cytokines thought to contribute to the observed tissue damage,

remodeling, and hyper-responsiveness.

[0061] As used herein, the term "tolerance," "anergy," or "antigen (allergen)-specific

tolerance" refers to a reduction, loss, inhibition, suppression or decrease, of T cells to T

cell receptor-mediated stimulation by an allergen or antigen. The reduction can lead to

educed or non-responsiveness (insensitivity) of T cells to an allergen or antigen. Such

insensitivity is generally antigen-specific and persists after exposure to the antigenic

peptide has ceased. For example, tolerance in T cells is characterized by lack of

lymphokine/cytokine production, e.g., IL-2, IFN-γ , or TNF-β. T-cell anergy occurs when

T cells are exposed to antigen or allergen and receive a first signal (a T cell receptor or

CD-3 mediated signal) in the absence of a second signal (a costimulatory signal). Under

these conditions, re-exposure of the cells to the same antigen or allergen (even if re-

exposure occurs in the presence of a costimulatory molecule) results in failure to produce

cytokines and subsequently failure of T cells to proliferate. Thus, a failure to produce

lymphokines/cytokines prevents proliferation. Tolerized T cells can, however, proliferate

if cultured with cytokines (e.g., IL-2). For example, T cell anergy can also be observed

by the lack of IL-2 production by T lymphocytes as measured by ELISA or by a

proliferation assay using an indicator cell line.

[0062] As used herein, the term "immunological tolerance" refers to a) a decreased or

reduced level of a specific immunological response (thought to be mediated at least in

part by antigen-specific effector T lymphocytes, B lymphocytes, antibody, a combination);

b) a delay in the onset or progression of a specific immunological response; or c) a



reduced risk of the onset or progression of a specific immunological response to an

antigen or allergen. "Specific" immunological tolerance occurs when tolerance is

preferentially invoked against certain antigens (allergens) in comparison with other

antigens (allergens). Tolerance is an active antigen dependent process and differs from

non-specific immunosuppression and immunodeficiency.

[0063] An increase, improvement, enhancement or induction of "tolerance" refers to

a decrease, reduction, inhibition, suppression, or limiting or controlling or clearing of

specific immunological reactivity to an antigen as compared to reactivity to the antigen in

a previous exposure to the same antigen. Thus in certain embodiments, a method or use

of inducing immunological tolerance in a subject to an allergen includes elimination of an

allergic response of the subject to the allergen. Immunological tolerance in a subject to

an allergen can also be reflected by reducing the occurrence, frequency, severity,

progression, or duration of an allergic response of the subject to the antigen or allergen.

[0064] While desirably tolerance can refer to non-reactivity to an antigen or allergen,

tolerance need not be complete non-reactivity and can only be partial, and in any event is

reflected by a decrease, inhibition, suppression or reduction in specific immunological

reactivity to an antigen or allergen as compared to reactivity to the antigen or allergen in a

previous exposure to the same antigen or allergen (or epitope thereof). Thus, in another

embodiment, a method or use of inducing immunological tolerance in a subject to an

allergen includes stabilizing or maintaining the level of an allergic response in the subject

to the allergen.

[0065] Induction of immune tolerance (also referred to as desensitization), and the

relative amount of immune tolerance, can be measured by methods disclosed herein or

known to the skilled artisan. For example, induction of immune tolerance can be

measured by modulation of lymphokine and/or cytokine level in said animal. As such,

modulation can be an increase of a cytokine level, for instance an increase of a cytokine

level at least 1.5, 2, 3 times or more relative to before said induction. Alternatively,

modulation can be a decrease of the level of a particular cytokine level, for instance a

decrease of the cytokine level is at least 1.5, 2, 3 times or more relative to before said

induction. The lymphokines/cytokines chosen to measure can be from any relevant

lymphokines/cytokines, such as IL-2, IL-5, IL-4, IL-6, IL-10, IL-12, IL-13, TNF-a, IFN-γ ,

IFN-a, TGF-β, MCP-1, RANK-L and Flt3L.

[0066] As disclosed herein, peptides and proteins of the invention are useful in

methods and uses, for example, of "specific" immunotherapy. The term "specific"

immunotherapy refers to a therapy particular or specific for the protein or peptide, e.g.,



allergen. To achieve "specific immunotherapy" an antigen is administered to a subject in

order to achieve immunological tolerance of the subject to an antigen, including for

example, an allergen.

[0067] More particularly, specific immunotherapy may be conducted by

administering an antigen derived from the antigen (e.g. allergen) against which

immunological tolerance is sought. Alternatively, immunotherapy can be conducted by

"non-specific" immunotherapy using a different antigen or protein than the antigen

against which immunological tolerance is sought. For example as described in US patent

application publication US2012/0100164A1, which relates to the treatment of a

hypersensitivity immune response, such as allergic rhinitis or asthma, via bystander

suppression by use of an antigen unrelated to the allergen triggering the hypersensitivity

immune response in an individual to be treated provided that the antigen is obtainable

from the source material, e.g. Grass pollen, comprising the "triggering" allergen (e.g. Phi

p 1, 5 or 6).

[0068] Thus, in different embodiments, the TG antigen administered and antigen (e.g.

allergen) against which immunological tolerance is sought may be the same or a different

TG protein. In one embodiment, a method or use includes administering to a subject an

amount of a TG protein or peptide, or subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or

derivative thereof sufficient to elicit, stimulate, induce, promote, increase, enhance or

augment immunological tolerance to an allergen in the subject. In one aspect, a TG

antigen is administered to a subject during specific immunotherapy to treat the subject for

an allergic reaction to the same TG antigen. In a different aspect, a TG antigen is

administered to a subject during specific immunotherapy to treat the subject for an

allergic reaction to a different TG antigen. In another embodiment, a method includes

administering to a subject an amount of a nucleic acid encoding all or a portion (e.g., a T

cell epitope) of a Timothy grass protein or peptide, or subsequence, portion, homologue,

variant or derivative thereof sufficient to elicit, stimulate, induce, promote, increase,

enhance or augment immunological tolerance to an allergen in the subject. In various

embodiments, a method or use of specific immunotherapy reduces, inhibits, suppresses or

decreases sensitivity or (hyper)sensitivity to the protein or peptide, e.g., allergen, or elicits,

stimulates, increases, induces, promotes or improves tolerance of the protein or peptide,

e.g., allergen. Typically a subject is administered a protein or peptide, e.g., allergen, for

example, via a subcutaneous injection.



[0069] Methods and uses include multi-dose regimens. For example, a method or

use can begin with small doses of allergen, and the doses are increased for repeated

contact or administration.

[0070] A variant or derivative of an antigen (e.g., a TG protein or peptide set forth in

Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS

1443-2264) or Table 6), including an allergen as described herein, or a subsequence or

portion of an antigen or allergen, include molecules that are structurally similar and

functionally similar (e.g, of all or a part of an amino acid sequence in Table 1 (SEQ ID

NOS 1-620, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442,

respectively, in order of appearance), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264, respectively, in

order of appearance) or Table 6). A variant, derivative or subsequence of antigen or

allergen is functionally similar to the antigen or allergen sequence if the variant,

derivative or subsequence is capable of eliciting a detectable or measurable immune

response, even if it is a reduced immune response compared to the nonvariant/non-

derived or native sequence, which may be determined using methods, including animal

models and in vitro assays, described herein and know to one of skill in the art. For

example, an immune response may be determined by quantitative and/or qualitative

determination of lymphokine/cytokine production (e.g., by T cells), antibody production

(including class and/or isotype), cellular mobilization, migration or motility, and

optionally in vivo, such as an animal model of antigen/allergen immune responsiveness.

An immune response of variant, derivative or subsequence of antigen or allergen

compared to the non-variant/non-derivatized/native full length antigen or allergen may be

ascertained by analysis of a particular measure (such as lymphokine/cytokine production,

immunoglobulin production, cell mobilization, migration, motility, etc.) and may be

greater, less than or comparable, e.g., within 5%, 10%, 15%, or 20% or 25% of the

immune response of non-variant/non-derivatized/native full length antigen or allergen.

For example, levels of Thl lymphokines/cytokines, such as IFN-γ IL-2, and TNF-β and

Th2 cytokines, such as IL-4, IL-5, IL-9, IL-10, and IL-13, may be determined according

to methods described herein or known to one of skill in the art.

[0071] As disclosed herein, proteins and peptides, or a subsequence, portion,

homologue, variant or derivative thereof include those having all or at least partial

sequence identity to one or more exemplary proteins and peptides, or a subsequence,

portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof (e.g., TG sequences set forth in Table 1

(SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442,), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-

2264) or Table 6). The term "identity" and "identical" and grammatical variations thereof,



mean that two or more referenced entities are the same (e.g., peptides or polynucleotide

molecules). Thus, where two proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues,

variants or derivatives thereof are identical, they have the same amino acid sequence.

The identity can be over a defined area (region or domain) of the sequence. "Areas,

regions or domains" of homology or identity mean that a portion of two or more

referenced entities share homology or are the same.

[0072] Identity can be determined by comparing each position in aligned sequences.

A degree of identity between amino acid sequences is a function of the number of

identical or matching amino acids at positions shared by the sequences, i.e. over a

specified region. Optimal alignment of sequences for comparisons of identity may be

conducted using a variety of algorithms, as are known in the art, including the ClustalW

program, available at h t ://clustaiw.genome.ad.j , the local homology algorithm of

Smith and Waterman, 1981, Adv. Appl. Math 2 : 482, the homology alignment algorithm

of Needleman and Wunsch, 1970, J. Mol. Biol. 48:443, the search for similarity method

of Pearson and Lipman, 1988, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 85: 2444, and the computerized

implementations of these algorithms (such as GAP, BESTFIT, FASTA and TFASTA in

the Wisconsin Genetics Software Package, Genetics Computer Group, Madison, WI,

U.S.A.). Sequence identity may also be determined using the BLAST algorithm,

described in Altschul et al, 1990, J. Mol. Biol. 215:403-10 (using the published default

settings). Software for performing BLAST analysis may be available through the

National Center for Biotechnology Information (through the internet at

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) . Such algorithms that calculate percent sequence identity

(homology) generally account for sequence gaps and mismatches over the comparison

region or area. For example, a BLAST {e.g., BLAST 2.0) search algorithm (see, e.g.,

Altschul et al., J. Mol. Biol. 215:403 (1990), publicly available through NCBI) has

exemplary search parameters as follows: Mismatch -2; gap open 5; gap extension 2. For

polypeptide sequence comparisons, a BLASTP algorithm is typically used in combination

with a scoring matrix, such as PAM100, PAM 250, BLOSUM 62 or BLOSUM 50.

FASTA (e.g., FASTA2 and FASTA3) and SSEARCH sequence comparison programs are

also used to quantitate the extent of identity (Pearson et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA

85:2444 (1988); Pearson, Methods Mol Biol. 132:185 (2000); and Smith et al., J. Mol.

Biol. 147:195 (1981)). Programs for quantitating protein structural similarity using

Delaunay-based topological mapping have also been developed (Bostick et al., Biochem

Biophys Res Commun. 304:320 (2003)).



[0073] As described herein, TG proteins and peptides include homologues of TG

proteins and peptides (e.g., of allor a part of any amino acid sequence in any of Table 1

(SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-

2264) or Table 6. A polypeptide sequence or polynucleotide sequence is a "homologue"

of, or is "homologous" to, another sequence if the two sequences have substantial identity

over a specified region and a functional activity of the sequences is preserved or

conserved, at least in part (as used herein, the term 'homologous' does not infer nor

exclude evolutionary relatedness).

[0074] Examples of "homologues" of invention peptides and proteins include

proteins or peptides of non-Timothy grass allergens, including for example other grass

allergens such as grasses of the order Poales, that are homologous to a Timothy grass

peptide or protein described herein. For example, in particular embodiments, proteins or

peptides of the present invention may be proteins or peptides of grasses of the order of

Poales, Panicum virgatum, Zea mays, Oryza sativa, Ricinus communis, Alnus glutinosa,

Spinacia oleracea, Sorghum bicolor, Arabidopsis thaliana, Triticum aestivum, Capsella

bursa-pastoris, Brassica napus, Mesembryanthemum crystallinum, Gossypium hirsutum,

Brassica rapa subsp. chinensis, Solanum lycopersicum, Solanum tuberosum, Populus

trichocarpa or Chara coralline.

[0075] Accordingly, in particular embodiments, methods and uses of the invention

include homologues of peptides and proteins from non-Timothy grass allergens, including

for example other grass antigens and allergens, such non-TG proteins and peptides

considered to be homogoues as set forth herein. Thus, as a non-limiting example, peptide

and protein homologues from non-Timothy grass antigens or allergens may be

administered to modulate immune activity or immune response against a Timothy grass

allergen or antigen or to treat an allergic reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder or

allergic disease associated with a Timothy grass allergen or antigen. As another non-

limiting example, peptide and protein homologues from non-Timothy grass antigens or

allergens may be administered to modulate immune activity or immune response against a

non-Timothy grass allergen or antigen or to treat an allergic reaction, allergic response,

allergic disorder or allergic disease associated with a non-Timothy grass allergen or

antigen.

[0076] Two polypeptide sequences or polynucleotide sequences are considered to be

substantially identity if, when optimally aligned (with gaps permitted), they share at least

about 40% sequence identity or greater (e.g. 45%, 50%, 55%, 60%, 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%,

85%, 90%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%, 99%, etc. identify over a specific region), for example,



over all or a part of any amino acid sequence in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2

(SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6, or if the

sequences share defined functional motifs (e.g., epitopes). The percent identity can

extend over the entire sequence length or a portion of the sequence (e.g., over all or a part

of any amino acid sequence in any of Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID

NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6. In particular aspects, the

length of the sequence sharing the percent identity is 2, 3, 4, 5 or more contiguous amino

acids, e.g., 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, etc. contiguous amino acids

(e.g., over all or a part of any amino acid sequence in any of Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-

620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6.

In additional particular aspects, the length of the sequence sharing the percent identity is

20 or more contiguous amino acids, e.g., 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32,

33, 34, 35, etc. contiguous amino acids (e.g., over all or a part of any amino acid sequence

in any of Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ

ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6. In further particular aspects, the length of the sequence

sharing the percent identity is 35 or more contiguous amino acids, e.g., 35, 36, 37, 38, 39,

40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 45, 47, 48, 49, 50, etc., contiguous amino acids (e.g., over all or a

part of any amino acid sequence in any of Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ

ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6. In yet further

particular aspects, the length of the sequence sharing the percent identity is 50 or more

contiguous amino acids, e.g., 50-55, 55-60, 60-65, 65-70, 70-75, 75-80, 80-85, 85-90, 90-

95, 95-100, etc. contiguous amino acids (e.g., over all or a part of any amino acid

sequence in any of Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442),

Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6.

[0077] An "unrelated" or "non-homologous" sequence shares less than 30% identity.

More particularly, shares less than about 25 % identity, with a protein, peptide or

polynucleotide of the invention over a specified region of homology.

[0078] A variant or derivative of a protein or peptide refers to a modified or variant

form of the protein or peptide, or subsequence, portion or homologue thereof (e.g., over

all or a part of any amino acid sequence in any of Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2

(SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6). Such modified

forms, such as amino acid deletions, additions and substitutions, of the proteins and

peptides can also be used in the invention uses, methods and compositions, including

methods for modulating an immune response, eliciting, stimulating, inducing, promoting,



increasing, or enhancing immunological tolerance and protecting and treating subjects

against an allergic reaction or response, as set forth herein.

[0079] Thus, in accordance with the invention, modified, variant and derivative

forms of proteins and peptides, subsequences, portions, and homologues thereof (e.g., of a

TG protein or peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS

621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6) are provided that have one or

more functions or activities of unmodified, non-variant and non-derivatized forms of

proteins and peptides. Such forms, referred to as "modifications", "variants" or

"derivatives" and grammatical variations thereof deviate from a reference sequence. For

example, as described herein, a protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, or homologue

thereof may comprise, consist or consist essentially of an amino acid sequence that is a

modification, variant, or derivative of a TG protein or an amino acid sequence set forth in

Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS

1443-2264) or Table 6. Such modifications, variants, or derivatives may have greater or

less activity or function than a reference protein or peptide, such as ability to elicit,

stimulate, induce, promote, increase, enhance, activate, modulate, inhibit, decreases,

suppress, or reduce an immune response (e.g. a T cell response) or elicit, stimulate,

induce, promote, increase or enhance immunological tolerance (desensitize) to an antigen

or allergen. Thus, proteins, peptides, or subsequences, portions or homologues thereof

include sequences having substantially the same, greater or less relative activity or

function as a reference antigen or allergen (e.g., any of the TG proteins or peptides set

forth in any of Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4

(SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6) for example, an ability to elicit, stimulate, induce,

promote, increase, enhance, activate, modulate, inhibit, suppress, decrease or reduce an

immune response (e.g. a T cell response) or elicit, stimulate, induce, promote, increase or

enhance immunological tolerance to an antigen or allergen in vitro or in vivo.

[0080] A variant or derivative therefore includes deletions, including truncations and

fragments; insertions and additions, including tagged polypeptides and fusion proteins;

substitutions, for example conservative substitutions, site-directed mutants and allelic

variants; and modifications, including peptoids having one or more non-amino acyl

groups (q.v., sugar, lipid, etc.) covalently linked to the peptide and post-translational

modifications.

[0081] Non-limiting examples of modifications include one or more amino acid

substitutions (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 20-25,

25-30, 30-50, 50-100, or more residues), additions and insertions (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,



9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 20-25, 25-30, 30-50, 50-100, or more residues)

and deletions (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 20-25,

25-30, 30-50, 50-100) of a reference protein, peptide, or subsequence or portion thereof

(e.g., over all or a part of any amino acid sequence in any of Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-

620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6).

In particular embodiments, a modified or variant sequence retains at least part of a

function or an activity of unmodified sequence, and can have less than, comparable, or

greater, but at least a part of, a function or activity of a reference sequence, for example,

the ability elicit, stimulate, induce, promote, increase, enhance, activate, modulate, inhibit,

suppress, decrease, or reduce an immune response (e.g. a T cell response) or elicit,

stimulate, induce, promote, increase or enhance immunological tolerance to an allergen.

Such immune responses include, for example, among others, induced, increased,

enhanced, stimulated, activated, modulated, inhibited, suppressed, decreased or reduced

expression, production or activity of a cytokine (e.g., IL-5), an antibody (e.g. increase

production of IgG antibodies, decrease production of IgE) or an immune cell (e.g. CD4+

T cell, CD8+ T cell, Thl cell, Th2 cell or regulatory T cell).

[0082] Variants and derivatives of proteins and peptides include naturally-occurring

polymorphisms or allelic variants, strain variants, as well as synthetic proteins and

peptides that contain a limited number of conservative amino acid substitutions of the

amino acid sequence. A variety of criteria can be used to indicate whether amino acids at

a particular position in a protein or peptide are similar. In making such changes,

substitutions of like amino acid residues can be made on the basis of relative similarity of

side-chain substituents, for example, their size, charge, hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity,

and the like, and such substitutions may be assayed for their effect on the function of the

peptide by routine testing.

[0083] Specific non-limiting examples of substitutions include conservative and non-

conservative amino acid substitutions. A "conservative substitution" is the replacement

of one amino acid by a biologically, chemically or structurally similar residue.

Biologically similar means that the substitution does not destroy a biological activity.

Structurally similar means that the amino acids have side chains with similar length, such

as alanine, glycine and serine, or a similar size. Chemical similarity means that the

residues have the same charge, or are both hydrophilic or hydrophobic. For example, a

conservative amino acid substitution is one in which an amino acid residue is replaced

with an amino acid residue having a similar side chain, which include amino acids with

basic side chains (e.g., lysine, arginine, histidine); acidic side chains (e.g., aspartic acid,



glutamic acid); uncharged polar side chains (e.g., glycine, asparagine, glutamine, serine,

threonine, tyrosine, cysteine, histidine); nonpolar side chains (e.g., alanine, valine, leucine,

isoleucine, proline, phenylalanine, methionine, tryptophan); beta-branched side chains

(e.g., threonine, valine, isoleucine), and aromatic side chains (e.g., tyrosine, phenylalanine,

tryptophan). Particular examples include the substitution of one hydrophobic residue,

such as isoleucine, valine, leucine or methionine for another, or the substitution of one

polar residue for another, such as the substitution of arginine for lysine, glutamic for

aspartic acids, or glutamine for asparagine, serine for threonine, and the like. Proline,

which is considered more difficult to classify, shares properties with amino acids that

have aliphatic side chains (e.g., Leu, Val, He, and Ala). In certain circumstances,

substitution of glutamine for glutamic acid or asparagine for aspartic acid may be

considered a similar substitution in that glutamine and asparagine are amide derivatives of

glutamic acid and aspartic acid, respectively. Conservative changes can also include the

substitution of a chemically derivatized moiety for a non-derivatized residue, for example,

by reaction of a functional side group of an amino acid. Variants and derivatives of

proteins and peptides include forms having a limited number of one or more substituted

residues.

[0084] An addition can be a covalent or non-covalent attachment of any type of

molecule. Specific examples of additions include glycosylation, acetylation,

phosphorylation, amidation, formylation, ubiquitination, and derivatization by

protecting/blocking groups and any of numerous chemical modifications. Additional

specific non-limiting examples of an addition are one or more additional amino acid

residues. Accordingly, proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues, variants

or derivatives thereof, can be a part of or contained within a larger molecule, such as

another protein or peptide sequence, such as a fusion or chimera with a different (distinct)

sequence.

[0085] In particular embodiments, an addition is a fusion (chimeric) sequence, an

amino acid sequence having one or more molecules not normally present in a reference

native (wild type) sequence covalently attached to the sequence. The term "chimeric"

and grammatical variations thereof, when used in reference to a sequence, means that the

sequence contains one or more portions that are derived from, obtained or isolated from,

or based upon other physical or chemical entities. For example, a chimera of two or more

different proteins may have one part a protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue

or variant thereof, and a second part of the chimera may be from a different sequence, or

unrelated protein sequence.



[0086] Another particular example of a sequence having an amino acid addition is

one in which a second heterologous sequence, i.e., heterologous functional domain is

attached (covalent or non-covalent binding) that confers a distinct or complementary

function. Heterologous functional domains are not restricted to amino acid residues.

Thus, a heterologous functional domain can consist of any of a variety of different types

of small or large functional moieties. Such moieties include nucleic acid, peptide,

carbohydrate, lipid or small organic compounds, such as a drug (e.g., an antiviral), a

metal (gold, silver), and radioisotope. For example, a tag such as T7 or polyhistidine can

be attached in order to facilitate purification or detection of a protein, peptide, etc.

Accordingly, there are provided proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions and

homologues thereof (e.g., a TG protein or peptide set forth in Table 1, Table 2, Table 4 or

Table 6), and a heterologous domain, wherein the heterologous functional domain confers

a distinct function on the protein, peptide, subsequence, portion or homologue thereof.

[0087] Linkers, such as amino acid or peptidomimetic sequences may be inserted

between the sequence and the addition (e.g., heterologous functional domain) so that the

two entities maintain, at least in part, a distinct function or activity. Linkers may have

one or more properties that include a flexible conformation, an inability to form an

ordered secondary structure or a hydrophobic or charged character, which could promote

or interact with either domain. Amino acids typically found in flexible protein regions

include Gly, Asn and Ser. Other near neutral amino acids, such as Thr and Ala, may also

be used in the linker sequence. The length of the linker sequence may vary without

significantly affecting a function or activity of the fusion protein (see, e.g., U.S. Patent No.

6,087,329). Linkers further include chemical moieties and conjugating agents, such as

sulfo-succinimidyl derivatives (sulfo-SMCC, sulfo-SMPB), disuccinimidyl suberate

(DSS), disuccinimidyl glutarate (DSG) and disuccinimidyl tartrate (DST).

[0088] Further non-limiting examples of additions are detectable labels. Thus, in

another embodiment, the invention provides proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions

and homologues thereof, that are detectably labeled. Specific examples of detectable

labels include fluorophores, chromophores, radioactive isotopes (e.g., S , P , I ),

electron-dense reagents, enzymes, ligands and receptors. Enzymes are typically detected

by their activity. For example, horseradish peroxidase is usually detected by its ability to

convert a substrate such as 3,3-',5,5-'-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) to a blue pigment,

which can be quantified.

[0089] Another non-limiting example of an addition is an insertion of an amino acid

within any protein, peptide, subsequence, portion or homologue thereof (e.g., any protein



or sequence set forth herein, such as in any amino acid sequence of Table 1 (SEQ ID

NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or

Table 6). In particular embodiments, an insertion is of one or more amino acid residues

inserted into the amino acid sequence of a protein or peptide, or subsequence, portion or

homologue thereof, such as any TG protein or sequence set forth herein, such as in as in

Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS

1443-2264) or Table 6.

[0090] Modified and variant proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions or

homologues thereof also include one or more D-amino acids substituted for L-amino

acids (and mixtures thereof), structural and functional analogues, for example,

peptidomimetics having synthetic or non-natural amino acids or amino acid analogues

and derivatized forms. Modifications include cyclic structures such as an end-to-end

amide bond between the amino and carboxy-terminus of the molecule or intra- or inter-

molecular disulfide bond. Proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions and homologues

thereof may be modified in vitro or in vivo, e.g., post-translationally modified to include,

for example, sugar residues, phosphate groups, ubiquitin, fatty acids, lipids, etc.

[0091] Specific non-limiting examples of modified and variant proteins, peptides,

subsequences, portions and homologues thereof include proteins or peptides comprising,

consisting or consisting essentially of an amino acid sequence comprising at least one

amino acid deletion from a full length TG protein or amino acid sequence set forth in any

of Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID

NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6. In particular embodiments, a protein, peptide, or

subsequence, portion or homologue thereof is from about 2 to up to one amino acid less

than the full length protein sequence. In additional particular embodiments, a protein

subsequence or portion is from about 2 to 5, 5 to 10, 10 to 15, 15 to 20, 20 to 25, 25 to 50,

50 to 100 amino acids in length, provided that said subsequence or portion is at least one

amino acid less in length than the full-length protein sequence.

[0092] The term "subsequence" or "portion" means a fragment or part of the full

length molecule. A subsequence or portiontherefore consists of one or more amino acids

less than the full length protein or peptide. A subsequence or portion can have one or

more amino acids less than the full length protein or peptide internally or terminal amino

acid deletions from either amino or carboxy-termini. Subsequences and portions can vary

in size. For example, a subsequence or protion of a protein or peptide can be as small as

an epitope capable of binding an antibody (i.e., about five amino acids) up to a



polypeptide that is one amino acid less than the entire length of a reference protein or

peptide.

[0093] As used herein, subsequences and portions may also include or consist of one

or more amino acid additions or deletions, wherein the subsequence or portion does not

comprise the full length native/wild type protein or peptide sequence. Accordingly, total

subsequence or portion lengths can be greater than the length of the full length

native/wild type protein or peptide, for example, where a protein or peptide subsequence

is fused or forms a chimera with another polypeptide.

[0094] The invention provides isolated and/or purified proteins, peptides,

subsequences, portions, homologues, variants or derivatives thereof. In particular

embodiments, isolated and/or purified proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions,

homologues, variants or derivatives thereof, comprise, consist of or consist essentially of

an amino acid sequence of a TG protein or peptide set forth in any of Table 1 (SEQ ID

NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or

Table 6. In particular embodiments, the isolated and/or purified proteins, peptides,

subsequences, portions, homologues, variants or derivatives thereof include a T cell

epitope (e.g., Th2 cell epitope).

[0095] The term "isolated," when used as a modifier of a composition, means that the

compositions are made by the hand of man or are separated, completely or at least in part,

from their naturally occurring in vivo environment. Generally, isolated compositions are

substantially free of one or more materials with which they normally associate with in

nature, for example, one or more protein, nucleic acid, lipid, carbohydrate, cell membrane.

The term "isolated" does not exclude alternative physical forms of the composition, such

as fusions/chimeras, multimers/oligomers, modifications (e.g., phosphorylation,

glycosylation, lipidation) or derivatized forms, or forms expressed in host cells produced

by the hand of man.

[0096] An "isolated" composition (e.g., proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions,

homologues, variants or derivatives thereof, for example, of any TG protein or sequence

set forth herein, such as in any of Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS

621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6) can also be "substantially pure"

or "purified" when free of most or all of the materials with which it typically associates

with in nature. Thus, an isolated protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue,

variant or derivative thereof, that also is substantially pure or purified does not include

polypeptides or polynucleotides present among millions of other sequences, such as

peptides of an peptide library or nucleic acids in a genomic or cDNA library, for example.



[0097] A "substantially pure" or "purified" composition can be combined with one or

more other molecules. Thus, "substantially pure" or "purified" does not exclude

combinations of compositions, such as combinations of proteins, peptides, subsequences,

portions, homologues, variants or derivatives thereof (e.g., multiple proteins, peptides,

subsequences, etc.), and other antigens, agents, drugs or therapies.

[0098] Proteins and peptide (e.g., antigens and allergens) can be prepared

recombinantly, chemically synthesized, isolated from a biological material or source, and

optionally modified, or any combination thereof. A biological material or source would

include an organism that produced or possessed any proteins or peptide (e.g., antigen or

allergen) set forth herein (e.g., as listed in any of Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2

(SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 3, Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6). A

biological material or source may further refer to a preparation in which the

morphological integrity or physical state has been altered, modified or disrupted, for

example, by dissection, dissociation, solubilization, fractionation, homogenization,

biochemical or chemical extraction, pulverization, lyophilization, sonication or any other

means of manipulating or processing a biological source or material. Subsequences,

variants, homologues and derivatives can be prepared, for example, by substituting,

deleting or adding one or more amino acid residues in the amino acid sequence of a

protein, peptide, subsequence, portion or homologue thereof, and screening for biological

activity, for example eliciting an immune response. A skilled person will understand how

to make such derivatives or variants, using standard molecular biology techniques and

methods, described for example in Sambrook et al. (2001) Molecular Cloning: a

Laboratory Manual, 3rd ed., Cold Spring Harbour Laboratory Press).

[0099] The invention also provides protein or peptide (e.g., proteins, peptides,

subsequences, portions, homologues, variants or derivatives thereof, for example, of any

TG protein or sequence set forth herein, such as in as in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620),

Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6,

immobilized on or attached to a substrate. The protein or peptide (e.g., proteins, peptides,

subsequences, portions, homologues, variants or derivatives thereof, for example, of any

TG protein or sequence set forth herein, such as in as in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620),

Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6can

optionally have a unique or distinct position or address on the substrate.

[00100] Substrates to which protein or peptide (e.g., proteins, peptides, subsequences,

portions, homologues, variants or derivatives thereof, for example, of any TG protein or

sequence set forth herein, such as in as in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID



NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6, can be immobilized or

attached include essentially any physical entity such as a two dimensional surface that is

permeable, semi-permeable or impermeable, either rigid or pliable and capable of either

storing, binding to or having attached thereto or impregnated.

[00101] Substrates include dry solid medium (e.g., cellulose, polyester, nylon, or

mixtures thereof etc.), such as glass, silica, plastic, polyethylene, polystyrene,

polypropylene, polyacetate, polycarbonate, polyamide, polyester, polyurethane, or

polyvinylchloride. Substrates include structures having sections, compartments, wells,

containers, vessels or tubes, separated from each other to avoid or prevent cross-

contamination or mixing with each other or with other reagents. Multi-well plates, which

typically contain 6, 12, 26, 48, 96, to 1000 wells, are one particular non-limiting example

of such a structure.

[00102] Substrates also include supports used for two- or three-dimensional arrays of

sequences. The sequences are typically attached to the surface of the substrate (e.g., via a

covalent bond) at defined positions (locations or addresses). Substrates can include a

number of sequences, for example, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5 to 10, 10 to 15, 15 to 20, 20 to 25, 25 to

30, 30 to 35, 35 to 40, 40 to 45, 45 to 50, 50 to 75, 75 to 100, 100 to 150, 150 to 200, 200

to 250, 250 to 300, up to all proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues,

variants or derivatives thereof, such as in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID

NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6. Such substrates, also

referred to as "arrays," can have any protein density; the greater the density the greater

the number of sequences that can be screened on a given chip. Substrates that include a

two- or three-dimensional array of sequences, and individual protein sequences therein,

may be coded in accordance with the invention.

[00103] The invention also provides nucleic acids encoding proteins, peptides,

subsequences, portions, homologues, variants or derivatives thereof, for example, of

amino acid sequences set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS

621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6. Such nucleic acid sequences

encode a sequence at least 40% or more (e.g., 45%, 50%, 55%, 60%, 65%, 70%, 75%,

80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98%, 99%) identical to an exemplary protein, peptide,

subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof, for example, of any

amino acid sequence set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS

621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6. In an additional embodiment,

a nucleic acid encodes a sequence having a modification, such as one or more amino acid

additions (insertions), deletions or substitutions of protein, peptide, subsequence, portion,



homologue, variant or derivative thereof, for example, of an amino acid sequence set

forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ

ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6.

[00104] The terms "nucleic acid," "polynucleotide" and "polynucleoside" and the like

refer to at least two or more ribo- or deoxy-ribonucleic acid base pairs

(nucleotides/nucleosides) that are linked through a phosphoester bond or equivalent.

Nucleic acids include polynucleotides and polynucleosides. Nucleic acids include single,

double or triplex, circular or linear, molecules. Exemplary nucleic acids include but are

not limited to: RNA, DNA, cDNA, genomic nucleic acid, naturally occurring and non-

naturally occurring nucleic acid, e.g., synthetic nucleic acid.

[00105] Nucleic acids can be of various lengths. Nucleic acid lengths typically range

from about 20 bases to 20 Kilobases (Kb), or any numerical value or range within or

encompassing such lengths, 10 bases to 10Kb, 1 to 5 Kb or less, 1000 to about 500 bases

or less in length. Nucleic acids can also be shorter, for example, 100 to about 500 bases,

or from about 12 to 24, 24 to 45, 45 to 90, 90 to 250, or about 250 to 500 bases in length,

or any numerical value or range or value within or encompassing such lengths. In

particular aspects, a nucleic acid sequence has a length from about 10-20, 20-30, 30-50,

50-100, 100-150, 150-200, 200-250, 250-300, 300-400, 400-500, 500-1000, 1000-2000

bases, or any numerical value or range within or encompassing such lengths. Shorter

nucleic acids are commonly referred to as "oligonucleotides" or "probes" of single- or

double-stranded DNA. However, there is no upper limit to the length of such

oligonucleotides.

[00106] Nucleic acid sequences further include nucleotide and nucleoside

substitutions, additions and deletions, as well as derivatized forms and fusion/chimeric

sequences (e.g., encoding recombinant polypeptide). For example, due to the degeneracy

of the genetic code, nucleic acids include sequences and subsequences degenerate with

respect to nucleic acids that encode proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions,

homologues, variants or derivatives thereof, (e.g., substitutions, additions, insertions and

deletions), for example, of amino acid sequences set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-

620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6.

[00107] Nucleic acids can be produced using various standard cloning and chemical

synthesis techniques. Techniques include, but are not limited to nucleic acid

amplification, e.g., polymerase chain reaction (PCR), with genomic DNA or cDNA

targets using primers (e.g., a degenerate primer mixture) capable of annealing to the

encoding sequence. Nucleic acids can also be produced by chemical synthesis (e.g., solid



phase phosphoramidite synthesis) or transcription from a gene. The sequences produced

can then be translated in vitro, or cloned into a plasmid and propagated and then

expressed in a cell (e.g., a host cell such as eukaryote or mammalian cell, yeast or bacteria,

in an animal or in a plant).

[00108] Nucleic acid may be inserted into a nucleic acid construct in which expression

of the nucleic acid is influenced or regulated by an "expression control element." An

"expression control element" refers to a nucleic acid sequence element that regulates or

influences expression of a nucleic acid sequence to which it is operatively linked.

Expression control elements include, as appropriate, promoters, enhancers, transcription

terminators, gene silencers, a start codon (e.g., ATG) in front of a protein-encoding gene,

etc.

[00109] An expression control element operatively linked to a nucleic acid sequence

controls transcription and, as appropriate, translation of the nucleic acid sequence.

Expression control elements include elements that activate transcription constitutively,

that are inducible (i.e., require an external signal for activation), or derepressible (i.e.,

require a signal to turn transcription off; when the signal is no longer present,

transcription is activated or "derepressed"), or specific for cell-types or tissues (i.e.,

tissue-specific control elements).

[00110] Nucleic acid can also be inserted into a plasmid for propagation into a host

cell and for subsequent genetic manipulation. A plasmid is a nucleic acid that can be

propagated in a host cell, plasmids may optionally contain expression control elements in

order to drive expression of the nucleic acid encoding proteins, peptides, subsequences,

portions, homologues, variants or derivatives thereof in the host cell. A vector is used

herein synonymously with a plasmid and may also include an expression control element

for expression in a host cell (e.g., expression vector). Plasmids and vectors generally

contain at least an origin of replication for propagation in a cell and a promoter. Plasmids

and vectors are therefore useful for genetic manipulation and expression of proteins,

peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues, variants or derivatives thereof, for

example, of amino acid sequences set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2

(SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6. Accordingly,

vectors that include nucleic acids encoding or complementary to proteins, peptides,

subsequences, portions, homologues, variants or derivatives thereof, for example, of

amino acid sequences set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS

621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6, are provided.



[00111] In accordance with the invention, there are provided particles (e.g., viral

particles) and transformed host cells that express and/or are transformed with a nucleic

acid that encodes and/or express proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues,

variants or derivatives thereof, for example, of amino acid sequences set forth in Table 1

(SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-

2264) or Table 6. Particles and transformed host cells include but are not limited to

virions, and prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells such as bacteria, fungi (yeast), plant, insect,

and animal (e.g., mammalian, including primate and human, CHO cells and hybridomas)

cells. For example, bacteria transformed with recombinant bacteriophage nucleic acid,

plasmid nucleic acid or cosmid nucleic acid expression vectors; yeast transformed with

recombinant yeast expression vectors; plant cell systems infected with recombinant virus

expression vectors (e.g., cauliflower mosaic virus, CaMV; tobacco mosaic virus, TMV)

or transformed with recombinant plasmid expression vectors (e.g., Ti plasmid); insect cell

systems infected with recombinant virus expression vectors (e.g., baculovirus); and

animal cell systems infected with recombinant virus expression vectors (e.g., retroviruses,

adenovirus, vaccinia virus), or transformed animal cell systems engineered for stable

expression. The cells may be a primary cell isolate, cell culture (e.g., passaged,

established or immortalized cell line), or part of a plurality of cells, or a tissue or organ ex

vivo or in a subject (in vivo).

[00112] The term "transformed" or "transfected" when used in reference to a cell (e.g.,

a host cell) or organism, means a genetic change in a cell following incorporation of an

exogenous molecule, for example, a protein or nucleic acid (e.g., a transgene) into the cell.

Thus, a "transfected" or "transformed" cell is a cell into which, or a progeny thereof in

which an exogenous molecule has been introduced by the hand of man, for example, by

recombinant DNA techniques.

[00113] The nucleic acid or protein can be stably or transiently transfected or

transformed (expressed) in the host cell and progeny thereof. The cell(s) can be

propagated and the introduced protein expressed, or nucleic acid transcribed. A progeny

of a transfected or transformed cell may not be identical to the parent cell, since there

may be mutations that occur during replication.

[0100] Expression of proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues,

variants or derivatives thereof and nucleic acid in particles or introduction into target cells

(e.g., host cells) can also be carried out by methods known in the art. Non-limiting

examples include osmotic shock (e.g., calcium phosphate), electroporation,

microinjection, cell fusion, etc. Introduction of nucleic acid and polypeptide in vitro, ex



vivo and in vivo can also be accomplished using other techniques. For example, a

polymeric substance, such as polyesters, polyamine acids, hydrogel, polyvinyl

pyrrolidone, ethylene-vinylacetate, methylcellulose, carboxymethylcellulose, protamine

sulfate, or lactide/glycolide copolymers, polylactide/glycolide copolymers, or

ethylenevinylacetate copolymers. A nucleic acid can be entrapped in microcapsules

prepared by coacervation techniques or by interfacial polymerization, for example, by the

use of hydroxymethylcellulose or gelatin-microcapsules, or poly (methylmethacrolate)

microcapsules, respectively, or in a colloid system. Colloidal dispersion systems include

macromolecule complexes, nano-capsules, microspheres, beads, and lipid-based systems,

including oil-in-water emulsions, micelles, mixed micelles, and liposomes.

[0101] Liposomes for introducing various compositions into cells are known in the

art and include, for example, phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylserine, lipofectin and

DOTAP (e.g., U.S. Patent Nos. 4,844,904, 5,000,959, 4,863,740, and 4,975,282; and

GIBCO-BRL, Gaithersburg, MD). Piperazine based amphilic cationic lipids useful for

gene therapy also are known (see, e.g., U.S. Patent No. 5,861,397). Cationic lipid

systems also are known (see, e.g., U.S. Patent No. 5,459,127). Polymeric substances,

microcapsules and colloidal dispersion systems such as liposomes are collectively

referred to herein as "vesicles." Accordingly, viral and non-viral vector means

deliveryinto cells are included.

[0102] TG proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues, variants or

derivatives thereof, for example, of TG amino acid sequences set forth in Table 1 (SEQ

ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or

Table 6, are provided, can be employed in various methods and uses. Such methods and

uses include, for example, administration in vitro and in vivo of one or more proteins,

peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues, variants or derivatives thereof, such as the

TG amino acid sequences set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID

NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6, or subsequences,

portions, homologues, variants or derivatives thereof. The methods and uses provided

include methods and uses of modulating an immune response, including, among others,

methods and uses of protecting and treating subjects against a disorder, disease; and

methods and uses of providing specific immunotherapy; and methods and uses of

diagnosis.

[0103] In particular embodiments, methods and uses include administration or

delivery of a protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variants or derivative

thereof described herein (e.g., of any TG amino acid sequences set forth in Table 1 (SEQ



ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or

Table 6) to modulate an immune response in a subject, including, for example,

modulating an immune response to an allergen or antigen.

[0104] As used herein, the term "modulate," means an alteration or effect on the term

modified. For example, the term modulate can be used in various contexts to refer to an

alteration or effect of an activity, a function, or expression of a polypeptide, gene or

signaling pathway, or a physiological condition or response of an organism. In certain

embodiments, modulating involves decreasing, reducing, inhibiting, suppressing or

disrupting an immune response of a subject to an antigen or allergen. In other

embodiments, modulating involves eliciting, stimulating, inducing, promoting, increasing

or enhancing an immune response of a subject to an antigen or allergen. Thus, where the

term "modulate" is used to modify the term "immune response against an allergen in a

subject" this means that the immune response in the subject to the allergen is altered or

affected (e.g., decreased, reduced, inhibited, suppressed, limited, controlled, prevented,

elicited, promoted, stimulated, increased, induced, enhanced, etc.).

[0105] Methods and uses of modulating an immune response against an antigen or

allergen as described herein may be used to provide a subject with protection against an

allergic response or reaction to the allergen, or allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one

or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or

complications caused by or associated with the allergen. Accordingly, in other

embodiments, methods and uses include administering a protein, peptide, subsequence,

portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof described herein (e.g., of any TG amino

acid sequences set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-

1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6) to protect or treat a subject against

an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological

conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or

associated with an allergen. In still other embodiments, methods and uses include

administering or delivering a protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant

or derivative thereof described herein (e.g., of any TG amino acid sequences set forth in

Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS

1443-2264) or Table 6) to elicit, stimulate, induce, promote, increase or enhance

immunological tolerance of a subject to an antigen or allergen.

[0106] In various embodiments, there are provided methods and uses of providing a

subject with protection against an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease,

or one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or



complications caused by or associated with an allergen. In various aspects, a method or

use includes administering to the subject an amount of a protein, peptide, subsequence,

portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof described herein (e.g., of any TG amino

acid sequences set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-

1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6) sufficient to provide the subject

with protection against the allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one

or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or

complications caused by or associated with the allergen.

[0107] Methods and uses of the invention include providing a subject with protection

against an antigen or allergen, or one or more physiological conditions, disorders,

illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or associated with the exposure

to the antigen or allergen, for example, vaccinating the subject to protect against an

allergic response to the allergen, for example with any TG amino acid sequences set forth

in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID

NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6. In certain embodiments, methods and uses include

protecting the subject against an allergic response or reaction by inducing tolerance of the

subject (desensitizing) to the allergen.

[0108] As used herein, the terms "protection," "protect" and grammatical variations

thereof, when used in reference to an allergic response or one or more physiological

conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or

associated with the exposure to allergen, means preventing an allergic response, reaction,

or one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or

complications caused by or associated with the exposure to the allergen, or reducing or

decreasing susceptibility to an allergic response, reaction, or one or more physiological

conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or

associated with the exposure to the allergen.

[0109] An allergic response includes but is not limited to an allergic reaction,

hypersensitivity, an inflammatory response or inflammation. In certain embodiments

allergic response may involve one or more of cell infiltration, production of antibodies,

production of cytokines, lymphokines, chemokines, interferons and interleukins, cell

growth and maturation factors (e.g., differentiation factors), cell proliferation, cell

differentiation, cell accumulation or migration (chemotaxis) and cell, tissue or organ

damage or remodeling. In particular aspects, an allergic response may include Allergic

rhinitis; Onchocercal dermatitis; Atopic dermatitis; allergic conjunctivitis; Drug reactions;



Nodules, eosinophilia, rheumatism, dermatitis, rashes, hives, and swelling (NERDS);

esophageal and a gastrointestinal allergy.

[0110] Allergic responses can occur systemically, or locally in any region, organ,

tissue, or cell. In particular aspects, an allergic response occurs in the skin, the upper

respiratory tract, the lower respiratory tract, pancreas, thymus, kidney, liver, spleen,

muscle, nervous system, skeletal joints, eye, mucosal tissue, gut or bowel.

[0111] Methods and uses herein include treating a subject for an allergic response,

allergic disorder or allergic disease, as well as one or more physiological conditions,

disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or associated with an

allergen. Such methods and uses include administering to a subject an amount of a

protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof described

herein (e.g., any TG amino acid sequences set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620),

Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6)

sufficient to treat the subject for the allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease,

or one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or

complications caused by or associated with the allergen.

[0112] As will be understood by a person skilled in the art, treating an allergic

response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological conditions,

disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or associated with an

allergen may include decreasing, reducing, inhibiting, suppressing, limiting, controlling

or clearing an allergic response, an allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more

physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications

caused by or associated with the allergen. Thus in certain embodiments, a method or use

of treating a subject for a an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one

or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or

complications caused by or associated with an allergen comprises elimination of the

allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological

conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or

associated with the allergen from a subject. In other embodiments, a method or use of

treating a subject for an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or

more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications

caused by or associated with an allergen includes reducing occurrence, frequency,

severity, progression, or duration of the allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic

disease, or one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms

or complications caused by or associated with the allergen in the subject. In yet another



embodiment, a method or use of treating a subject for an allergic response, allergic

disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses,

diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or associated with an allergen, includes

stabilizing the allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more

physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications

caused by or associated with the allergen in a subject by preventing an increase in the

occurrence, frequency, severity, progression, or duration of the allergic response, allergic

disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses,

diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or associated with contact of the subject

with an allergen.

[0113] Methods and uses of the invention include treating or administering a subject

previously exposed to an antigen or allergen. Thus, in certain embodiments, methods and

uses are for treating or protecting a subject from an allergic response, allergic disorder or

allergic disease, or one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases,

symptoms or complications caused by or associated with secondary or subsequent

exposure to an antigen or allergen.

[0114] Physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or

complications caused by or associated with an antigen/allergen treatable in accordance

with the invention methods and uses include but are not limited to asthma, allergic

asthma, bronchiolitis and pleuritis, Allergic rhinitis; Onchocercal dermatitis; Atopic

dermatitis; allergic conjunctivitis; Drug reactions; Nodules, eosinophilia, rheumatism,

dermatitis, rashes, hives, and swelling (NERDS); esophageal and a gastrointestinal

allergy, Airway Obstruction, Apnea, Asbestosis, Atelectasis, Berylliosis, Bronchiectasis,

Bronchiolitis, Bronchiolitis Obliterans Organizing Pneumonia, Bronchitis,

Bronchopulmonary Dysplasia, Empyema, Pleural Empyema, Pleural Epiglottitis,

Hemoptysis, Hypertension, Kartagener Syndrome, Meconium Aspiration, Pleural

Effusion, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, Pneumothorax, Respiratory Distress Syndrome,

Respiratory Hypersensitivity, Rhinoscleroma, Scimitar Syndrome, Severe Acute

Respiratory Syndrome, Silicosis, Tracheal Stenosis, eosinophilic pleural effusions,

Histiocytosis; chronic eosinophilic pneumonia; hypersensitivity pneumonitis; Allergic

bronchopulmonary aspergillosis; Sarcoidosis; Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis; pulmonary

edema; pulmonary embolism; pulmonary emphysema; Pulmonary Hyperventilation;

Pulmonary Alveolar Proteinosis; Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD);

Interstitial Lung Disease; and Topical eosinophilia.



[0115] Timothy grass proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues,

variants and derivatives thereof, described herein may elicit, stimulate, induce, promote,

increase or enhance immunological tolerance to an antigen, including an allergen.

Methods and uses of the invention therefore further include inducing immunological

tolerance of a subject to an antigen or allergen. Thus, for example, Timothy grass

proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues, variants and derivatives thereof,

described herein can be effective in treatment (e.g., therapeutic) of an allergic immune

response, including but not limited to an allergic immune response following a secondary

or subsequent exposure of a subject to an antigen. In one embodiment, a method or use

includes administering to the subject an amount of a protein, peptide, subsequence,

portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof described herein (e.g., any TG amino

acid sequences set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-

1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6) sufficient to induce tolerance in the

subject to the antigen or allergen. In particular aspects, the immunological tolerance

elicited, stimulated, induced, promoted, increased or enhanced may involve modulation of

T cell activity, including but not limited to CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells, Thl cells, Th2

cells and regulatory T cells. For example, immunological tolerance elicited, stimulated,

induced, promoted, increased or enhanced from administration of the Timothy grass

proteins or peptides, or subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof,

may involve modulation of the production or activity of pro-inflammatory or anti

inflammatory cytokines produced by T cells.

[0116] In additional embodiments, a method or use of inducing immunological

tolerance in a subject to an allergen includes a reduction in occurrence, frequency,

severity, progression, or duration of physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses,

diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or associated an allergic response to the

allergen in the subject. Thus, in certain embodiments, inducing immunological tolerance

can protect a subject against or treat a subject for an allergic response, allergic disorder or

allergic disease, or one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases,

symptoms or complications caused by or associated with an antigen or allergen.

[0117] Methods and uses of inducing immunological tolerance described herein may

include eliciting, stimulating, inducing, promoting, increasing or enhancing an immune

response. In certain embodiments, inducing immunological tolerance may include

eliciting, stimulating, inducing, promoting, increasing or enhancing an immune response

that decreases, reduces, inhibits, suppresses, limits, controls or clears an allergic response.

For example, in certain embodiments inducing immunological tolerance may include



eliciting, stimulating, inducing, promoting, increasing or enhancing proliferation or

activity of regulatory T cells. In other embodiments, inducing immunological tolerance

may include eliciting, stimulating, inducing, promoting, increasing or enhancing an

immune response that promotes an allergic response. As will be understood by a person

of skill in the art, a method or use that elicits, stimulates, induces, promotes, increases or

enhances an immune response that promotes an allergic response may still induce

immunological tolerance by also eliciting, stimulating, inducing, promoting, increasing or

enhancing an immune response that decreases, reduces, inhibits, suppresses, limits,

controls or clears an allergic response. In particular embodiments, inducing

immunological tolerance includes eliciting, stimulating, inducing, promoting, increasing

or enhancing an immune responses that decreases, reduces, inhibits, suppresses, limits,

controls or clears an allergic response that is stronger than the immune response that

promotes an allergic response. In other embodiments, inducing immunological tolerance

includes eliciting, stimulating, inducing, promoting, increasing or enhancing more

immune responses that decrease, reduce, inhibit, suppress, limit, controls or clear an

allergic response than immune responses that promote an allergic response.

[0118] Methods and uses of the invention include treating a subject via specific

immunotherapy. In one embodiment, a method or use includes administering to the

subject an amount of a protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or

derivative thereof described herein (e.g., any TG amino acid sequences set forth in Table

1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-

2264) or Table 6. In one aspect, an antigen (allergen) administered to a subject during

specific immunotherapy to treat the subject is the same antigen (allergen) to which the

subject has been sensitized or is hypersensitive (e.g., allergic). In another non-limiting

aspect, an antigen (allergen) administered to a subject to treat the subject is a different

antigen (allergen) to which the subject has been sensitized or is hypersensitive (e.g.,

allergic). Thus in different embodiments, the antigen administered and antigen (e.g.,

allergen) against which immunological tolerance is sought may be the same protein

(antigen, allergen), may be proteins (antigens, allergens) of the same organism or may be

proteins (antigens, allergens) of different organisms.

[0119] In accordance with the invention, methods and uses include therapeutic

(following antigen/allergen exposure) and prophylactic (prior to antigen/allergen

exposure) uses and methods. For example, therapeutic and prophylactic methods and

uses of treating a subject for an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or

one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or



complications caused by or associated with an allergen, include but are not limited to

treatment of a subject having or at risk of having an allergic response, allergic disorder or

allergic disease, or one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases,

symptoms or complications caused by or associated with an allergen; treating a subject

with an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more

physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications

caused by or associated with an allergen; and methods and uses of protecting a subject

from an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more

physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications

caused by or associated with an antigen/allergen (e.g., provide the subject with protection

against an allergic reaction to an allergen), to decrease or reduce the probability of an

allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological

conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or

associated with an allergen, in a subject and to decrease or reduce susceptibility of a

subject to an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more

physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications

caused by or associated with an allergen, to inhibit or prevent an allergic response,

allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological conditions, disorders,

illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or associated with an allergen,

in a subject. Accordingly, methods and uses can treat an allergic response, allergic

disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses,

diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or associated with an allergen, or provide

a subject with protection from an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or

one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or

complications caused by or associated with an allergen (e.g., prophylactic protection).

[0120] As described herein, proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues,

variants and derivatives thereof include T cell epitopes, such as Th2 cell epitopes.

Accordingly, methods and uses of the invention include administering an amount of a

protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof (e.g., a T

cell epitope) to a subject sufficient to provide the subject with protection against an

allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological

conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or

associated with an allergen. In another embodiment, a method includes administering an

amount of a protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative

thereof (e.g., a T cell epitope, such as a Th2 cell epitope) to a subject sufficient to treat,



vaccinate or immunize the subject against an allergic response, allergic disorder or

allergic disease, or one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases,

symptoms or complications caused by or associated with an allergen.

[0121] In accordance with the invention, methods and uses of modulating anti-

allergen activity of T cells, including but not limited to CD8+ T cells, CD4+ T cells, Thl

cells or Th2 cells, in a subject are provided. In one embodiment, a method or use

includes administering to a subject an amount of a protein, peptide, subsequence, portion,

homologue, variant or derivative thereof, such as a T cell epitope, sufficient to modulate

Th2 cell activity in the subject.

[0122] In all methods and uses of the invention, any appropriate protein, peptide,

subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof can be used or

administered. In particular non-limiting examples, the protein, peptide, subsequence,

portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof comprises, consists of or consists

essentially of a TG amino acid sequence of a protein or peptide set forth in in Table 1

(SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-

2264) or Table 6, or a subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof.

[0123] In certain embodiments, two or more proteins, peptides, subsequences,

portions, homologues, variants or derivatives thereof, may be administered to a subject.

In particular embodiments, a protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant

or derivative thereof consists of or consists essentially of an amino acid sequence of a TG

protein or peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-

1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6, or subsequence, portion,

homologue, variant or derivative thereof, and is administered with one or more other

proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues, variants or derivatives thereof.

Two or more proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues, variants or

derivatives thereof may be administered as a combination composition, or administered

separately, such as concurrently or in series or sequentially. Different proteins, peptides,

subsequences, portions, homologues, variants or derivatives thereof, may be administered

to a subject in the same amount, volume or concentration, or different amounts, volumes

or concentrations. Thus, in certain embodiments, the subject may be administered the

same amount of two or more different proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions,

homologues, variants or derivatives thereof; and in other embodiments, the subject may

be administered one protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or

derivative thereof in an amount, volume or concentration greater than one or more other



protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof

administered to the subject.

[0124] Methods and uses of the invention include a favorable response or an

improvement in one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases,

symptoms or complications caused by or associated with an antigen/allergen. In

particular embodiments, a favorable response or improvement includes but is not limited

to reduce, decrease, suppress, limit, control or inhibit an allergic response including

reducing, decreasing, suppressing, limiting, controlling or inhibiting immune cell

proliferation, function or activity, or eliciting, stimulating, inducing, promoting,

increasing or enhancing immune cell proliferation or activity (e.g. regulatory T cells); or

reduce, decrease, suppress, limit, control or inhibit the amount of allergen. In additional

particular embodiments, an amount of a protein, peptide, subsequence, portion,

homologue, variant or derivative thereof is sufficient to elicit, stimulate, induce, promote,

increase or enhance or augment immunological tolerance to an allergen; or decrease,

reduce, inhibit, suppress, prevent, control, or limit an allergic reaction or response. In

further particular embodiments, an amount of a protein, peptide, subsequence, portion,

homologue, variant or derivative thereof is sufficient to protect a subject from an allergic

response or reduce, decrease, limit, control or inhibit susceptibility to an allergic

response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological conditions,

disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or associated with an

allergen.

[0125] Methods and uses of the invention therefore include any therapeutic or

beneficial effect. In various methods embodiments, an allergic response, allergic disorder

or allergic disease, or one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases,

symptoms or complications caused by or associated with an allergen is reduced,

decreased, inhibited, limited, delayed or prevented. Physiological conditions, disorders,

illnesses and diseases associated with an antigen/allergen include but are not limited to

asthma, allergic asthma, bronchiolitis and pleuritis, Allergic rhinitis; Onchocercal

dermatitis; Atopic dermatitis; allergic conjunctivitis; Drug reactions; Nodules,

eosinophilia, rheumatism, dermatitis, rashes, hives, and swelling (NERDS); esophageal

and a gastrointestinal allergy, Airway Obstruction, Apnea, Asbestosis, Atelectasis,

Berylliosis, Bronchiectasis, Bronchiolitis, Bronchiolitis Obliterans Organizing

Pneumonia, Bronchitis, Bronchopulmonary Dysplasia, Empyema, Pleural Empyema,

Pleural Epiglottitis, Hemoptysis, Hypertension, Kartagener Syndrome, Meconium

Aspiration, Pleural Effusion, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, Pneumothorax, Respiratory Distress



Syndrome, Respiratory Hypersensitivity, Rhinoscleroma, Scimitar Syndrome, Severe

Acute Respiratory Syndrome, Silicosis, Tracheal Stenosis, eosinophilic pleural effusions,

Histiocytosis; chronic eosinophilic pneumonia; hypersensitivity pneumonitis; Allergic

bronchopulmonary aspergillosis; Sarcoidosis; Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis; pulmonary

edema; pulmonary embolism; pulmonary emphysema; Pulmonary Hyperventilation;

Pulmonary Alveolar Proteinosis; Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD);

Interstitial Lung Disease; and Topical eosinophilia. Symptoms and complications

associated with an allergen include but are not limited to cell infiltration, production of

antibodies, production of cytokines, lymphokines, chemokines, interferons and

interleukins, cell growth and maturation factors (e.g., differentiation factors), cell

proliferation, cell differentiation, cell accumulation or migration and cell, tissue or organ

damage or remodelling, allergic rhinitis; Onchocercal dermatitis; Atopic dermatitis;

allergic conjunctivitis; Drug reactions; Nodules, eosinophilia, rheumatism, dermatitis,

rashes, hives, and swelling (NERDS); esophageal and a gastrointestinal allergy.

Additional symptoms of antigen/allergen exposure are known to one of skill in the art and

treatment thereof in accordance with the invention is provided.

[0126] Methods and uses of the invention moreover include reducing, decreasing,

inhibiting, delaying or preventing onset, progression, frequency, duration, severity,

probability or susceptibility of one or more adverse symptoms, disorders, illnesses,

diseases or complications caused by or associated with an antigen/allergen. In further

various particular embodiments, methods and uses include improving, accelerating,

facilitating, enhancing, augmenting, or hastening recovery of a subject from an allergic

response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological conditions,

disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or associated with an

antigen/allergen. In yet additional various embodiments, methods and uses include

stabilizing an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more

physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications

caused by or associated with an antigen/allergen.

[0127] A therapeutic or beneficial effect is therefore any objective or subjective

measurable or detectable improvement or benefit provided to a particular subject. A

therapeutic or beneficial effect can but need not be complete ablation of all or any allergic

response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological conditions,

disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or associated with an

allergen. Thus, a satisfactory clinical endpoint is achieved when there is an incremental

improvement or a partial reduction in an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic



disease, or one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms

or complications caused by or associated with an allergen, or an inhibition, decrease,

reduction, suppression, prevention, limit or control of worsening or progression of an

allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological

conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or

associated with an allergen, over a short or long duration (hours, days, weeks, months,

etc.).

[0128] A therapeutic or beneficial effect also includes reducing or eliminating the

need, dosage frequency or amount of a second therapeutic protocol or active such as

another drug or other agent (e.g., anti-inflammatory) used for treating a subject having or

at risk of having an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more

physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications

caused by or associated with an allergen. For example, reducing an amount of an adjunct

therapy, such as a reduction or decrease of a treatment for an allergic response, allergic

disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses,

diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or associated with an allergen, or a

specific immunotherapy, vaccination or immunization protocol is considered a beneficial

effect. In addition, reducing or decreasing an amount of protein, peptide, subsequence,

portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof, used for specific immunotherapy,

vaccination or immunization of a subject to provide protection to the subject is considered

a beneficial effect.

[0129] As disclosed herein, invention proteins, peptides, subsequences, etc., can be

used in methods of providing specific immunotherapy to a subject, such as a subject with

or at risk of an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more

physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications

caused by or associated with an allergen. In one embodiment, a method or use includes

administering to a subject an amount of a protein, peptide, subsequence, portion,

homologue, variant or derivative thereof sufficient to elicit, stimulate, induce, promote,

increase, enhance or augment immunological tolerance in the subject to an

antigen/allergen. In another embodiment, a method includes administering to a subject an

amount of a nucleic acid encoding all or a portion (e.g., a T cell epitope) of a protein,

peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof sufficient to

elicit, stimulate, induce, promote, increase, enhance or augment immunological tolerance

of the subject to an allergen.



[0130] When an antigen(s) or allergen(s) is administered to induce tolerance, an

amount or dose of the antigen or allergen to be administered, and the period of time

required to achieve a desired outcome or result (e.g., to desensitize or develop tolerance

to the antigen or allergen) can be determined by one skilled in the art. The antigen or

allergen may be administered to the patient through any route known in the art, including,

but not limited to oral, inhalation, sublingual, epicutaneous, intranasal, and/or parenteral

routes (intravenous, intramuscular, subcutaneously, and intraperitoneal).

[0131] Methods and uses of the invention include administration of a protein,

peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof to a subject prior

to contact by or exposure to an allergen; administration prior to, substantially

contemporaneously with or after a subject has been contacted by or exposed to an

allergen; and administration prior to, substantially contemporaneously with or after an

allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological

conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or

associated with an allergen. A subject contacted by or exposed to an allergen may have

contact or exposure over a period of 1-5, 5-10, 10-20, 20-30, 30-50, 50-100 hours, days,

months, or years.

[0132] Invention compositions (e.g., proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions,

homologues, variants or derivatives thereof, including T cell epitopes, for example, of an

amino acid sequence of a TG protein or peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620),

Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6),

methods and uses can be combined with any compound, agent, drug, treatment or other

therapeutic regimen or protocol having a desired therapeutic, beneficial, additive,

synergistic or complementary activity or effect. Exemplary combination compositions

and treatments include multiple proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues,

variants or derivatives thereof such as T cell epitopes as described herein (e.g., of an

amino acid sequence of a TG protein or peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620),

Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6), and

second actives, such as anti-allergen compounds, agents, drugs, treatments and therapies,

including but not limited to anti-histamines, anti-inflammatories, decongestants and

corticosteroids as well as agents that assist, promote, stimulate or enhance efficacy. Such

anti-allergen drugs, agents, treatments and therapies can be administered or performed

prior to, substantially contemporaneously with or following any method or use described

herein, for example, a therapeutic use or method of treating a subject for an allergic

response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological conditions,



disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or associated with an

allergen, or a method or use of providing specific immunotherapy to a subject.

[0133] Accordingly, methods and uses include combinations of TG proteins,

peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues, variants or derivatives thereof and second

actives, and administering as a combination with a second active, or administered

separately, such as concurrently or in series or sequentially (prior to or following) to

administering a second active to a subject. The invention therefore provides

combinations of one or more proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues,

variants or derivatives thereof, in combination with a second active, including but not

limited to any compound, agent, drug, therapeutic regimen, treatment protocol, process,

remedy or composition, such as anti-histamine, anti-inflammatory, decongestant and

corticosteroid, or immune tolerance stimulating, enhancing or augmenting protocol, or

specific immunotherapy protocol set forth herein or known in the art. The compound,

agent, drug, therapeutic regimen, treatment protocol, process, remedy or composition can

be administered or performed prior to, substantially contemporaneously with or following

administration of one or more proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues,

variants or derivatives thereof, or a nucleic acid encoding all or a portion (e.g., a T cell

epitope) of a protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative

thereof, to a subject. Specific non-limiting examples of combination embodiments

therefore include the foregoing or other compound, agent, drug, therapeutic regimen,

treatment protocol, process, remedy or composition.

[0134] An exemplary combination is a TG protein, peptide, subsequence, portion,

homologue, variant or derivative thereof, and a different protein, peptide, or subsequence,

portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof, of an amino acid sequence of a TG

protein or peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-

1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6. Another exemplary combination is

a protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof, and an

immunological tolerance inducing molecule.

[0135] In invention methods and uses in which there is a desired outcome or effect,

such as a therapeutic or prophylactic method or use that provides a benefit from

treatment, protection, inducing immunological tolerance, vaccination or specific

immunotherapy, a TG protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or

derivative thereof can be administered in a sufficient or effective amount. As used herein,

a "sufficient amount" or "effective amount" or an "amount sufficient" or an "amount

effective" refers to an amount that provides, in single (e.g., primary) or multiple (e.g.,



booster) doses, alone or in combination with one or more other compounds, treatments,

therapeutic regimens or agents (e.g., a drug), a long term or a short term detectable or

measurable improvement in a given subject or any objective or subjective benefit to a

given subject of any degree or for any time period or duration (e.g., for minutes, hours,

days, months, years, or cured).

[0136] An amount sufficient or an amount effective can but need not be provided in a

single administration and can but need not be achieved by a particular protein, peptide,

subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof, alone, optionally in a

combination composition or method or use that includes a second active. In addition, an

amount sufficient or an amount effective need not be sufficient or effective if given in

single or multiple doses without a second or additional administration or dosage, since

additional doses, amounts or duration above and beyond such doses, or additional

antigens, compounds, drugs, agents, treatment or therapeutic regimens may be included in

order to provide a given subject with a detectable or measurable improvement or benefit

to the subject. For example, to increase, enhance, improve or optimize specific

immunotherapy, after an initial or primary administration of one or more proteins,

peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues, variants or derivative thereof, the subject

can be administered one or more additional "boosters" of one or more proteins, peptides,

subsequences, portions, homologues, variants or derivatives thereof. Such subsequent

"booster" administrations can be of the same or a different type, formulation, dose,

concentration, route, etc.

[0137] An amount sufficient or an amount effective need not be therapeutically or

prophylactically effective in each and every subject treated, nor a majority of subjects

treated in a given group or population. An amount sufficient or an amount effective

means sufficiency or effectiveness in a particular subject, not a group of subjects or the

general population. As is typical for such methods, different subjects will exhibit varied

responses to a method of the invention, such as immunization, vaccination, specific

immunotherapy and therapeutic treatments.

[0138] The term "subject" includes but is not limited to a subject at risk of allergen

contact or exposure as well as a subject that has been contacted by or exposed to an

allergen. A subject also includes those having or at risk of having or developing an

immune response to an antigen or an allergen. Such subjects include mammalian animals

(mammals), such as a non-human primate (apes, gibbons, gorillas, chimpanzees,

orangutans, macaques), a domestic animal (dogs and cats), a farm animal (poultry such as

chickens and ducks, horses, cows, goats, sheep, pigs), experimental animal (mouse, rat,



rabbit, guinea pig) and humans. Subjects include animal disease models, for example,

mouse and other animal models of allergic response known in the art.

[0139] Accordingly, subjects appropriate for treatment include those having or at risk

of exposure to an antigen or allergen, also referred to as subjects in need of treatment.

Subjects in need of treatment therefore include subjects that have been exposed to or

contacted with an antigen or allergen, or that have an ongoing contact or exposure or have

developed one or more adverse symptoms caused by or associated with an antigen or

allergen, regardless of the type, timing or degree of onset, progression, severity,

frequency, duration of the symptoms.

[0140] Target subjects and subjects in need of treatment also include those at risk of

allergen exposure or contact or at risk of having exposure or contact to an allergen.

Accordingly, subjects include those at increased or elevated (high) risk of an allergic

reaction; has, or has previously had or is at risk of developing hypersensitivity to an

allergen; and those that have or have previously had or is at risk of developing asthma.

[0141] More particular target subjects include subjects allergic to particular Timothy

Grass antigens and/or allergens. In particular embpodiments, a subject is allergic to a

Timothy grass pollen allergen, such as a Phi p 1, Phi p 5, and/or Phi p 6 allergen, or is

allergic to a homologous allergen, such as a Group 1, Group 5 and/or Group 6 Grass

Pollen allergen, e.g.Grass Pollen from Grass of the order Poales.

[0142] Invention compositions, methods and uses are therefore applicable to treating

a subject who is at risk of allergen exposure or contact but has not yet been exposed to or

contacted with the allergen. Prophylactic uses and methods are therefore included. Target

subjects for prophylaxis may be at increased risk (probability or susceptibility) of allergen

exposure or contact as set forth herein. Such subjects are considered in need of treatment

due to being at risk.

[0143] Subjects for prophylaxis need not be at increased risk but may be from the

general population in which it is desired to protect a subject against an allergic response,

allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological conditions, disorders,

illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or associated with an allergen

or to provide specific immunotherapy, for example. Such a subject that is desired to be

protected against an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more

physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications

caused by or associated with an allergen or to be provided specific immunotherapy can be

administered a protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative

thereof. In another non-limiting example, a subject that is not specifically at risk of



exposure to or contact by an allergen, but nevertheless desires protection against an

allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological

conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or

associated with an allergen, can be administered a protein, peptide, subsequence, portion,

homologue, variant or derivative thereof. Such subjects are also considered in need of

treatment.

[0144] "Prophylaxis" and grammatical variations thereof mean a method or use in

which contact, administration or in vivo delivery to a subject is prior to contact with or

exposure to an allergen. In certain situations it may not be known that a subject has been

contacted with or exposed to an allergen, but administration or in vivo delivery to a

subject can be performed prior to manifestation of an allergic response, allergic disorder

or allergic disease, or one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases,

symptoms or complications caused by or associated with an allergen. For example, a

subject can be provided protection against an allergic response, allergic disorder or

allergic disease, or one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases,

symptoms or complications caused by or associated with an allergen or provided specific

immunotherapy with a protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or

derivative thereof. In such case, a method or use can eliminate, prevent, inhibit, suppress,

limit, decrease or reduce the probability of or susceptibility towards an allergic response,

allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological conditions, disorders,

illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or associated with an

antigen/allergen.

[0145] "Prophylaxis" can also refer to a method or use in which contact,

administration or in vivo delivery to a subject is prior to a secondary or subsequent

exposure to an antigen/ allergen. In such a situation, a subject may have had a prior

contact or exposure to an allergen. In such subjects, an acute allergic reaction may but

need not be resolved. Such a subject typically may have developed anti-allergen

antibodies due to the prior exposure. Immunization or vaccination, by administration or in

vivo delivery to such a subject, can be performed prior to a secondary or subsequent

allergen exposure.Such a method or use can eliminate, prevent, inhibit, suppress, limit,

decrease or reduce the probability of or susceptibility towards a secondary or subsequent

allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological

conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or

associated with an allergen. In certain embodiments, such a method or use includes

providing specific immunotherapy to the subject to eliminate, prevent, inhibit, suppress,



limit, decrease or reduce the probability of or susceptibility towards a secondary or

subsequent allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more

physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications

caused by or associated with an antigen/allergen.

[0146] Treatment of an allergic reaction or response can be at any time during the

reaction or response. A protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or

derivative thereof, can be administered as a combination (e.g., with a second active), or

separately concurrently or in sequence (sequentially) in accordance with the methods and

uses described herein as a single or multiple dose e.g., one or more times hourly, daily,

weekly, monthly or annually or between about 1 to 10 weeks, or for as long as

appropriate, for example, to achieve a reduction in the onset, progression, severity,

frequency, duration of one or more symptoms or complications associated with or caused

by an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological

conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or

associated with an antigen/allergen.

[0147] Accordingly, methods and uses of the invention can be practiced one or more

times (e.g., 1-10, 1-5 or 1-3 times) an hour, day, week, month, or year. The skilled artisan

will know when it is appropriate to delay or discontinue administration. A non-limiting

dosage schedule is 1-7 times per week, for 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20 or more

weeks.

[0148] Doses can be based upon current existing protocols, empirically determined,

using animal disease models or optionally in human clinical trials. Initial study doses can

be based upon animal studies, e.g. a mouse, and the amount of protein, peptide,

subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof, administered that is

determined to be effective. Exemplary non-limiting amounts (doses) are in a range of

about 0.1 mg/kg to about 100 mg/kg, and any numerical value or range or value within

such ranges. Greater or lesser amounts (doses) can be administered, for example, 0.01-

500 mg/kg, and any numerical value or range or value within such ranges. The dose can

be adjusted according to the mass of a subject, and will generally be in a range from about

1-10 ug/kg, 10-25 ug/kg, 25-50 ug/kg, 50-100 ug/kg,100-500 ug/kg, 500-1,000 ug/kg, 1-5

mg/kg, 5-10 mg/kg, 10-20 mg/kg, 20-50 mg/kg, 50-100 mg/kg, 100-250 mg/kg, 250-

500 mg/kg, or more, two, three, four, or more times per hour, day, week, month or

annually. A typical range will be from about 0.3 mg/kg to about 50 mg/kg, 0-25 mg/kg,

or 1.0-10 mg/kg, or any numerical value or range or value within such ranges.



[0149] Doses can vary and depend upon whether the treatment is prophylactic or

therapeutic, whether a subject has been previously exposed to the antigen/allergen, the

onset, progression, severity, frequency, duration, probability of or susceptibility of the

symptom, condition, pathology or complication, or vaccination or specific

immunotherapy to which treatment is directed, the clinical endpoint desired, previous or

simultaneous treatments, the general health, age, gender, race or immunological

competency of the subject and other factors that will be appreciated by the skilled artisan.

The skilled artisan will appreciate the factors that may influence the dosage and timing

required to provide an amount sufficient for providing a therapeutic or prophylactic

benefit.

[0150] Typically, for treatment, a protein, peptide, subsequence, portion, homologue,

variant or derivative thereof, will be administered as soon as practical, typically within 1-

2, 2-4, 4-12, 12-24 or 24-72 hours after a subject is exposed to or contacted with an

allergen, or within 1-2, 2-4, 4-12, 12-24 or 24-48 hours after onset or development of one

or more of an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more

physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications

caused by or associated with an antigen/allergen.

[0151] For prophylactic treatment in connection with vaccination or specific

immunotherapy, proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues, variants or

derivatives thereof, can be administered for a duration of 0-4 weeks, e.g., 2-3 weeks, prior

to exposure to or contact by an allergen or at least within 1-2, 2-4, 4-12, 12-24, 24-48 or

48-72 hours prior to exposure to or contact by an allergen. For an acute allergic reaction,

proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues, variants or derivatives thereof

may be administered at any appropriate time.

[0152] The dose amount, number, frequency or duration may be proportionally

increased or reduced, as indicated by the status of the subject. For example, whether the

subject has an allergic response, whether the subject has been exposed to or contacted by

an allergen or is merely at risk of allergen contact or exposure, whether the subject is a

candidate for or will be vaccinated or provided specific immunotherapy. The dose

amount, number, frequency or duration may be proportionally increased or reduced, as

indicated by any adverse side effects, complications or other risk factors of the treatment

or therapy.

[0153] In methods and uses of the invention, the route, dose, number and frequency

of administrations, treatments, vaccinations and specific immunotherapy, and

timing/intervals between treatment, vaccination and specific immunotherapy, and allergen



exposure can be modified. Although rapid induction of immune responses or

immunological tolerance is desired for developing protective emergency vaccines against

an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological

conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or

associated with an allergen, in certain embodiments, a desirable treatment will elicit

robust, long-lasting protection against an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic

disease, or one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms

or complications caused by or associated with an allergen. Thus, in certain embodiments,

invention compositions, methods and uses provide long-lasting protection against an

allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more physiological

conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications caused by or

associated with an allergen. Specific immunotherapy strategies can provide long-lived

protection against an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or

more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications

caused by or associated with an allergen depending on the level of induced

immunological tolerance or a T cell response or activity.

[0154] TG proteins or peptides, or subsequences, portions, homologues, variants or

derivatives thereof can be provided in compositions, and in turn such compositions can be

used in accordance with the invention methods and uses. Such compositions, methods

and uses include pharmaceutical compositions and formulations. In certain embodiments,

a pharmaceutical composition includes one or more TG proteins, peptides, subsequences,

portions, homologues, variants or derivatives thereof described herein (e.g., an amino acid

sequence of a TG protein or peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2

(SEQ ID NOS 621-1442)/Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6). In particular,

aspects, such compositions and formulations may be a vaccine, including but not limited

to a vaccine to protect against an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or

one or more physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or

complications caused by or associated with an allergen.

[0155] As used herein the term "pharmaceutically acceptable" and "physiologically

acceptable" mean a biologically acceptable formulation, gaseous, liquid or solid, or

mixture thereof, which is suitable for one or more routes of administration, in vivo

delivery or contact. Such formulations include solvents (aqueous or non-aqueous),

solutions (aqueous or non-aqueous), emulsions (e.g., oil-in-water or water-in-oil),

suspensions, syrups, elixirs, dispersion and suspension media, coatings, isotonic and

absorption promoting or delaying agents, compatible with pharmaceutical administration



or in vivo contact or delivery. Aqueous and non-aqueous solvents, solutions and

suspensions may include suspending agents and thickening agents. Such pharmaceutically

acceptable carriers include tablets (coated or uncoated), capsules (hard or soft),

microbeads, powder, granules and crystals. Supplementary active compounds (e.g.,

preservatives, antibacterial, antiviral and antifungal agents) can also be incorporated into

the compositions.

[0156] To increase an immune response, immunological tolerance or protection

against an allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, or one or more

physiological conditions, disorders, illnesses, diseases, symptoms or complications

caused by or associated with an allergen, proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions,

homologues, variants or derivatives thereof, can be coupled to another protein such as

ovalbumin or keyhole limpet hemocyanin (KLH), thyroglobulin or a toxin such as tetanus

or cholera toxin. Proteins, peptides, subsequences, portions, homologues, variants or

derivatives thereof can also be mixed with adjuvants.

[0157] Adjuvants include, for example: oil (mineral or organic) emulsion adjuvants

such as Freund's complete (CFA) and incomplete adjuvant (IFA) (WO 95/17210; WO

98/56414; WO 99/12565; WO 99/11241; and U.S. Patent No. 5,422,109); metal and

metallic salts, such as aluminum and aluminum salts, such as aluminum phosphate or

aluminum hydroxide, alum (hydrated potassium aluminum sulfate); bacterially derived

compounds, such as Monophosphoryl lipid A and derivatives thereof (e.g., 3 De-O-

acylated monophosphoryl lipid A, aka 3D-MPL or d3-MPL, to indicate that position 3 of

the reducing end glucosamine is de-O-acylated, 3D-MPL consisting of the tri and tetra

acyl congeners), and enterobacterial lipopolysaccharides (LPS); plant derived saponins

and derivatives thereof, for example Quil A (isolated from the Quilaja Saponaria Molina

tree, see, e.g., "Saponin adjuvants", Archiv. fur die gesamte Virusforschung, Vol. 44,

Springer Verlag, Berlin, p243-254; U.S. Patent No. 5,057,540), and fragments of Quil A

which retain adjuvant activity without associated toxicity, for example QS7 and QS21

(also known as QA7 and QA21), as described in W096/33739, for example; surfactants

such as, soya lecithin and oleic acid; sorbitan esters such as sorbitan trioleate; and

polyvinylpyrrolidone; oligonucleotides such as CpG (WO 96/02555, and WO 98/16247),

polyriboA and polyriboU; block copolymers; and immunostimulatory cytokines such as

GM-CSF and IL-1, and Muramyl tripeptide (MTP). Additional examples of adjuvants are

described, for example, in "Vaccine Design—the subunit and adjuvant approach" (Edited

by Powell, M. F. and Newman, M. J.; 1995, Pharmaceutical Biotechnology (Plenum



Press, New York and London, ISBN 0-306-44867-X) entitled "Compendium of vaccine

adjuvants and excipients" by Powell, M. F. and Newman M.

[0158] Cosolvents may be added to a protein, peptide, subsequence, portion,

homologue, variant or derivative thereof, composition or formulation. Non-limiting

examples of cosolvents contain hydroxyl groups or other polar groups, for example,

alcohols, such as isopropyl alcohol; glycols, such as propylene glycol,

polyethyleneglycol, polypropylene glycol, glycol ether; glycerol; polyoxyethylene

alcohols and polyoxyethylene fatty acid esters. Non-limiting examples of cosolvents

contain hydroxyl groups or other polar groups, for example, alcohols, such as isopropyl

alcohol; glycols, such as propylene glycol, polyethyleneglycol, polypropylene glycol,

glycol ether; glycerol; polyoxyethylene alcohols and polyoxyethylene fatty acid esters.

[0159] Supplementary compounds (e.g., preservatives, antioxidants, antimicrobial

agents including biocides and biostats such as antibacterial, antiviral and antifungal

agents) can also be incorporated into the compositions. Pharmaceutical compositions

may therefore include preservatives, anti-oxidants and antimicrobial agents.

[0160] Preservatives can be used to inhibit microbial growth or increase stability of

ingredients thereby prolonging the shelf life of the pharmaceutical formulation. Suitable

preservatives are known in the art and include, for example, EDTA, EGTA,

benzalkonium chloride or benzoic acid or benzoates, such as sodium benzoate.

Antioxidants include, for example, ascorbic acid, vitamin A, vitamin E, tocopherols, and

similar vitamins or provitamins.

[0161] An antimicrobial agent or compound directly or indirectly inhibits, reduces,

delays, halts, eliminates, arrests, suppresses or prevents contamination by or growth,

infectivity, replication, proliferation, reproduction, of a pathogenic or non- pathogenic

microbial organism. Classes of antimicrobials include antibacterial, antiviral, antifungal

and antiparasitics. Antimicrobials include agents and compounds that kill or destroy (-

cidal) or inhibit (-static) contamination by or growth, infectivity, replication, proliferation,

reproduction of the microbial organism.

[0162] Exemplary antibacterials (antibiotics) include penicillins (e.g., penicillin G,

ampicillin, methicillin, oxacillin, and amoxicillin), cephalosporins (e.g., cefadroxil,

ceforanid, cefotaxime, and ceftriaxone), tetracyclines (e.g., doxycycline,

chlortetracycline, minocycline, and tetracycline), aminoglycosides (e.g., amikacin,

gentamycin, kanamycin, neomycin, streptomycin, netilmicin, paromomycin and

tobramycin), macrolides (e.g., azithromycin, clarithromycin, and erythromycin),

fluoroquinolones (e.g., ciprofloxacin, lomefloxacin, and norfloxacin), and other



antibiotics including chloramphenicol, clindamycin, cycloserine, isoniazid, rifampin,

vancomycin, aztreonam, clavulanic acid, imipenem, polymyxin, bacitracin, amphotericin

and nystatin.

[0163] Particular non-limiting classes of anti-virals include reverse transcriptase

inhibitors; protease inhibitors; thymidine kinase inhibitors; sugar or glycoprotein

synthesis inhibitors; structural protein synthesis inhibitors; nucleoside analogues; and

viral maturation inhibitors. Specific non-limiting examples of anti-virals include

nevirapine, delavirdine, efavirenz, saquinavir, ritonavir, indinavir, nelfinavir, amprenavir,

zidovudine (AZT), stavudine (d4T), larnivudine (3TC), didanosine (DDI), zalcitabine

(ddC), abacavir, acyclovir, penciclovir, ribavirin, valacyclovir, ganciclovir, 1,-D-

ribofuranosyl-l,2,4-triazole-3 carboxamide, 9->2-hydroxy-ethoxy methylguanine,

adamantanamine, 5-iodo-2'-deoxyuridine, trifluorothymidine, interferon and adenine

arabinoside.

[0164] Pharmaceutical formulations and delivery systems appropriate for the

compositions, methods and uses of the invention are known in the art (see, e.g.,

Remington: The Science and Practice of Pharmacy (2003) 20th ed., Mack Publishing Co.,

Easton, PA; Remington's Pharmaceutical Sciences (1990) 18th ed., Mack Publishing Co.,

Easton, PA; The Merck Index (1996) 12 th ed., Merck Publishing Group, Whitehouse, NJ;

Pharmaceutical Principles of Solid Dosage Forms (1993), Technonic Publishing Co., Inc.,

Lancaster, Pa.; Ansel ad Soklosa, Pharmaceutical Calculations (2001) 11th ed., Lippincott

Williams & Wilkins, Baltimore, MD; and Poznansky et al., Drug Delivery Systems

(1980), R. L. Juliano, ed., Oxford, N.Y., pp. 253-315).

[0165] Pharmaceutical compositions can be formulated to be compatible with a

particular route of administration. Thus, pharmaceutical compositions include carriers,

diluents, or excipients suitable for administration by various routes. Exemplary routes of

administration for contact or in vivo delivery which a composition can optionally be

formulated include inhalation, respiration, intranasal, intubation, intrapulmonary

instillation, oral, buccal, intrapulmonary, intradermal, topical, dermal, parenteral,

sublingual, subcutaneous, intravascular, intrathecal, intraarticular, intracavity,

transdermal, iontophoretic, intraocular, opthalmic, optical, intravenous (i.v.),

intramuscular, intraglandular, intraorgan, or intralymphatic.

[0166] Formulations suitable for parenteral administration include aqueous and non

aqueous solutions, suspensions or emulsions of the active compound, which preparations

are typically sterile and can be isotonic with the blood of the intended recipient. Non-



limiting illustrative examples include water, saline, dextrose, fructose, efhanol, animal,

vegetable or synthetic oils.

[0167] Methods and uses of the invention may be practiced by any mode of

administration or delivery, or by any route, systemic, regional and local administration or

delivery. Exemplary administration and delivery routes include intravenous (i.v.),

intraperitoneal (i.p.), intrarterial, intramuscular, parenteral, subcutaneous, intra-pleural,

topical, dermal, intradermal, transdermal, transmucosal, intra-cranial, intra-spinal, rectal,

oral (alimentary), mucosal, inhalation, respiration, intranasal, intubation, intrapulmonary,

intrapulmonary instillation, buccal, sublingual, intravascular, intrathecal, intracavity,

iontophoretic, intraocular, ophthalmic, optical, intraglandular, intraorgan, or

intralymphatic.

[0168] For oral administration, a composition can take the form of, for example,

tablets or capsules prepared by conventional means with pharmaceutically acceptable

excipients such as binding agents (for example, pregelatinised maize starch,

polyvinylpyrrolidone or hydroxypropyl methylcellulose); fillers (for example, lactose,

microcrystalline cellulose or calcium hydrogen phosphate); lubricants (for example,

magnesium stearate, talc or silica); disintegrants (for example, potato starch or sodium

starch glycolate); or wetting agents (for example, sodium lauryl sulphate). The tablets

can be coated by methods known in the art. Liquid preparations for oral administration

can take the form of, for example, solutions, syrups or suspensions, or they can be

presented as a dry product for constitution with water or other suitable vehicle before use.

Such liquid preparations can be prepared by conventional means with pharmaceutically

acceptable additives such as suspending agents (for example, sorbitol syrup, cellulose

derivatives or hydrogenated edible fats); emulsifying agents (for example, lecithin or

acacia); non-aqueous vehicles (for example, almond oil, oily esters, ethyl alcohol or

fractionated vegetable oils); and preservatives (for example, methyl or propyl-p-

hydroxybenzoates or sorbic acid). The preparations can also contain buffer salts,

flavoring, coloring, and sweetening agents as appropriate.

[0169] For administration by inhalation, a composition can be delivered in the form

of an aerosol spray presentation from pressurized packs or a nebulizer, with the use of a

suitable propellant, for example, dichlorodifluoromethane, trichlorofluoromethane,

dichlorotetrafluoroethane, carbon dioxide or other suitable gas. In the case of a

pressurized aerosol, the dosage unit can be determined by providing a valve to deliver a

metered amount. Capsules and cartridges for use in an inhaler or insufflator can be



formulated containing a powder mix of the compound and a suitable powder base such as

lactose or starch.

[0170] Invention TG proteins and peptides, e.g., a protein or peptide set forth in

Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS

1443-2264) or Table 6), subsequences, portions, homologues, variants or derivatives

thereof optionally along with any adjunct agent, compound, drug, composition, whether

active or inactive, etc., can be packaged in unit dosage form (capsules, tablets, troches,

cachets, lozenges) for ease of administration and uniformity of dosage. A "unit dosage

form" as used herein refers to physically discrete units suited as unitary dosages for the

subject to be treated; each unit containing a predetermined quantity of active ingredient

optionally in association with a pharmaceutical carrier (excipient, diluent, vehicle or

filling agent) which, when administered in one or more doses, is calculated to produce a

desired effect (e.g., prophylactic or therapeutic effect). Unit dosage forms also include,

for example, ampules and vials, which may include a composition in a freeze-dried or

lyophilized state; a sterile liquid carrier, for example, can be added prior to administration

or delivery in vivo. Unit dosage forms additionally include, for example, ampules and

vials with liquid compositions disposed therein. Individual unit dosage forms can be

included in multi-dose kits or containers. Pharmaceutical formulations can be packaged

in single or multiple unit dosage form for ease of administration and uniformity of

dosage.

[0171] The invention also provides methods of diagnosing and detecting an allergic

response or allergy in a subject. The methods can be performed in solution, in solid

phase, in silica, in vitro, in a cell, and in vivo. In one embodiment, a method includes

contacting a cell (e.g., T cell) from the subject with a TG protein, peptide, subsequence,

portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof, as described herein (e.g., of an amino

acid sequence of a TG protein or peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table

2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6); and

determining if the protein or peptide modulates an immune response or activity of the

contacted cell (e.g., T cell). A determination that the TG protein or peptide modulates an

immune response or immune activity of the contacted cell indicates that the subject has an

allergic response or an allergy, in particular, an allergy to the protein, peptide,

subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof (e.g., of an amino acid

sequence of a TG protein or peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2

(SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6). In a particular

aspect, the immune activity determined is Th2 cell reactivity. In another particular



aspect, immune response or activity is determined by assaying for a cutaneous

immunological hypersensitive reaction.

[0172] The terms "determining," "assaying" and "measuring" and grammatical

variations thereof are used interchangeably herein and refer to either qualitative or

quantitative determinations, or both qualitative and quantitative determinations, that

involve manipulation or processing. When the terms are used in reference to

measurement or detection, any means of assessing the relative amount, including the

various methods set forth herein and known in the art, performed by the hand of man, is

contemplated.

[0173] The invention provides kits including TG protein, peptide, subsequence,

portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof (e.g., of an amino acid sequence of a TG

protein or peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-

1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6), combination compositions and

pharmaceutical formulations thereof, packaged into suitable packaging material. Kits can

be used in various in vitro, ex vivo and in vivo methods and uses, for example a treatment

method or use as disclosed herein.

[0174] A kit typically includes a label or packaging insert including a description of

the components or instructions for use in vitro, in vivo, or ex vivo, of the components

therein. A kit can contain a collection of such components, e.g., a TG protein, peptide,

subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or derivative thereof (e.g., of an amino acid

sequence of a TG protein or peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2

(SEQ ID NOS 621-1442), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6), alone, or in

combination with another therapeutically useful composition (e.g., an immune

modulatory drug).

[0175] The term "packaging material" refers to a physical structure housing the

components of the kit. The packaging material can maintain the components sterilely,

and can be made of material commonly used for such purposes (e.g., paper, corrugated

fiber, glass, plastic, foil, ampules, vials, tubes, etc.).

[0176] Kits of the invention can include labels or inserts. Labels or inserts include

"printed matter," e.g., paper or cardboard, or separate or affixed to a component, a kit or

packing material (e.g., a box), or attached to an ampule, tube or vial containing a kit

component. Labels or inserts can additionally include a computer readable medium, such

as a disk (e.g., hard disk), optical disk such as CD- or DVD-ROM/RAM, DVD, MP3,

magnetic tape, or an electrical storage media such as RAM and ROM or hybrids of these

such as magnetic/optical storage media, FLASH media or memory type cards.



[0177] Labels or inserts can include identifying information of one or more

components therein, dose amounts, clinical pharmacology of the active ingredient(s)

including mechanism of action, pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics. Labels or

inserts can include information identifying manufacturer information, lot numbers,

manufacturer location and date.

[0178] Labels or inserts can include information on a condition, disorder, disease or

symptom for which a kit component may be used. Labels or inserts can include

instructions for the clinician or for a subject for using one or more of the kit components

in a method, use, treatment protocol or therapeutic regimen. Instructions can include

dosage amounts, frequency or duration, and instructions for practicing any of the methods

and uses, treatment protocols or therapeutic regimes set forth herein. Exemplary

instructions include, instructions for modulating an immune response or activity of a cell

against an allergen; modulating an immune response against an allergen in a subject;

desensitizing, or inducing, eliciting, increasing or improving immunological tolerance to

a protein or peptide allergen; reducing risk or providing a subject protection against an

allergic reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease; treating an

allergic reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease; or detecting an

allergic response or diagnosing an allergy in a subject.

[0179] Labels or inserts can include information on any benefit that a component

may provide, such as a prophylactic or therapeutic benefit. Labels or inserts can include

information on potential adverse side effects, such as warnings to the subject or clinician

regarding situations where it would not be appropriate to use a particular composition.

Adverse side effects could also occur when the subject has, will be or is currently taking

one or more other medications that may be incompatible with the composition, or the

subject has, will be or is currently undergoing another treatment protocol or therapeutic

regimen which would be incompatible with the composition and, therefore, instructions

could include information regarding such incompatibilities.

[0180] Invention kits can additionally include other components. Each component of

the kit can be enclosed within an individual container and all of the various containers can

be within a single package. Invention kits can be designed for cold storage. Invention

kits can further be designed to contain to the protein, peptide, subsequence, portion,

homologue, variant or derivative thereof (e.g., of an amino acid sequence of a TG protein

or peptide set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442),

Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264) or Table 6), or combination compositions or

pharmaceutical compositions.



[0181] Unless otherwise defined, all technical and scientific terms used herein have

the same meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to which

this invention belongs. Although methods and materials similar or equivalent to those

described herein can be used in the practice or testing of the present invention, suitable

methods and materials are described herein.

[0182] All publications and patent applications cited in this specification are herein

incorporated by reference as if each individual publication or patent application were

specifically and individually indicated to be incorporated by reference. The citation of

any publication is for its disclosure prior to the filing date and should not be construed as

an admission that the invention is not entitled to antedate such publication by virtue of

prior invention.

[0183] As used in this specification and the appended claims, the use of an indefinite

article or the singular forms "a," "an" and "the" include plural reference unless the

context clearly dictates otherwise. In addition, it should be understood that the individual

peptides, proteins, antigens, allergens (referred to collectively as compositions), or groups

of compositions, modeled or derived from the various components or combinations of the

compositions, and substituents described herein, are disclosed by the application to the

same extent as if each composition or group of compositions was set forth individually.

Thus, selection of particular peptides, proteins, antigens, allergens, etc. is clearly within

the scope of the invention.

[0184] As used in this specification and the appended claims, the terms "comprise",

"comprising", "comprises" and other forms of these terms are intended in the non-

limiting inclusive sense, that is, to include particular recited elements or components

without excluding any other element or component. Unless defined otherwise all

technical and scientific terms used herein have the same meaning as commonly

understood to one of ordinary skill in the art to which this invention belongs. As used

herein, "about" means + or - 5%. The use of the alternative (e.g., "or") should be

understood to mean one, both, or any combination thereof of the alternatives, i.e., "or"

can also refer to "and."

[0185] As used in this specification and the appended claims, any concentration

range, percentage range, ratio range or other integer range is to be understood to include

the value of any integer within the recited range and, when appropriate, fractions thereof

(such as one tenth and one hundredth of an integer), unless otherwise indicated. For

example, although numerical values are often presented in a range format throughout this

document, a range format is merely for convenience and brevity and should not be



construed as an inflexible limitation on the scope of the invention. Accordingly, the use

of a range expressly includes all possible subranges, all individual numerical values

within that range, and all numerical values or numerical ranges including integers within

such ranges and fractions of the values or the integers within ranges unless the context

clearly indicates otherwise. This construction applies regardless of the breadth of the

range and in all contexts throughout this patent document. Thus, to illustrate, reference to

a range of 90-100% includes 91-99%, 92-98%, 93-95%, 91-98%, 91-97%, 91-96%, 91-

95%, 91-94%, 91-93%, and so forth. Reference to a range of 90-100%, includes 91%,

92%, 93%, 94%, 95%, 95%, 97%, etc., as well as 91.1%, 91.2%, 91.3%, 91.4%, 91.5%,

etc., 92.1%, 92.2%, 92.3%, 92.4%, 92.5%, etc., and so forth. Reference to a range of 5-

10, 10-20, 20-30, 30-40, 40-50, 50-75, 75-100, 100-150, and 150-175, includes ranges

such as 5-20, 5-30, 5-40, 5-50, 5-75, 5-100, 5-150, 5-171, and 10-30, 10-40, 10-50, 10-75,

10-100, 10-150, 10-175, and 20-40, 20-50, 20-75, 20-100, 20-150, 20-175, and so forth.

Further, for example, reference to a series of ranges of 2-72 hours, 2-48 hours, 4-24

hours, 4-18 hours and 6-12 hours, includes ranges of 2-6 hours, 2, 12 hours, 2-18 hours,

2-24 hours, etc., and 4-27 hours, 4-48 hours, 4-6 hours, etc.

[0186] Although the foregoing invention has been described in some detail by way of

illustration and example for purposes of clarity of understanding, it is readily apparent to

those of ordinary skill in the art in light of the teachings of this invention that certain

changes and modifications may be made thereto without departing from the spirit or

scope of the appended claims. The invention is further exemplified by way of the

following non-limited examples.

EXAMPLES

Example 1

[0187] This example includes a description of materials and methods.

[0188] Donor population. Each donor was recruited following Institutional Review

Board approval (Federal Wide Assurance number 00000032) and informed consent and

assigned a study identification number. Donors were tested for allergen reactivity by skin

prick tests to extracts from 32 common allergens. TG allergic donors were identified as

having a skin reaction with a wheal of > 5 mm in diameter to TG and a clinical history

consistent with seasonal grass pollen allergy. Donors that had received specific

immunotherapy were excluded. Non-allergic donors were identified as having negative

skin prick tests to all allergens and no clinical history of allergy.



[0189] Identification of novel TG pollen proteins. Novel TG pollen proteins were

identified as follows:

[0190] Assembly of TG pollen transcriptome. Novel Timothy grass (TG) pollen

proteins that are potential T cell antigens were identified by a combination of 2D

gel/immunoblot analysis and cDNA sequence analysis of soluble pollen extract. Total

RNA of TG pollen was isolated as previously described (Allergon AB, Angelholm,

Sweden) (31). In brief, 1 mg ground pollen was homogenized in 20 ml 4.2 M guanidine

hiocyanate, 50 mM of BES pH 7.2, 4 mM EDTA followed by centrifugation at 15000 g

for 15 min. Total RNA was prepared from the supernatant using the TRIzol LS Reagent

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The RNA

was then analyzed by high-throughput sequencing on an Illumina Genome Analyzer.

First, double stranded cDNA was constructed from total RNA using the Illumina

TotalPrep RNA Amplification kit (Ambion). The cDNA was then converted into

fragments of approximately 200 bp using NEBNext® dsDNA Fragmentase™ (New

England Biolabs). The ends were repaired, dA tails were added to the fragmented DNA

using NEBNext® DNA Sample Preparation kit, and adaptors were added. Sequencing

was performed on an Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx (GAIIx). Briefly, adaptor ligated

cDNA was loaded into an Illumina flow cell. DNA was then bridge-amplified within the

flowcell to generate millions of DNA clusters, using specific reagents and enzymes

(Illumina Paired-End Cluster Generation Kit). The flow cell was then loaded onto the

GAIIx equipped with a paired-end module, and 72 sequencing cycles were performed to

generate sequence in both directions using Illumina Sequencing Kit v4. Replicate samples

were run in 7 of the 8 lanes on the flow cell, producing over 280 million raw sequence

reads of 72bp in length. Reads went through several preprocessing steps using the FastX

toolkit (33) before they were assembled into contigs: 1) the 3' terminal base was

removed; 2) low-complexity reads were removed; 3) portions of reads downstream of a

low quality score were removed; 4) portions of reads corresponding to adapter sequencers

were removed. The remaining reads were assembled into contigs using Velvet version

1.0.15 (32). Due to the excessive memory requirements inherent to de novo sequence

assembly, the reads for each lane were considered separately and were each run with five

different values for the word size parameter (k=21, 23, 25, 27, 29). The present inventors

and others (33) have observed that different sets of contigs are obtained for each value for

k. The contigs were further merged with Oases version 0.18.1 (D. R. Zerbino, European

Bioinformatics Institute) into 1,764,158 putative transcripts. After redundancy reduction,



1,016,285 transcripts remained (including isoforms and other variants) with an average

length of 245 bp and a maximum length of 6,884 bp.

[0191] 2D DIGE (Difference Gel Electrophoresis) analysis. The complete 2D DIGE

analysis was performed by Applied Biomics (Hayward, California, US). Briefly, TG

extract was run on two 2D gels (3-10 pH range, 12% SDS-acrylamide gel), one was

Coomassie blue stained, the other was blotted onto a nitrocellulose membrane. The

membrane was then incubated with 5% dried milk in PBS/0.05% Tween to block non

specific binding and subsequently probed with a serum pool from 8 TG-allergic

individuals at a dilution of 1:250. IgE and IgG binding was detected using goat anti-

human IgE and rabbit anti-human IgG (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and visualized

using Cy2-conjugated donkey anti-goat IgG and Cy5-conjugated donkey anti-mouse IgG

antibodies (Biotium, Hayward, CA).

[0192] Pollen protein identification by mass spectrometry. Mass spectral protein

identification was performed by Applied Biomics (Hayward, California, US). Briefly,

spots of interest were selected from the 2D blot and the corresponding spots were

identified on the stained SDS gel and cut out, washed several times to remove staining

dye and other inhibitory chemicals. The spots were then dried to absorb maximum

digestion buffer. Dried 2D gel spots were rehydrated in digestion buffer containing

trypsin. Proteins were digested in-gel at 37°C and then extracted from the gel with TFA

extraction buffer. Subsequently the peptides were desalted using C-18 Zip-tips

(Millipore) and mixed with CHCA matrix (alpha-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid) and

spotted into wells of a MALDI plate. Mass spectra of the peptides in each sample were

obtained using an Applied Biosystems Proteomics Analyzer. The spectra were compared

to the amino acid sequences encoded by putative ORFs from the de novo assembled TG

pollen transcripts. All ORFs encoding for 15 amino acid residues or longer that had a

>95% confidence hit as evaluated by the Mascot software package (Matrix science) were

considered hits (Table 1). The amino acid sequences encoded by these ORFs were

clustered using a custom script at a sequence similarity threshold of 90% to group

together highly similar protein sequences. These sequences are encoded by different

transcripts from the current assembly, which could arise from splice variants, allelic

variation between cells of TG pollen, and from gene families with multiple members.

Amino acid sequences that form one cluster are assigned one putative protein ID (Table

1)-

[0193] Assembly of a peptide set predicted to promiscuously bind HLA class II

molecules. For each 15-mer peptide encoded in the ORFs in Table 2, the binding affinity



to a panel of 25 HLA class II molecules was predicted (Table 3) using a consensus

prediction approach (21, 22). Peptides with predicted binding scores in the top 20% for a

given allele were considered potential binders. Peptides predicted to bind 13 or more

HLA molecules at this threshold were considered promiscuous binders, and selected for

synthesis (after eliminating peptides overlapping by more than 9 contiguous residues). If

less than 5 peptides from a given protein met this threshold, the top 5 peptides were

chosen, and up to 4 peptides in proteins where length was prohibitive. In total, this

resulted in the selection of 822 peptides from a total of 21,506 distinct 15-mers encoded

in 620 ORFs (Table 2). As a control, a set of 105 peptides was derived from the known

TG allergens using the same prediction approach. The selected peptides were purchased

from A and A (San Diego, CA) as crude material on a small ( 1 mg) scale. Peptides that

tested positive and were included in the dominant epitope pools were purchased as

purified material (>95% pure) on a 5-10 mg scale.

[0194] PBMC isolation and in vitro expansion of TG extract-specific T cells.

PBMCs were isolated by density gradient centrifugation from one unit of blood (-450 ml)

and cryo-preserved as described previously (12). For in vitro expansions, PBMCs were

thawed and cultured in RPMI 1640 (Ω Scientific, Tarzana, CA) supplemented with 5%

human AB serum (Cellgro, Herndon, VA) at a density of 2 x 106 cells/ml in 24-well

plates (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) and stimulated with TG pollen extract (50 µg ml)

(Greer, Lenoir, NC). Cells were kept at 37°C, 5% C02 and additional IL-2 and IL-7

(lOU/ml, eBioscience, San Diego, CA) was added every 3 d after initial antigenic

stimulation. On day 14, cells were harvested and screened for reactivity against TG-

specific peptide pools (16-25 peptides/pool, averaging 20 peptides/pool). On day 17,

peptides from positive pools were tested individually to identify the reactive epitopes.

[0195] ELISPOT assays. The production of IL-5 from cultured PBMCs in response

to antigen stimulation was measured by ELISPOT as described previously (12). Briefly, 1

x 105 cells/well were incubated with peptide, peptide pool or TG extract (10 µg/ml, 5

µg/ml and 50µg/ml, respectively). After 24 h, cells were removed and plates were

incubated with 2 µg/ml biotinylated anti-human IL-5 Ab (Mabtech) at 37 °C. After 2 h,

plates were washed and avidin-peroxidase-complex was added (Vector Laboratories,

Burlingame, CA) for 1 h at RT. Peroxidase-conjugated spots were developed with 3-

amino-9-ethylcarvazole solution (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Criteria for peptide

pool positivity were 100 SFCs/106 PBMCs, p< 0.05, and a stimulation index (SI) > 2.

Criteria for individual peptides were the same except a minimum of 20 SFCs was counted

as positive.



[0196] FACS sorting of T cell subpopulations. PBMCs were thawed, washed and

counted. CD4+ T cells were isolated using a CD4+ T cell isolation Kit II (Miltenyi

Biotec, Auburn, CA) according to manufacturer's instructions and subsequently stained

with antibodies to sort desired T cell subpopulations. Memory and naive T cell

populations were sorted from CD4+ cells stained with CD45RA-FITC and CCR7-BL421.

The naive population was sorted as CD45RA+CCR7+ and the memory population was

sorted as CD45RA- CCR7-/+. CD45RA+ CCR7- cells were not collected. Subsequently

these subpopulations were put into culture with irradiated PBMC and stimulated with TG

pollen extract and cultured for 14 days with IL-2 and IL-7 added every 3 days. IL-5

production in response to stimuli was assessed by ELISPOT. For Thl and Th2

subpopulations, cells were sorted from CD4+ cells stained with CCR4-PECy7, CCR6-PE

and CXCR3-APC. T 2 cells were sorted as CCR4+CCR6-CXCR3 - T cells and Thl cells

were sorted as CCR4-CCR6+CXCR3+ T cells. Sorted cells were plated into ELISPOT

plates with stimulus and CD4 depleted, irradiated PBMC as APC. IL-5 production was

assessed after 24 h incubation.

Example 2

[0197] This example includes a description of studies showing that a significant

fraction of TG reactive T cells in allergic donors do not target the major IgE reactive

allergens.

[0198] In a previous study (12), the T cell epitopes in the ten known major IgE

reactive allergens present in TG pollen were determined. Using 15-mer peptides

overlapping by 10 residues that spanned the entire protein sequence of each of these

allergens, 20 dominant epitopic regions accounting for the majority of T cell responses

were identified. However, despite this comprehensive panel of peptides and the

sensitivity of the T cell assays used, this study did not identify any IL-5 producing T cells

responding to these ten allergens in 33% of the allergic donors tested despite strong

responses (>100 Spot Forming Cells (SFC)) to the whole TG extract (Figure 1). These

data suggested that a significant portion of the T cell response to TG was directed against

antigens other than the known major IgE reactive allergens.

Example 3

[0199] This example includes a description of studies showing identification of novel

TG pollen proteins through a combined transcriptomics and proteomics analysis.

[0200] As few proteins apart from IgE reactive allergens have been identified in TG

(or any other allergenic grasses), the identification of all proteins with significant



expression in TG pollen were pursued so that a more comprehensive analysis of T cell

responses to TG could be performed. mRNA of TG pollen was isolated and analyzed by

high-throughput sequencing on an Illumina Genome Analyzer. A total of 1,016,285

unique, putative transcripts (including allelic variants and isoforms) were identified. Of

the ten known TG allergen proteins considered in the previous study (Phi p 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, 11, 12 and 13), all but one (Phi p 6) were identified in the transcriptome analysis with

large fragments or entire sequences matching at >90 identity. Interestingly, one

transcript matched the published Phi p 6 sequence with very high significance (Blast E-

value of 4E-16) but much lower sequence identity (61%). This demonstrated that the

transcripts identified from TG pollen mRNA recovered the vast majority of known

allergens, but the approach herein also identified putative new variants of known

allergens.

[0201] Next, a proteomics approach was utilized to determine which of the newly

identified transcripts encoded proteins detectable in TG pollen. For this purpose, TG

pollen extract was separated by 2D gel electrophoresis and either stained with Coomassie

blue or immuno-blotted using a pool of sera from 8 TG allergic donors (Figure 2) to

detect proteins reactive with IgE and/or IgG antibodies. Spots were cut out from

unstained gels, trypsin digested, and analyzed by peptide fingerprint mass mapping (using

MS data) and peptide fragmentation mapping (using MS/MS data) to obtain amino acid

sequences. Of 131 spots picked from the 2D gels, 119 could be assigned with high

confidence to one or more open reading frames (ORFs) from the transcript sequences.

After clustering ORFs with >90% sequence identity, it was found that the 119 identifiable

spots corresponded to 89 non-redundant protein sequences including 6 of the known TG

allergens. This left 83 distinct protein sequences corresponding to previously unidentified

proteins identified by spots on the gel. To these was added another 10 proteins not

identified in any spots cut out of the gel, but rather in a mass spec analysis of the whole

TG extract. In total, this resulted in a set of 93 novel proteins from TG pollen that was

further analyzed for T cell reactivity (Table 1).

[0202] To determine if any of the proteins identified were derived from contaminants

(such as bacteria) possibly present in the TG pollen extract, the amino acid sequences

were ran through NCBI BLAST. Two proteins (#27 and #38) had high homology to

previously identified TG proteins that are not considered allergens. Of the remaining

proteins, #76, had highly homologous (BLAST E value < 10-10) matches in the rice

genome (the closest to TG of all fully sequenced genomes available). Of the remaining

proteins, none had similarly high homology to any publicly available sequence. Overall,



based on similarity to known protein sequences, it was unlikely that the sets of protein

sequences contained non-plant contaminants, indicating that the sequences were from

bona fide TG proteins.

Example 4

[0203] This example includes a description of studies showing that T cells respond

vigorously to epitopes from novel TG pollen proteins.

[0204] The 93 novel protein sequences were scanned for peptides predicted to bind to

multiple HLA class II molecules. For each protein, all overlapping 15-mer peptides were

analyzed and their binding affinity predicted to a panel of 25 HLA DR, DP and DQ

molecules (Table 3) using a consensus approach of multiple machine learning methods

(21,22). Non-overlapping peptides that were predicted to promiscuously bind multiple

HLA class II molecules were selected from each protein. In total, this resulted in the

selection of 822 peptides from a total of 21,506 distinct 15-mers (Table 2).

[0205] The 822 peptides were assembled into 42 pools of about 20 peptides each,

which were analyzed for recognition by PBMCs from 20 TG allergic and 20 normal

donors (Table 4). IL-5 ELISPOT assays were used to measure T cell reactivity because

Th2 responses are important in allergy pathogenesis. In the studies heerein, IL-5 is a more

sensitive read-out in ELISPOT assays compared to other Th2 cytokines, namely IL-4 and

IL-13 (Figure 7) (15). In addition to peptide pools from novel allergens, 5 peptide pools

from the ten known TG allergens assembled using the same prediction strategy were

analyzed. Of the novel peptide pools 13/42 pools stimulated IL-5 production in PBMCs

in over 20% of allergic donors. For the known allergen pools, 4/5 pools were recognized

by over 20% of allergic donors. In contrast, none of the peptide pools elicited an IL-5

response in more than 10% of the non-allergic donors (Figure 3a).

[0206] When comparing the combined magnitude of responses directed against the

known allergens vs. the Novel Timothy Grass Antigens (NTGA), it was evident that a

very significant fraction of the T cell response to TG targeted the novel antigens. In fact,

61% of responding T cells (2,101 SFC, Figure 3b) recognized novel peptides while the

response directed against the control panel of peptides from major known allergens only

accounted for 39% of the T cell responses (1,345 SFC, Figure 3b). In the non-allergic

population, the IL-5 responses were much weaker. However, the difference in response

magnitude between the known allergens and novel antigens was even more pronounced,

with 88.4% of the response targeting the novel antigens (574 SFC) and 11.6% targeting

the known allergens (75 SFC). Overall, these data showed that a majority of Th2 cell



responses against TG extract were directed against antigens other than the known IgE-

reactive allergens.

Example 5

[0207] This example includes a description of studies showing identification of T cell

reactive antigens and correlation with antibody reactivity.

[0208] Next, the positive peptide pools were deconvoluted to determine which

individual peptides elicited the responses. IL-5 production was detected in at least one

allergic donor for peptides from 54 of the 93 proteins analyzed with a total magnitude of

23,860 SFC (Figure 8). To exclude spurious responses, T cell antigens for this study are

defined as those proteins recognized in 20% or more of allergic donors, which is an

established response threshold to define allergenic proteins when using skin test reactivity

testing (23,24). Based on this cutoff, a total of thirteen novel T cell antigens were

identified. Four of these T cell antigens were proteins targeted by both IgE and IgG, one

protein was targeted by IgE only, five proteins were targeted by IgG only, and three

proteins were not targeted by antibodies of either Ig class (Figure 4). This means that

eight of the novel T cell antigens were not targeted by IgE compared to five that were.

The same holds true when comparing responses on the peptide level, or when considering

the total number of responding T cells (Table 5). Overall, these data indicated that a

sizeable fraction of the response against NTGAs is directed at proteins not recognized by

IgE.

Example 6

[0209] This example includes a description of studies showing that IL-5 responses to

novel antigens are made by memory T cells that can be detected directly ex vivo.

[0210] The data presented above indicated that almost two thirds (61%) of IL-5

producing T cell responses directed against pollen proteins were directed against the

novel antigens, and that a majority of those responses targeted antigens not recognized by

IgE. These responses were presumably the result of in vivo priming of T cells in the

allergic patients, following pollen exposure. To exclude the possibility that these T cell

response may be due to in vitro priming of T cells cultured with TG extract, it was

examined whether the responding T cells were associated with either a memory or naive

phenotype. For this purpose two peptide pools were assembled: The TG P20 pool

comprising the 20 most dominant peptides from known TG allergens identified in a

previous study (12), accounting for about 90% of IL-5 responses detected against

conventional IgE-reactive TG allergens in the study population; and an NTGA P19 pool



comprising 19 of the most dominant peptides selected from IgE-unreactive Novel TG

Antigens. These 19 peptides account for about 40% of the total IL-5 response against all

novel antigens tested in our study population.

[0211] PBMC from 6 allergic donors were sorted into memory (CD45RA-) and naive

(CD45RA+CCR7+) T cell subsets. Subsequently, cells from both subpopulations were

stimulated in vitro with TG pollen extract, and tested after expansion for IL-5 production

(Figure 5). Responses to each stimulus were significantly higher in the memory

population compared to the naive population. In response to TG extract stimulation, the

median SFC detected was 80 and 1,108 in the naive and memory populations,

respectively. The TG P20 elicited no response in the naive population and a median of

350 SFC in the memory population. Stimulation with NTGA P19 resulted in a median of

12 SFC in the naive and 540 in the memory subset. As expected, high amounts of IL-5

were detected in the naive and memory population in response to PHA, indicating that the

cells were viable and responsive to T cell stimulation. Thus, overall far fewer antigen-

specific IL-5 producing cells were found in the naive T cell subset compared to the

memory subset (p=0.0002), signifying that the T cell responses to both the TG P20 and

NTGA P19 peptide pools were derived from memory T cells. Of note, the two pools of

peptides cover different fractions of the total response against the sets of antigens from

which they were derived. The dominant known peptide pool (TG P20) is made up of the

20 most dominant peptides, which account for >90% of the total IL5 response detected

against all known peptides. In contrast the dominant novel peptide pool (NTGA P19) only

accounts for 40% of the total IL5 response directed against all novel peptides screened.

Thus a direct quantitative comparison of the response against them is not possible.

[0212] To further substantiate that the reactivity against the novel antigens was

reflective of in vivo exposure, and not from primary responses induced in vitro, it was

examined if responses against novel antigens could be detected directly ex vivo without

any in vitro culture expansion. Since the frequency of antigen-specific precursor cells is

very low, PBMCs from eight donors were presorted to obtain enriched Thl or Th2

subpopulations, and cells were assessed for IL-5 production in response to TG extract and

the dominant known and novel peptide pools in ELISPOT assays. As expected, IL-5

production for the Thl subpopulation was not detectable for any of the stimuli except

PHA. In contrast, as shown in Figure 6, the Th2 subpopulation (CCR4+, CXCR3-)

showed significant responses to each allergen stimulus compared to media alone (extract:

p=0.01, TG20: p=0.03, NTGA19: p=0.01, Wilcoxon signed rank tests).

Example 7



[0213] This example includes a description of methods of determining in vivo

efficacy of proteins and peptides of the invention, in particular, for treatment of allergy.

[0214] Peptides of the invention are evaluated for efficacy in treatment of allergy in a

mouse model. In brief, six groups of BALB/cJ or HLA-transgenic mice are sensitized

with repeat dosing of 1.5 micrograms of whole Timothy Grass (TG) allergen intranasally

(in 25 uL) for 5x2 days over 2 weeks. This serves as a model system for investigation of

allergic asthma caused by whole TG allergen.

[0215] The sensitized mice are left for one week before treatment with peptides of

the invention. The treatment comprises intranasal delivery of TG peptides followed 30

minutes later by intranasal delivery of TG peptides daily for 5 days. Approximately 4

weeks later the mice are challenged with whole TG allergen for 2 days (2x15 ug/25 uL

intranasally) and outcomes are measured 48 hours later. 5 doses of TG peptides are

evaluated (10, 1, 0.1, 0.01 & 0.001 ug per peptide). Appropriate control experiments are

conducted.

[0216] The outcomes measured are bronchial airway resistance following

methacholine lung challenge (cm H20/mL/s), a measure of respiratory function, and a

quantitation of inflammatory cells in the bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) fluid.

[0217] For measurement of airway resistance, 48 hours after intranasal challenge

over 2 days (2x15 ug) with Timothy Grass whole allergen, total respiratory system

resistance (Rrs) is measured in response to intranasal saline and increasing doses of

intravenous methacholine (MCh) using the Flexivent rodent ventilator. Using the

resulting Rrs-MCh dose-response curves, indices of airway reactivity (Slope Rrs) and

maximal degree of bronchoconstriction at 25 MCh mg/mL (Max Rrs @ 25 mg/mL) are

measured. Values are means+/-SE.

[0218] For quantitation of inflammatory cells, bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF)

is assessed for total and differential inflammatory cell counts. Sections of lung tissue are

stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and morphometrically quantified using a

custom computerized analysis system (Northern Eclipse).

Example 8

[0219] This example includes a description of a clinical trial protocol of proteins and

peptides of the invention for treatment of allergy.

[0220] Peptides of the invention are analyzed in a randomized, placebo-controlled,

blind clinical trial for efficacy in reducing allergic symptoms. The study design of the

clinical trial is in accordance with good clinical practice guidelines.



[0221] Baseline skin responses to Timothy Grass allergen for all subjects are

established using a Baseline Challenge between 6 and 8 days prior to study medication

administration. Two intradermal injections of 0.010 HEP (histamine equivalent prick)

units of commercially available standard Timothy Grass allergen is administered,

separated by a 30 minute time interval, into the volar surface of the left and right forearms

respectively. Subjects are assessed to ensure that they experience a Late-Phase Skin

Response (LPSR) to whole Timothy Grass allergen. The magnitude of the baseline

reaction is recorded as follows: Eight hours after each injection the outline of any late-

phase response is drawn onto the skin with a ballpoint pen. The longest and orthogonal

diameters are measured and recorded for each response, and the area of the response in

each arm is calculated. The average area of response in both arms of each subject is then

calculated to provide the baseline reaction. Subjects who produced a suitable baseline

reaction are assigned to dosing groups, randomized and entered into the Treatment Phase.

[0222] The Treatment Phase consists of a period of 2 1 days for each subject. During

this period one group of subjects receives a single intradermal injection of either peptides

of the invention (0.03, 0.3, 3, 12 nmol of each peptide per dose) or diluent placebo at

Treatment Phase Visit 1 on day one. A cohort of 8 subjects receives treatment at each

dose level (6 receives the peptides of the invention and 2 placebo). The first cohort of the

intradermal group receives 0.03 nmol of each peptide in the mixture and each subsequent

cohort in the group receives the next higher dose level.

[0223] Intradermal injections are made into the flexor surface of the left forearm. The

total volume of the injection is 60 µΕ for all injections. After treatment, subjects have

their skin response to whole allergen retested at Treatment Phase Visit 2 on day 2 1 (±3

days). Skin responses to Timothy Grass allergen are assessed by measurement of the late-

phase responses 8 hours following intradermal administration of 0.010 HEP (histamine

equivalent prick) units of commercially available standard Timothy Grass allergen as

described above. The average area of response for both arms of each subject is then

calculated as described above.

[0224] This average LPSR area after treatment is then compared to the baseline

LPSR area for each subject. The overall change in LPSR area for all eight patients in

each cohort is then evaluated.

Example 9

[0225] This example includes a discussion of results.



[0226] As dislosed herein, a third of TG allergic donors did not recognize any

peptides derived from the 10 known IgE reactive TG allergens. This was puzzling as T

cells from the same donors gave strong responses against the whole TG extract in the

same sensitive ELISPOT assays. As a first explanation, the possibility that post-

translational modifications might be essential for the recognition of some epitopes was

considered. Such modifications would not be present in the peptides synthesized for our

screening. However, a pilot study of peptides with hydroxylated prolines, which are

thought to be prominent in some TG allergens (25), did not show any T cell reactivity at

all. While this does not exclude that other post-translational modifications are present in T

cell epitopes of TG, another hypothesis was anlayzed, namely that T cells target

conventional peptides from antigens other than the 10 known IgE reactive allergens.

Analysis of T cells as disclosed herein led to the identification of 93 novel TG proteins,

out of which 54 elicited Th2 responses. The recognition of these novel T cell antigens

provides an explanation for the originally observed gap in reactivity between known

allergens and whole TG extract.

[0227] Immunological characterization of the novel TG proteins revealed that a

majority were both antibody and T cell reactive. Of prime interest, it was demonstrated

that T cell responses against peptides derived from these novel antigens were potent

inducers of IL-5 responses in PBMCs from TG allergic patients. The T cell population

that produced IL-5 against these novel antigens originated from the memory Th2 cell

subset and could be detected by direct ex vivo analysis. This demonstrated the relevance

of these novel T cell antigens as targets of in vivo allergic responses. Interestingly, in

contrast to the findings in allergic individuals, non-allergic donors had no or very weak

IL-5 responses to both the known TG allergens and the novel antigens. Without being

limited to any particular theory, this may also be true for other types of T cell responses,

or non-allergic individuals may show an increased magnitude of 'tolerogenic' responses

against novel TG antigens such as IL-10 producing Tregs.

[0228] Remarkably, strong IL-5 production was seen not only in response to IgE-

reactive antigens but also to several antigens that were not targeted by IgE. This

suggested that Th2 responses to an antigen were not necessarily linked to IgE reacitivity.

The idea of unlinked T cell help, meaning that T cells display a different antigen

specificity than the B cells they affect, has been discussed in previous studies (18,20) and

is also of great relevance to the immune response directed against the NTGAs. The

natural structure of a pollen particle (or micro sized particles released upon hydration)

provides physical linkage of various proteins, which are recognized by the immune



system. Therefore, without being limited to any particular theory, the way in which pollen

proteins are presented to B and T cells may allow for unlinked T cell help since the T

cell-specific epitope derived from one antigen can be present on the same physical pollen

particle as a second antigen recognized by B cells. As a result, the Th2 cell immune

response directed against NTGAs may provide help for the allergic response directed

against the major known IgE-reactive allergens present on the same pollen particle as the

NTGAs.

[0229] The issue of whether T cell recognition is always necessarily linked to

antibody recognition has broader significance in terms of the classic notion of linked

recognition of an antigen by both helper T cells and antigen specific B cells. According to

this notion, specific B cells internalize and process the antigen, leading to the presentation

of antigen fragments bound by surface MHC class II molecules that can be recognized by

specific T cells. This guarantees that the T cells deliver help to B cells specific for the

same antigen (linked help). While in some instances it has been shown that T cells can

only or preferentially provide help to B cells specific for the same protein (17,18) in other

systems this was not the case (19, 20). It was found that two proteins that are present on

the same particle could function together and T cells specific for one protein could

provide help for B cells specific for the second protein (20). Therefore, it may be possible

that as long as the antigen recognized by T cells is in some physical association with the

target of B cell recognition (as in the case of a small virus, or a pollen particle), the

integrity of the "antigenic bridge" is preserved.

[0230] Though the direct mechanisms by which such an immune-modulation may

occur are unknown at this point, without being limited to any particular theory, there are

several potential mechanism by which unlinked T cell help could potentially lead to the

improvement of allergic symptoms. First, the data herein indicate that the majority of IL-

5 responses are directed against NTGAs. Therefore down-regulating these responses

should be of significant benefit in terms of reducing Th2-induced pathogenic effects.

Secondly, induction of NTGA-specific Tregs or Thl cells may help in the regulation,

through by-stander mechanisms (26), of Th2 responses directed against known TG

allergens present in the same pollen particle. Thirdly, the regulation of NTGA-specific

Th2 responses may also result in downstream regulation of IgE and induction of blocking

IgG antibody responses to known TG allergens, a hallmark of SIT treatment (27,28).

Finally, induction of NTGA-specific Thl or Treg cells may lead to NTGA-specific IgG

production, which may interfere with IgE-induced mediator release and other immediate-

type reactions by mechanisms such as steric hindrance, competition for antigen binding



and inhibitory signaling through FcyRIIB (29,30). Overall, the data herein demonstrates

that the novel antigens described herein are promising targets for a T cell focused specific

immunotherapy, which could be safe for administration to higher risk patients such as

asthmatics. As a result, therapies that specifically target T cell reactivity may provide a

more efficacious and safer way to treat allergic patients, especially those suffering from

severe asthma to whom current SIT regimens pose a significant risk of deleterious

reactions.

[0231] This study is the first comprehensive transcriptomic- and proteomic- analysis

of an inhaled allergen. 93 novel TG proteins were identified for which expression in the

pollen itself was established, expanding the previously known set of such proteins by

about an order of magnitude. The fact that 24 novel TG proteins targeted by IgE that do

not overlap with the known IgE-reactive allergens were identified demonstrates this

approach is a powerful tool for allergen discovery.

Example 10

[0232] This example includes a description of methods of determining in vivo

efficacy of proteins and peptides of the invention, in particular, for treatment of allergy

caused by an allergen unrelated to a protein disclosed herein, such as treatment of allergy

by bystander suppression. A more complete description of such methods may be found in

US patent application publication US2012/0100164A1 (e.g., examples 3, 4, 5 and 6).

[0233] Proteins/Peptides of the invention are evaluated for efficacy in prevention

sensitization to Timothy Grass Pollen in a mouse model. In brief, naive BALB/cJ or

HLA-transgenic mice are treated daily by sublingual immunotherapy (SLIT) with about

10 µg of a protein or peptide of the invention for 2 weeks. Subsequently, the mice were

immunized (made sensitized) by three weekly i.p. injections of either a mix of 10 µg of a

protein or peptide of the invention and about 10 µg Timothy Grass Pollen extract or 10 µg

of a protein or peptide of the invention alone, both adsorbed to aluminium hydroxide.

[0234] Subsequently, the mice are challenged intra-nasally (IN) with about 10 µg of

Timothy Grass Pollen extract for four days so as to induce clinically relevant readouts of

a Th2-driven immune response. The mice are sacrificed one day after the last challenge

and blood, bronchoalveolar fluid (BAL), spleen and cervical lymph nodes are collected

for analysis. This serves as a model system for investigation of preventing allergic

rhinitis by bystander suppression of an allergic response caused by Timothy Grass

allergens.



[0235] Clinically relevant readouts, such as airway hyper-reactivity and the fraction

of eosinophils, are obtained on the last day of IN challenge. Airway hyper-reactivity is

tested by wsing a whole body pletysmograph. Airflow obstruction was induced by

challenging the mice with increasing concentrations of aerosolized metacholine.

Pulmonary airflow obstruction was measured by enhanced pause (penh) in a period of 6

minutes after administration of metacholine. Differential counting of BALfluid is

performed by centrifuging BAL fluid and remove the supernatant. The remaining pellet

was re-suspended in PBS and the fraction of eosinophils was determined by an automated

cell counter (Sysmex).

[0236] T-cell proliferation assay is conducted by teasing spleen cells into single cell

suspension and wash three times in medium. Cells are counted and adjusted to 1.67 x 106

cells/mL. 3 x 105 cells are added to each well of a 96 well flat-bottomed culture plate and

the cells are stimulated by 0, 5, 25 and 125 µg/mL of a protein/peptide of the invention.

The cells were cultured for 6 days at 37 °C and 5% C02. Proliferation was measured by

adding 0.5 µ of 3H-thymidine to each well for the last 18 hours of the culture period,

followed by harvesting the cells and counting the incorporated radiolabel.

[0237] Down-regulation of T-cell response via bystander suppression is observed in

groups of mice treated sublingually by a protein/peptide of the invention and where mice

are co-sensitized with the protein/peptide of the invention and Timothy grass extract.

Example 11

[0238] This example includes a description of methods of determining in vivo

efficacy of proteins and peptides of the invention, in particular, for treatment of allergy

caused by an allergen unrelated to a protein disclosed herein, such as treatment of allergy

by bystander suppression. A more complete description of the methods may be found in

US patent application publication US2012/0100164A1 (e.g., examples 3, 4, 5 and 6).

[0239] Proteins/Peptides of the invention are evaluated for efficacy in treating allergy

caused by Timothy Grass Pollen in a mouse model. In brief, naive BALB/cJ or HLA-

transgenic mice are sensitized by three weekly i.p. injections of about 10 µg Timothy

Grass Pollen extract adsorbed to aluminium hydroxide. Subsequently, the mice are treated

by sublingual immunotherapy (SLIT) with 100 to 250 µg of a protein/peptide of the

invention for 4 weeks, followed by 2 weeks of intranasal challenge with 10 µg Timothy

Grass Pollen extract together with about 10 µg of a protein/peptide of the invention or 10

µg Timothy Grass Pollen alone.



[0240] In both sets of studies, the mice were sacrificed one day after the last

challenge and blood, bronchoalveolar fluid (BAL), spleen and cervical lymph nodes were

collected for analysis.

[0241] Evaluating clinically relevant readouts : Clinically relevant readouts, such as

sneezes, airway hyper-reactivity and presence of eosinophils, are obtained on the last day

of IN challenge.

[0242] Sneezing: The mice are observed in an 8 min-period after intranasal

administration of Timothy Grass Pollen Extract and the numbers of sneezes are counted

during this period.

[0243] Airway hyper-reactivity: Using a whole body pletysmograph, airflow

obstruction is induced by increasing concentrations of aerosolized metacholine.

Pulmonary airflow obstruction is measured by enhanced pause (penh) in a period of 6

minutes after administration of metacholine.

[0244] Differential counting of BALfluid: The BAL fluid is centrifuged and the

supernatant is removed. The pellet was re-suspended in PBS and the fraction of

eosinophils is determined by an automated cell counter (Sysmex).

[0245] Down-regulation of clinically relevant readouts (such as no of eosinophils in

BAL) via bystander suppression are observed in groups of mice treated sublingually by a

protein/peptide of the invention and where the mice are intranasally challenged to both

the protein/peptide of the invention and Timothy grass extract.



Table 1: Panel of open reading frames corresponding to protein clusters identified by

transcriptomic analysis of Timothy Grass (TG) pollen.
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Table 2 : Panel of peptides predicted from protein sequences identified by

transcriptomic anaylsis of Timothy Grass (TG) pollen.
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Table 3 : Panel of 25 MHC II molecules for which peptide binding affinities were

predicted.



DRB1 *1101
DRB1 *1302
DRB1 *1501
DRB3*0101
DRB4*0101
DRB5*0101

Table 4: Panel of 822 peptides predicted from 93 novel Timothy Grass (TG)

proteins tested for T cell recognition in TG allergic patients.

T a T t at
response response

Antibody i SEQID S:144 -22 4 Jt-5 IF g

Peptide IgE/lgG Sequence Events i i Events SFC

E+G+ SDGTFARAAVPSGAS 0 0

1 E+G+ RAAVPSGASTGVYEA 1111111

E+G+ GASTGVYEALELRDG 0 - 0 111111

1 E+G+ LGKGVLKGNRANVEL 1111111

1 E+G+ NRANVELFHIAVLLA 0 0

E+G+ QTELDN F VHQ.LDGT

1 E+G+ CKQKVFFNISADADA 0 o ! ! ! !
E+G+ PAMAATIQSVKARQI

1 E+G+ VDNVNSIIGPALIGK 0 0

E+G+ KLGANAILAVSLAVC

E+G+ KKIPLYQHIANLAGN 0 - 0 111111

E+G+ GNKQLVLPVPAFNVI 190

E+G+ KLAMQEFMILPTGAS 0 0

i i ii i E+G+ KMGVEVYHNLKSVIK

1 E+G+ GKVVIGMDVAASEFY 0 - 0 111111

1 E+G+ VYKSFVSEYPIVSIE !!!!!
1 E+G+ IVGDDLLVTNPTRVA 0 1 193

1 E+G+ NALLLKVNQ.IGSVTE 1111111111 170

1 E+G+ ETEDTFIADLAVGLS 0 0

E+G+ ERLAKYNQ.LLRIEEE i

1 E+G+ LGAAAVYAGLKFRAP 0 - 1 153

E+G+ AEFEGVFLDFARQQA i i iii i i ii i

2 E+G+ VDKLFKLAEAAKLKE 2 2 247

iiiiiii i E+G+ EN RSVLHVALRAPRD 27

2 E+G+ FLGPLFVHTALQTDP 1 0

E+G+ RQ.LRFLANVDPVDVA ΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙ ΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙ 20

2 E+G+ VVSKTFTTAETMLNA 0 1 97

2 E+G+ IKEWIVSSLGPQAV5 1111111111 1 1 1 1

2 E+G+ VSKHMIAVSTNLKLV 2 1 20

2 E+G+ RYSVCSAVGVLPLSL 238

2 E+G+ AVGVLPLSLQYGFPI 3 4 121

E+G+ LSLQYGFPIVQRFLE 50

2 E+G+ FPIVQRFLEGASSID 2 1 90







8 f, E+G+ VTAELMVDSMSLQPF 0 0 1 1 1

8 ·,ι E+G+ YEKWFTSRFTVATME 0 0 I!!!!!l!
8 > E+G+ KQM DW VS LSAPQLK 0 i
8 E+G+ KPILFMNEYNTIEEP 0 - 0 !l!!!ll
8 E+G+ TKYLAKLKQIQSYPG 0 Ililliill
8 E+G+ PYVRGSLDTLAQAKV 0 0 11111111

8 ,', E+G+ PKQVEYLEEVMREGF 0 i i i i ! 0 i!!!i
8 i E+G+ NVTAELVDSMSLQPF 0 0 !!!!!!
9.,,, E+G+ TDTIVYCAGRTFFFR 0 180

9,,, E+G+ GRTFFFRRLDAPLDA 0 - 1 383

9 ' E+G+ KSLVRAFMWDSGSTV 0 11111111Ililliill
E+G+ RVLSCDFKPTRPFRI 0 1 9 7

9 E+G+ HTGSIYAVSWSADSK 0 1111111
9 E+G+ AGHLKTVSSLTYFPQ 0 0 i!!!!ll:
9 ! , E+G+ VSSLTYFPQSNPRTM Ililliill
9 E+G+ SYDGVIIRWIQGVGY 0 0 11111111

9 ; E+G+ TQIKCFVAAEEELIT !llllillll! 0

9 E+G+ NALNIAVQQPEFALI 1 0 liiiii!i
9 ', E+G+ PEFALITTDSAIVLL ililliill lllliliil 0

9 ·, E+G+ TDSAIVLLHKSTVTS 0 - 0 liiiiili
9.„> E+G+ TKVSYTITSSAVSPD 0

9 m E+G+ KLRIYSISGDTLTEE 0 - 1 5 3

9;,,, E+G+ 1HYSPDVSM FASADA 111111
9 E+G+ 1KLKN MLFHTARINC 1 ililliill 1 20

10 ,,, E+G+ G RYFSKDAVQI IT ililliill illillillll Ililliill 170

10 , E+G+ DAVQIITKMAAANGV 1 ΙΙΙ Ι ΙΙ 1 8 3

10,, E+G+ GVRRVWVGQDSLLST 0 30

10 , E+G+ SLLSTPAVSAIIRER 1 2 30

10 ,,, E+G+ AVSAIIRERIAADGS iiliilii !lllllilllll 4 7

1 1 .,» E+G+ SVGFVETLENDLAQL 1 ||||i¾|||| 1 4 7

1 1 , E+G+ LG EAPYKFKSALEAV 488

l l E+G+ KFKSALEAVKTLRAE 1 1 7 3

11, E+G+ Q.YLPAFVIVDESGKS 1111111 i
1 1 E+G+ VVTFNFRADRMVMLA 2 0

1 1 r, E+G+ ADRMVMLAICALEFAD Ililliill i i i i
l l s E+G+ FDKFDRVRVPKIKYA 0 0

1 1 ™ E+G+ PKI YAG LQYDG EL 0 i i
l > E+G+ LKLPNKFLVSPPLIE 1 0

12., E+G+ YKLLCSSFPVITYHQ 11111111 !lllllilllll Ililliill !l|!i!
12 E+G+ FPVITYHQGRNGNLS 1 i i i 0 iiiiiii
12 E+G+ RNGNLSALACPLNQK

13 E+G+ ECILSGLLSVDGLKV 0 0 ililliill
13 E+G+ LLSVDGLKVLHM DRN 0 Ililliill
13 s E+G+ VPKFMMANGALVRVL 0 - 0 liiiiili
13,; E+G+ VRVLIRTSVTKY LN F 0 Ililliill
1 E+G+ TKYLNFKAVDGSFVY 0 0





2 1 E+G YKEYVTVPRTVTNLV I I 1
VTN LVMIGDGAAKTI 0 0

21 E+G NFKMNLTSMVAVSLV 0 1
YQDTLYTHAQRQFFR 0

21 j E+G GTIDFIFGNSQVVIQ 0 1
21 ,,, E+G AKTIILKFLLPVMIV 0 I

22 22 ,,, E+G NTRVLLLRRTSPFSA 0 1
22 E+G DGYYIHGQCAIIMFD i i i
22 , „ E+G QCAIIMFDVTSRLTY 1 27 0

22 , , E+G RKKNLQYYEISAKSN 0 !!!i!i!!i!i!ili!i!i!i!i!i!i!li

22 ,,,, E+G SAKSNYNFEKPFLYL 0

KPFLYLARKLAGDAN 2 88 1 603

22 , E+G AN 1H EAVALKPPE 0

EAELAAAAAQPLPDD 1 20 0

23 23 , E+G RT5SWGSGASLKIDR 1

23 , i E+G SLKIDRRELVTTRIY 2 35 0

24 24 E+G RFLHAAVAMATKRSV 0 1 150

| 1| 1| 1| | 11 |1|1|1|1|1|11§| KGKKVFLRADLNVPL 1 30 3 234

4 ω E+G TRIRASIPTIKFLLE 0

i ¾ ii i i i i i i i !¾ TIKFLLEKGAKVILA iiiii i i i i i ii i i i i i i i i

24 , E+G EKGAKVI LASHLGRP 1 63 0

24 „ E+G VPRLSELLGVEVVMA iiiii 70 2 118

24 E+G GGVLLLENVRFYKEE 111 45 1 23

24 , E+G PEFAKKLASVADLYV 2 45 0

24 ,,), E+G KFLRPSVAGFLMQ.KE 3 38 1 177

VAGFLMQKELDYLVG 1 90 0

24,,,,, E+G KELDYLVGAVANPKK 1 37 1 143

24,,, E+G K1GVIESLLAKVDIL 1 57 0

24 Λ E+G GMIFTFYKAQGKAVG 0 2 397

111111 EEDKLELATSLIETA iiiii 52 1 23

24,,,,, E+G GVSLLLPTDVWADK 1 90 0

! !!!!!! !!!!!!!! i SAPALRILRSFPSHS i i 97 1 143

26 26, E+G VELVAVNDPFITTDY 0

26 ,,, E+G DYMTYMFKYDTVHGQ 0 ! i i i i i i i i i i i i i

26 ¾, E+G GGAKKVIISAPSKDA 0

YTSDITIVSNASCTT 0 i !i!iii!i!i!ii i i i i i i i i!

26, E+G KVINDRFGIVEGLMT 0

FGIVEGLMTTVHAMT 0 ! i i i i i i!i!i!i!i!i!i! i

26 , E+G GGRAASFNIIPSSTG 0

111111 LTVRLEKAATYEQIK 0 i i ii i
2 E+G ALN DNFVKLVSWYDN 0

27 27 , E+G IGKRFASINVENVED iiii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i

27 (,., E+G ALRELLFTTPGALQH 0

27 , E+G LQHISGVILFEETLY 1 i i i i i ii i i i i i i iii i

27 ,,,·, E+G YEAGARFAKWRAVLK 1

GLARYAIICQENGLV 2 33 1 140



, E+G- RCAYVTEVVLAACYK i i 1111

, , E+G- NDQHVLLEGSLLKPN 1 i i i il !! ! 0

E+G- WFLSFSFGRALQQST ililill 1 0

, E+G- 1PPAPHLKRWNRVVD 1 0

» E+G- LKRWN RVVDTNLE5P 0 i 0

,-, E+G- VVDTNLESPNDIVPE 0 0

,., E+G- GAPFTGSGYRIAPYS 0

E+G- GYRIAPYSSILLKAT 0 - 2

, E+G- SFRFFLAHSSIHPST 0

, E+G- EKHFKYVILGGGVAA 0 - 0

E+G- TEKGIELILSTEIVK 11111111 1111
, E+G- ASKTLTSAAGATFTY 1 0

E+G- FTYETLLIATG5STI 0 0

,,, E+G- GGGYIGLELSAALKL 0 0

,, E+G- LELSAALKLNNFDVT 0

,,,., E+G- LKLNNFDVTMVYPEP 0 0

„ , E+G- MPRLFTAGIAHFYEG 0 0

, E+G- HFYEGYYASKGINIV 0 - 0

E+G- SKGINIVKGTVASGF 0 0

,,., E+G- DANIVIVGVGGRPLT 0 - 0

E+G- KTDTFFETSVAGVYA 0 0

„., E+G- VYAIGDVASFPMKLY 0 - 0

„,, E+G- DYLPYFYSRSFDIAW 0 0

„ E+G- EQFVTPWSFSVASGH 0 0

E+G- RDAHYLRGLLPPAIV 0 0

E+G- MHNLRQYTVPLQRYI 0 0

s, E+G- VPLQRYIAMMDLQER 0 0

, E+G- ERLFYKLLIDNVEEL 0 - 0

E+G- EELLPVVYTPVVGEA 0 0

,,,, E+G- RSIQVIVVTDGERIL 0 0

,,, E+G- EEYHELLQEFMNAVK 0 0

,:,, E+G- GEKVLVQFEDFANHN 0 0

, E+G- FDLLAKYSKSHLVFN 0 0

E+G- VFNDDIQGTASVVLA 1 0

, ., E+G- SVVLAGLLAALKVIG 0 0

, E+G- GLADQTYLFLGAGEA 0 0

, E+G- TGIAELIALEMSKHT 0 0

E+G- CRKKIWLVDSKGLLV 0 - 0

E+G- HEPLTTLLEAVQSLK 0 0

E+G- LLEAVQSLKPTVLIG 0 - 0

„ „ E+G- NEKPVIFSLSNPTSH 0 0

,„, E+G- EEAYTWTKGTAVFAS 0 - 0

E+G- GFGLGVVISGAIRVH 0 0

E+G- VISGAIRVHDDMLLA 0 - 0

,, E+G- HDDM LLAASEALAEQ 0 0

.,,, E+G- FPPFTNIRKISANIA 0 0



0 E+G- IRKISANIAAKVAAK 0 1
31,, E-G+ QlIRKGFYLTKNVEH 0 0

31 E-G+ FYLTKMVEHKGQVDL 0 1
31 ,s E-G+ VEHKGQVDLVTETDK 0

3 1 ¾, E-G+ TDKACEDLIFNHLRK 0 1

3 1 «, E-G+ DL1FNHLRKLYPDHK 0 i|
32 „ E-G+ IEIDSLFEGIDFYST 0 1
32 E-G+ IDFYSTITRARFEEL 1 o

32 E-G+ IPKVQQLLQDFFNGK 0 1
2 , E-G+ EAVAYGAAVQAAILS 0 i

32 E-G+ VQDLLLLDVTPLSLG 0 1

3 , E-G+ QEMAYWSLKAAIEIG 0 0

33 „ , E-G+ DAASSLYLFGENLPR 0 1
33,,,, E-G+ GYNISLASMIPDYDT 0

33 ,, E-G+ YDTVITNVRRSLAVA 0 1
33 , , (, E-G+ LEKIVAILSAFVDAA 0 i|
33 E-G+ NVRRSLAVAKKNHLA 0 1

33 ,, E-G+ VAKKNHLAWNCERCR 0

Λ E-G+ LAWNCERCRKGESKK 0 1

33 E-G+ KKTVDAILSAFVDAA 0 o

34, E-G+ LMSFSWICACVRAAA 0 i
34, E-G+ ICACVRAAAVAWEAG 0 0

34 E-G+ VRVKI LFTALCHTDV 0 1
4 ,,, E-G+ MCDLLRINTDRGVMI 0 0

34, ,n E-G+ KPIFHFVGTSTFSEY 1 1
VGTSTFSEYTVMHVG 0

34 E-G+ VAIFGLGAVGLAAAE 0 1
34 r, E-G+ GAVGLAAAEGAR1AG 0

4 E-G+ GNINAMIQAFECVHD 0 i
34 E-G+ LKGTFFGNFKPRTDL 0

34 E-G+ KFITHSVTFSEINKA 1 50 1 103

34 ,,,, E-G+ VTFSEI KAFDLM Al< 0 i l!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!
35 , E-G+ ALRWNLQMGHSVLPK 1

NLDVYDWSIPDDLLA 1 90 1 6 7

3 ,,, E-G+ DDLLAKFSEIKQJRL 1 30 0

35 ,, E-G+ FSEI KQTRLLMGN Fl 0

35 ., , E-G+ TRLLMGNFIVNKDSV 0

36, E-G+ QDFKKVNEIYAKYFP 0

36, E-G+ NEIYAKYFPSPAPAR 0 i
36 , , E-G+ YFPSPAPARSTYQVA 0 i|
36 , E-G+ ARSTYQVAALPLDAR 0 1
36 ,,, E-G+ LPLDARIEIECIAAL 0 o

37., E-G+ EEAASTLPGLSSSTL 0 1
38 , E-G+ STKIFLESSTMESRA 0 0

38 E-G+ CAAVLAASAVVVLW 0

38 ,,, E-G+ VVVLVVASGLAGSRV 0



E-G+ LAGSRWRVAVDVAT 0 11 11
,.,,, E-G+ GWYHLFYQYNPEGAV 0 0

E-G+ SRDLIHWRHLPLAMV 0 0

, , E-G+ LNMLYTGSTNASVQV 0 - 0

E-G+ IAMVYKTKDFVSYEL 0 0

E-G+ TKDFVSYELIPGLLH 0 0

E-G+ WGKFYASKTFYDPAK 0 0

E-G+ KGWASLMSIPRTVDL 0 - 0

E-G+ LRHATQLDIEAAFRL 0 0

E-G+ EAAFRLDHAAVAALN 0 0

E-G+ EQTAVYFYVSRGLDG 0 0

,, , E-G+ VKRVVGYTVPVLDGE 0 0

E-G+ EAFSVRVLVDHSIVE 0 0

E-G+ EAIYAAAGVYLFNNA 0 0

E-G+ VYLFNNATSGTVTVE 0 0

E-G+ TDIVEVVVSPPYVFL 0 0

E-G+ SPPYVFLPTVKDKLR 0 0

E-G+ GAFTGEVSAEMLANL 0 - 0

. E-G+ VSAEMLANLGIPWVI 0 0

, E-G+ GESSEFVGDKVAYAL 0 - 1

, , E-G+ GDKVAYALAQGLKVI 11 111 11111

, ,r, E-G+ STMTVVAEQTKAIAD 0 0

,,,., E-G+ DWTMWIAYEPVWAI 0 0

, E-G+ IAYEPVWAIGTGKVA 0 0

m E-G+ LKPEFIDIINAATVK 0 0

E-G+ VWQHDRVEIIANDQG 1 0

E-G+ VEIIANDQGNRTTPS 0

,,, E-G+ TTPSYVAFTDSERLI 0 - 0

, E-G+ KNQ.VAM NPI NTVFGE 0 0

, E-G+ NPINTVFGEHLSTCT 0 0

, E-G+ SSTRGWCSRRRAGRG 0 0

, , E-G+ EEKQFAAEEISSMVL 0 0

E-G+ SSMVLIKMREIAEAF 0 0

,., E-G+ SIKNAVVTVPAYFND 0 0

E-G+ GVIAGLNVLRIINEP 0 1

E-G+ VLRIINEPTAAAIAY 0 0

, E-G+ GILLDFVWYEPLTYN 0 0

,., E-G+ ETMQRLVADRLPN FT 0 - 0

m E-G+ GYSKWLYVVPWGFYK 0 0

, , E-G+ YVVPWGFYKAVM HVK 1 0

, E-G+ KFRIDYFDQYLHELK 0 0

,s,, E-G+ ARVTGYFAWSLLDN F 0 0

,,„ E-G+ FAWSLLDNFEWRMGF 0

E-G+ FKDDPYIYAFDSLKY 0 - 0

«, E-G+ AFD5LKYIGIELWQV 0 0

E-G+ 1ELWQVKSGTLFDN1 0 0









62 E-G- FDNIYSVNIERGLGL 0

62 , E-G- NTDFFEDFAKAIEKL 0 0 iiiiiliii
63., E-G- YPHMLLILLLLHGAN 0 iiiiiiii iiiiii

63 , , E-G- ILLLLHGANAALDEP 0 - 1 47

63,, E-G- ESSLYAYQ.FAMSNGL 0 iiiiliiiii
63 ¾, E-G- SGLRLDKSTLIAEVF 0 0 | | | | |

63 E-G- IHGWFAVDFTAAELV l i i ii iiiiiiii 227

64 , , E-G- EIPTISYSDLYQLAG 0 0

64 ; , E-G- YSDLYQLAGWAVEV 0

64,,,, E-G- DHLRQ.VFGKQ.MGLSD 0 0

64,,, E-G- KNPLKFDNTYFTELL 1111111 47

64,,, E-G- KAFFEDYKEAHLRLS 0 0

E-G- FSCD5AYQ.VTYIVRG 47

65 E-G- YQVTYIVRGSGRVQV 1 iiii i!!i 1 367

65,., E-G- IEGGSLFIVPRFHVV ililliill iillililiiiiii 113

65 E-G- GMEWFSIITTPNPIF 0 0

65 E-G- GKTSVWKAISPEVLE 0 0 iiiiiiii
66 , n.d. SCRGRCPCSLRTPAW 0 - 0

66 ,; n.d. SLRTPAWGSCSRMAP 0 i i 0

66 n.d. WGSCSRMAPCNCRCP 0 - 0

66 n.d. NCRCPCSTRGARRRL 0

66 n.d. STRGARRRLPGRTSS 0 - 0 iiiiii
67 , n.d. TAPTSRRSP5AP5PH 0 1111111

67 „ n.d. TRTCISTRRIPSRPT 0 0

67 n.d. PWSTCRAARSPTPSA 0 lliiilllli iiiiiiii Iiiiiiii
67 ,[, n.d. DRREIWLSEMVAWVG 0 0

67,,,, d . 5EMVAWVGLQLAFWI 0 iiiiiiii Iiiiiiii
68 n.d. PWRPPRRWSCCPLPW 0 - 0

68 n.d. SCCPLPWPGTRRWWF 0 i i iiiiiliii
68;·, n.d. GTRRWWFRCHQPPSS 0 0

68 n.d. FRCHQPPSSRTAPGS 0

68 .,; n.d. PGSSRSLYGSPSTSC 0 0

69 , n.d. VKVAPAALVNVLEAR 0 i | | ii i |

69 n.d. LVNVLEARSALTISV 0 0

69 n.d. ARSALTISVLRI5SM 0 lliiilllli Iiiiiiii
69 n.d. ISVLRISSMPFSVYH 0 0

69 d . LAAFWGKRYPLLSAG 0 lliiilllli lllllillllli Iiiiiiii
70 , n.d. SSPSCAPESTHAVRA 0 - 0

70, n.d. PESTHAVRALPSTHT 0

70 , , n.d. VRALPSTHTARI LLR 0 - 0 Iiiiiliii
70 „ n.d. THTARI LLRSTTANV 0 iiiiiiii
70;, n.d. LLRSTTANVSGCKDR 0 - 0 iiiiii
71; n.d. VQVPGGHQGDLPRGE 0 iiiiliiiii

71 ; ; n.d. LPGAAGEVCRRRRRR 0 0

n.d. GQGQVDRAQGVVGSH 0 iiiiiliii liiiili
71 ,., n.d. GVVGSHLEDRHSRQA 0 0





3 n.d. SEFETVFGVTKEEFY 0 0

3 ,i,[j n.d. SRSFLKHSLLRTQRL 1 0

7 3 , , , HSLLRTQRLHKFLVC 1 8 7 0

7 3 ( n.d. L KF LV CSS IG V A 0 111111 l l l il l
7 (,,., n.d. SGNLVMFQMQDHQLI 1 157 0

7 3 , , n.d. QLIYPLISPSFLVYS 1 l 111111

n.d. ISPSFLVYSFFVHDL 1 7 7 0

74., n.d. ERLIYQTANSRLCSV 0

7 4 n.d. ANSRLCSVLPKEEFY 0

7 4 ,,, n.d. VLPKEEFYQQPRWKQ 0 111111

7 4 ,,, n.d. FYQQ.PRWKQELQKRK 0

75, n.d. TGA AAAMTTTI RSTA 0 111111111111111111111111

7 5 , n.d. TTI RSTATARPRAI 0

7 6 „ E-G- NIWADDLAASLSTLE 0 1 390

7 6 , , E-G- IAIAFLSVSNNYEYI 1 4 7 0

7 6 E-G- VSNNYEYILSDKLVV 0 i!ii!iiii!!!!!!!!l
7 6 E-G- KDKLVVSTSCSLMHT 0

7 6 , E-G- TSCSLMHTAVDLVNE 1

7 6 , E-G- TKLDSEIKSWLAFAA 1 200 1 323

76,,, E-G- IKSWLAFAAQKVVEV 0 111111

7 6 E-G- KWEVNALGKALVGL 0

7 6 ,, E-G- LKDEAYFAANAAAQA 1 203 1 153

7 6 E-G- EAYVSAIKEEISKW 0

76, s', E-G- ISKVVKIQEELDIDV 0 111111

7 6 E-G- MVEYFGEQLSGFAFT 0

7 6 E-G- LSGFAFTANGWVQSY 0 iiiiiiiiiiiiiii

7 6 E-G- NPMTVFWSKMAQSMT 2 138 0

7 7 , E-G- EGPLMLYVSKMIPAS 0

7 7 ,., E-G- KGRFFAFGRVFAGRV 0

7 7 ,., E-G- GNTVALVGLDQFITK 0 111111

7 7 „,, E-G- VGLDQFITKNATLTG 0

7 7 , , E-G- PIRAMKFSVSPVVRV 0

E-G- FMGGAEIIVSPPWS 0

E-G- SPPWSFRETVLDKS 1 107 0

7 7 > E-G- NKHNRLYMEARPLEE 1 107 0

7 7 E-G- PTARRVI FASQLTAK 0 iiiiiiiiiiiiiii

l i i E-G- AKPRLLEPVYLVEIQ 0

7 7 ,,, E-G- EPVYLVEIQAPEGAL 0 iiiiiiiiiiiiiii ilililililillil

E-G- PLYNIKAYLPVIESF 0

7 7 E-G- LPVIESFGFSATLRA 0 1 333

7 7 E-G- FGFSATLRAATSGQA 0

78., E-G- SLKLHKACEAFNPYD 0 111111

7 8 , , E-G- EAFDPYYGKISLSKV 0

78,., E-G- SKVRSFLTEAKAKHI 0

7 8 E-G- LTEAKAKHIEWNCDV 0

78,,,, E-G- KEKRWNAALTSISAS 0 0



8 E-G- GSAYVDLGSLLAERT 0 0

78, E-G- RHLARQFIPHLHQRF 0 0

78 , E-G- FIPHLHQRFIHPPIH 0 111111111

78 , , E-G- NTMEN LSSTI FSFVI 0 0 11111111

78 E-G- TIF5FVILLSASASL 0 1111111111

78 E-G- ILLSASASLVVAG DP 0 0

78 , E-G- ELAEMEVSAAFHLFS 0 1111111111111111 217

78 E-G- SAAFHLFSMAVTAAR 0 0

78 E-G- FSMAVTAARSQ.QWND 0

78,., E-G- KISLSKVRSFLTEAK 0 1 783

7 , E-G- QQYTAALSPILFECL 1 183

7 , E-G- LSPILFECLIHPMLG 1 i !! 0

79, E-G- VEDN LVKLKNVLNVY 1 100

79„,r, E-G- KLKNVLNVYEARLTK 0 0

79 „ E-G- EVYEARLTKFKYLAG 0 liiiiii 4 7

79 s E-G- TKFKYLAGDYLSLAD 1 0

79 E-G- AGDYLSLADLNHVST 0 0

79,,, E-G- VKAWWTDLLAKPSVQ 1 1 23

8 E-G- KLRFTCLSSTGSSCL 1 133 0 i i i
80 , E-G- LSSTGSSCLFVLILF 1 1 6 3

8 1 , E-G- EKLKKVLEVYEARLS 2 100

8 1 ,s E-G- SYLAGDFVSFADLNH 1 0

".1 E-G- FV5FADLNHFPKTFY 0 !llll!
8 1 E-G- FPKTFYFMATPHASL 0 0

8 1 s E-G- HVKAWWERIMARPAV 0

8 1 , E-G- IMARPAVKKIAAAMV 0 0

8 2 E-G- KRKVRGFWRVHQISA 0

8 2 E-G- FWRVHQISARMAPVK 0 0

82 E-G- APV LYGATLSW NV 0 i i i
82 E-G- GDLYIFESRAICKYA 1 0

8 2 ,.,„ E-G- EANQYTAALGPILFE 0 11111111
8 3 ., E-G- ACSLFLNYAVSFNYF 1 0

8 3 E-G- YAVSFNYFVCNLLQE 1 7 37

8 3 E-G- NLLQERLKKLKSEHG 1 1 4 7

83s, E-G- GMTGMLWETSLLDPE 1 10?

8 3 ,f, E-G- PEGLLWLLLTG KVPT 1 1 33

8 3 , E-G- YVYKAID ALPVTAH P 0

8 3 , ., , E-G- QFTTGVMALQVESEF 0 0 1111111

8 3 , s E-G- EDCLNLIARLPQVAS 0 i i i i
83, si, E-G- IARLPQVASYVYRRI 1 1 33

8 3 E-G- ADNSLDYAANFSHML 1 130 53

8 3 / / , E-G- DPKMLELMRLYITIH 1 1 40

8 3 Λ E-G- ALSDPYLSFAAALNG 1 130 70

83 ,( E-G- LSFAAALNGLAGPLH 1 0

8 3 E-G- PLHG LAN QEVLLWI l< 0

8 3 s'> E-G- QEVLLWIKSVMEETG 0 0
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89 E-G- AEAVKKFGYELEALA i i 33 0

89 , , E-G- RLAACFLDSMATLNL 0 0 llilill
89 i E-G- LRYRYGLF RIA E 0 llliillil 663

89 E-G- FSPWEIVRHDVVYPV 0 - 0

89 , , E-G- VYPVRFFGHVEILPD 0 0 Illllii
89 ,,„ E-G- GEVLNALAYDVP1PG 2 1 1247

89 E-G- IPGYKTKNAISLRLW 0 0

89 E-G- AEDFNLFQFNDGQYE 0 0 iiiiiii
89 Λ 1 E-G- EGKLLRLKQQFFLCS 0

89 ,, E-G- LKQQFFLCSASLQDI 0 0 iiiiiii
89 E-G- PTLAI PELM RLLM DE 0

89 E-G- QSVMRKLLPRQMEII 0 0 llilill
89 E-G- EEIDKRFREMVISTR 0 iiiiiiiiii iiiiiii
89 , E-G- P PVVR A LCVVS 0 0 iiiiiii
89 E-G- ILKEELFADYVSIWP 0 iiiiiiiiii 0

89 ,, E-G- PRRWLRFCNPELSEI 1 1 153

E-G- EKLHAEWAAAKLASK 0 0

89 ,,„, E-G- IKR1HEYKRQLMNIL 0 - 2 45

89. E-G- YKRQLMNILGAVYRY llilill illlillli 43

89 E-G- LGAVYRYKKLKEMSA 3 1 43

89 Λ E-G- GKAFATYTNAKRIVK

8 E-G- KRIVKLVNDVGAWN 1 2 195

8 , E-G- VNKYLKWFIPNYNV 0 1111111 213

89 E-G- VFIPNYNVSVAEVLI 2 6 259

89 E-G- EDNFFLFGAKADQVA llilill lllliillil illlillli 202

89 , E-G- TFGTYDYTPLLDSLE 0 0 iiiiiii
89 E-G- FLVGYDFPSYIDAQA 0 iiiiiiiiii 0

89 , E-G- KRWIKMSILNTAGSG 1 iiiiiiiiii 3 136

89 -% E-G- QYAKEIWGITANPVP iiiiiii illlillli 99

90 , , E-G- KTLAVALGGARPLAT 0 1 30

90 ,., E-G- LATRGVATFTLPDLP 0 30

90.,,, E-G- PDLPYDYGALEPAIS 2 1 67

90 , E-G- HATYVANYNKALEQL 0 57

90,,,, E-G- GDASAVVQLQGAIKF 0 0 li i i
90 E-G- DPLVTKGAN LIPLLG 0 l l l i l l 87

E-G- ANLIPLLGIDVWEHA 0 1 113

90 E-G- HAYYLQYKNVRPDYL lliilli 1111 1111 48

90 E-G- PDYLTNIWKVVNWKY 1 iiiiiiiiii 1 70

li l l i l E-G- APSGRIVMELYADVV iiiiiii lllliillil 82

1 E-G- VMELYADVVPKTAEN 0 - 2 70

9 1 - E-G- HYKGSSFHRVIPGFM 207

9 1 ,„, E-G- SIYGAKFADENFIKK 0 - 1 60

91, ,., E-G- NGSQFFLCTAKTAWL 130

92 , E-G- SQVHIRRPGGAGRDG 0 1 113

92 E-G- RPGGAGRDGGQLRIP 0 Illlillli 130

92 , , E-G- RDGGQLRIPSLLHGG 0 1 97



mm GHGCAQPAMERRKHI mm
E-G- RKH IEWNCDVCRHGD 83

mm l l WTTVMRA5CGHHRFR mm
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Table 5 : Antibody reactivity and IL-5 production of NTGAs and NTGA-derived

peptides.

Table 6- Epitopes tested positive for T Cell Recognition

Antibo

dy
Total Total response

reactvit

y response IL-5 IFNg

Antigen Peptide IgE/lgG Sequence Events SFC Events SFC

1 161 E+G+ GNKQLVLPVPAFNVI 0 - 1 190

304 E+G+ VYKSFVSEYPIVSI E 1 40 0 -

342 E+G+ IVG DDLLVTN PTRVA 0 0 1 193

365 E+G+ NALLLKVNQIGSVTE 1 40 1 170

1 444 E+G+ LGAAAVYAGLKFRAP 0 - 1 153

2 2 i E+G+ AEFEGVFLDFARQQA 2 58 0 -

2 20 E+G+ VDKLFKLAEAAKLKE 2 88 2 247

2 49 E+G+ EN RSVLHVALRAPRD 2 63 1 27

2 116 E+G+ FLG PLFVHTALQTDP 1 63 0 -

2 139 E+G+ RQLRFLANVDPVDVA 1 20 1 20

2 168 E+G+ VVSKTFTTAETM LNA 0 - 1 97

2 198 E+G+ VSKH M IAVSTN LKLV 2 80 1 20



2 232 E+G+ RYSVCSAVGVLPLSL 3 83 3 238

2 238 E+G+ AVGVLPLSLQYG FPI 3 7 1 4 121

2 244 E+G+ LSLQYG FPIVQRFLE 1 127 1 50

2 250 E+G+ FPIVQRFLEGASSI D 2 9 2 1 90

2 266 E+G+ HFRTASFEKN IPVLL 1 33 0 -

2 278 E+G+ VLLGLLSVWNVSFLG 2 50 0 -

2 284 E+G+ SVWNVSFLGYPARAI 1 100 1 53

2 295 E+G+ ARAI LPYSQALEKLA 1 120 1 27

2 346 E+G+ NGQHSFYQU HQGRV 1 27 2 95

363 E+G+ CDFIGVI KSQQPVYL 2 98 2 238

2 387 E+G+ ELMSN FFAQPDALAY 2 102 3 99

2 421 E+G+ KTFKGN RPSLSFLLS 2 4 2 5 363

2 428 E+G+ PSLSFLLSSLSAYEI 1 67 1 53

2 439 E+G+ AYEIGQLLAIYEH RI 1 4 0 0 -

2 445 E+G+ LLAIYEH RIAVQGFI 1 77 2 4 2

2 456 E+G+ QGFIWG INSFDQWGV 1 113 0 -

2 493 E+G+ PVEGFN PSSASLLAR 1 143 1 4 7

2 499 E+G+ PSSASLLARYLAVEP 1 127 0 -

3 50 E+G+ LKDGSTYSFRFSFIV 1 20 0 -

4 6
E+G+ M KTI FDFESI KKLLA 0 - 1 4 3

4 12 E+G+ FESI KKLLASPKFSF 1 4 7 2 245

4 4 1 E+G+ RM FVDELGASESSLL 1 4 7 1 30

4 70 E+G+ PN LTYAKELVERMG L 0 - 1 33

4 106 E+G+ RN MVLG KRFFVTPSD 1 33 1 27

4 129 E+G+ AVQSI PYFASGLKGV 0 - 1 37

4 203 E+G+ GIWAVLAWLSI IAYK 0 - 1 107

4 260 E+G+ KELMAN LVKMQSALS 1 327 1 97

4 2 66 E+G+ LVKMQSALSDVN KLI 2 35 0 -

5 27 E+G+ TVSDEYLAAVAKARR 0 - 1 73

6 i E+G+ TLLFPHTQISLPSVR 2 3 2 0 -

6 E+G+ DN EKSGFISLVSRYL 2 38 0 -

6 2 E+G+ EATKALLN KLAVLKL 1 33 0 -

6 123 E+G+ IEVRNG FTFLDLIVL 1 27 0 -



6 131 E+G+ FLDLIVLQI ESLN KK 1 33 0 -

6 142 E+G+ LN KKYGSNVPLLLM N 1 353 0 -

6 149 E+G+ NVPLLLM NSFNTH ED 1 153 0 -

6 165 E+G+ LKIVEKYANSSI DIH 3 196 3 654

6 175 E+G+ SIDIHTFNQSQYPRV 2 113 1 243

6 224 E+G+ GKLDLLLSQG KEYVF 1 87 2 65

6 233 E+G+ GKEYVFIANSDN LGA 2 115 0 -

6 242 E+G+ SDN LGAIVDM KILN H 2 28 1 30

6 248 E+G+ IVDM KILN HLI HKQN 3 101 2 160

288 E+G+ VQLLEIAQVPDAHVD 1 73 0 -

6 304 E+G+ FKSI EKFKI FNTN NL 1 30 1 357

6 310 E+G+ FKI FNTN N LWVN LKA 2 60 0 -

6 316 E+G+ NN LWVN LKAI KRLVE 3 517 2 823

6 325 E+G+ IKRLVEADALKM EI I 2 103 1 397

6 348 E+G+ VKVLQLETAAG AAI R 3 60 1 50

6 3 E+G+ AAI RFFDHAIGI NVP 4 105 4 344

6 369 E+G+ GINVPRSRFLPVKAT 1 23 0 -

6 376 E+G+ RFLPVKATSDLQLVQ 2 60 1 83

6 383 E+G+ TSDLQLVQSDLYTLV 1 4 0 1 87

6 389 E+G+ VQSDLYTLVDGFVTR 2 8 2 1 60

418 E+G+ GPEFKKVGSFLG RFK 2 182 2 147

6 429 E+G+ GRFKSI PSIVELDSL 3 247 0 -

7 31 E+G+ GTI RN IINGTVFREP 3 109 2 523

7 loi E+G+ VFN FTGAGGVALAMY 3 118 3 968

121 E+G+ IQG FAEASMAIAYEK 2 33 1 50

7 127 E+G+ ASMAIAYEKKWPLYL 2 5 2 1 80

7 134 E+G+ EKKWPLYLSTKNTI L 1 63 1 117

7 153 E+G+ GRFKDI FQAVYEADW 1 57 2 63

7 177 E+G+ WYEH RLI DDMVAYAL 1 4 3 0 -

7 208 E+G+ VQSDFLAQG FGSLGL 2 35 1 80

7 260 E+G+ NSIASI FAWTRGLAH 0 - 1 63

7 280 E+G+ DNARLLDFTQKLEDA 2 37 0 -

7 304 E+G+ MTKDLALLVHGSSKV 1 4 0 2 128



7 324 E+G+ LNTEEFI DAVAAELQ 3 60 3 92

8 3
E+G+ TIVASGI EN M KIFTR 0 - 1 293

9 56 E+G+ TDTIVYCAG RTFFFR 0 - 1 180

9 64 E+G+ GRTFFFRRLDAPLDA 0 - 1 383

9 152 E+G+ KSLVRAFMWDSGSTV 0 - 0 -

9 175 E+G+ RVLSCDFKPTRPFRI 0 - 1 97

9 355 E+G+ VSSLTYFPQSNPRTM 1 23 0 -

9 397
E+G+ TQI KCFVAAEEELIT 1 20 0 -

9 441 E+G+ NALN IAVQQPEFALI 1 60 0 -

450 E+G+ PEFALITTDSAIVLL 1 33 0 -

9 499 E+G+ KLRIYSISG DTLTEE 0 - 1 53

9 526 E+G+ IHYSPDVSM FASADA 1 30 0 -

9 5 54
E+G+ IKLKN M LFHTARI NC 1 33 1 20

10 10 E+G+ GRYFSKDAVQI ITKM 1 43 1 170

10 16 E+G+ DAVQI ITKMAAANGV 1 160 1 83

10 2 E+G+ GVRRVWVGQDSLLST 0 - 2 30

10 39 E+G+ SLLSTPAVSAI IRER 1 37 2 30

10 45 E+G+ AVSAI IRERIAADGS 1 60 1 47

11 58 E+G+ SVG FVETLEN DLAQL 1 30 1 47

11 111 E+G+ LG EAPYKFKSALEAV 1 53 2 488

11 117 E+G+ KFKSALEAVKTLRAE 1 43 1 73

11 137 E+G+ QYLPAFVIVDESG KS 1 23 0 -

11 161 E+G+ VVTFN FRADRMVM LA 2 50 0 -

11 168 E+G+ ADRMVM LAKALEFAD 1 40 0 -

11 206 E+G+ LKLPN KFLVSPPLIE 1 30 0 -

12 5 E+G+ YKLLCSSFPVITYHQ 2 60 0 -

12 12 E+G+ FPVITYHQG RNGN LS 1 103 0 -

12 2 i
E+G+ RNG NLSALACPLNQK 1 20 0 -

1 1 E+G+ LLGYLLWVVAI RRPR 1 110 0 -

16 3 E-G- DEKLLSVFREGVVYG 0 - 1 113

16 21 E-G- GPGVYDI HSPRI PSK 0 - 2 80

16 36 E-G- EEIADDFALFRGTRP 0 - 2 107

16 42 E-G- FALFRGTRPPRRPKK 0 - 1 97



16 68 E-G- LCPG FCLADVTPETY 0 - 2 4 5

17 2 E+G+ VCTRLSPFCCLYCIL 2 5 2 0 -

17 i E+G+ YCILCCWYSM RLVTV 1 63 0 -

20 294 E+G- DKPVVAFIAG LTAPP 1 23 0 -

20 329 E+G- KIKALREAGVTVVES 1 23 0 -

22 131 E+G- QCAI IM FDVTSRLTY 1 27 0 -

22 206 E+G- KPFLYLARKLAGDAN 2 88 1 603

22 219 E+G- A N IHFVEAVALKPPE 0 - 1 63

22 2 45 E+G- EAELAAAAAQPLPDD 1 20 0 -

23 E+G- RTSSWGSGASLKI DR 1 27 0 -

23 o E+G- SLKI DRRELVTTRIY 2 35 0 -

24 2i E+G- RFLHAAVAMATKRSV 0 - 1 150

24 44 E+G- KGKKVFLRADLNVPL 1 30 3 234

24 6 E+G- T IKFLLEKGAKVI LA 2 4 7 0 -

24 82 E+G- EKGAKVI LASH LGRP 1 63 0 -

24 109 E+G- VPRLSELLGVEVVMA 2 70 2 118

24 I E+G- GGVLLLENVRFYKEE 2 4 5 1 23

24 160 E+G- PEFAKKLASVADLYV 2 4 5 0 -

24 193 E+G- KFLRPSVAGFLMQKE 3 38 1 177

24 1 E+G- VAG FLMQKELDYLVG 1 90 0 -

24 206
E+G- KELDYLVGAVAN PKK 1 37 1 143

24 234 E+G- KIGVI ESLLAKVDIL 1 57 0 -

24 253 E+G- GM IFTFYKAQG KAVG 0 - 2 397

24 272
E+G- EEDKLELATSLI ETA 2 5 2 1 23

24 290 E+G- GVSLLLPTDVVVADK 1 90 0 -

25 2 E+G- SAPALRI LRSFPSHS 1 97 1 143

26 138 E+G- KVI N DRFGIVEGLMT 0 - 1 37

27 76 E+G- LQH ISGVI LFEETLY 1 53 0 -

27 144 E+G- YEAGARFAKWRAVLK 1 3 3 0 -

27 175 E+G- GLARYAI ICQENGLV 2 33 1 140

27 206 E+G- RCAYVTEVVLAACYK 1 27 0 -

27 223 E+G- NDQHVLLEGSLLKPN 1 27 0 -

27 300 E+G- WFLSFSFG RALQQST 1 23 0 -



28 2 E+G- IPPAPH LKRWN RVVD 1 127 0 -

28 2 E+G- GAPFTGSGYRIAPYS 1 107 0 -

28 36 E+G- GYRIAPYSSILLKAT 0 - 2 477

29 E+G- SFRFFLAHSSI HPST 2 83 0 -

29 i e E+G- TEKGI ELI LSTEIVK 1 50 1 247

29 124 E+G- ASKTLTSAAGATFTY 1 30 0 -

29 1 E+G- LELSAALKLN NFDVT 1 133 0 -

30 E+G- VFN DDIQGTASVVLA 1 67 0 -

32 4i E-G+ IEIDSLFEGI DFYST 0 - 1 27

3 2 o E-G+ IDFYSTITRARFEEL 1 20 0 -

3 2 126 E-G+ EAVAYG AAVQAAI LS 0 - 1 30

3 2 147 E-G+ VQDLLLLDVTPLSLG 0 - 1 4 7

34 E-G+ KPI FH FVGTSTFSEY 1 4 0 0 -

34
349

E-G+ KFITHSVTFSEIN KA 1 50 1 103

34 E-G+ VTFSEI N KAFDLMAK 0 - 1 103

35 i E-G+ ALRWN LQMG HSVLPK 1 4 7 0 -

35 E-G+ NLDVYDWSI PDDLLA 1 90 1 67

35 E-G+ DDLLAKFSEI KQTRL 1 30 0 -

39 i E-G+ GESSE FVG DKVAYAL 0 - 1 30

39 s E-G+ GDKVAYALAQGLKVI 1 67 1 73

40 E-G+ VWQH DRVEMAN DQG 1 4 0 0 -

40 E-G+ VEI IAN DQG NRTTPS 1 27 0 -

4 1 1 E-G+ SSTRGWCSRRRAG RG 0 - 0 -

4 2 6 E-G+ GVIAG LNVLRII N EP 0 - 1 33

4 3 120 E-G+ YVVPWGFYKAVM HVK 1 20 0 -

4 3 191 E-G+ FAWSLLDN FEWRMGF 1 27 0 -

46 3 E-G+ RG LLRRARGG PH HRR 1 4 0 0 -

46 i E-G+ RGAH RRVPLRPLRH R 0 - 1 60

46 40 E-G+ EGRRAKLRSAGEVEI 1 177 0 -

46 so E-G+ GEVEIQFRRVKCKYP 4 60 0 -

46 67 E-G+ TKVTFHVVGVG PLLH 1 70 1 160

4 7 4i E-G+ GKFAAERGAFTVVLS 1 30 0 -

4 7 4 E-G+ AFTVVLSGGTLI DTL 1 4 3 0 -



47 6 E-G+ DSNYKLAVDGLLSKV 1 53 0 -

47 135 E-G+ TVLKQLVKSGVLAMS 2 22 0 -

47 142 E-G+ KSGVLAMSTATGFPR 1 40 0 -

48 269 E-G+ YAVGQKI KAYLEAES 0 - 1 297

49 i E-G+ ELRKTYN LLDAVSRH 4 847 1 100

49 i s E-G+ QVYPRSWSAVM LTFD 2 602 0 -

49 26 E-G+ AVM LTFDNAG MWNVR 3 899 1 503

49 42 E-G+ NVWERHYLAG EMTLM 1 130 0 -

49 50 E-G+ GEQLYISVISPARSL 0 - 1 80

50 44 E-G+ IGN LRLDNTTLI DKD 1 40 0 -

50 88 E-G+ EI PM IQN ILSRSQI F 0 - 2 158

50 7 E-G+ SRSQI FDGI PN LMSL 0 - 1 87

50 103 E-G+ DG IPN LMSLDNVVKI 0 - 2 158

50 150 E-G+ EFPVTWVSSPEVALL 0 - 1 97

50 158 E-G+ SPEVALLKSLAGKLR 1 27 1 87

50 4 E-G+ STKLI FRFLREDLVE 1 30 0 -

50 1 6 E-G+ GELLKDLKSI KAFAS 0 - 1 43

l 2i E-G+ LLETH LVPSSTAPES 0 - 1 47

51 33 E-G+ PESKVFYLKM KG DYH 1 27 1 53

5 1 6 7 E-G+ M NSYKAAQDIALADL 0 - 1 43

52 E-G+ LLG LLAPLASAQLSR 0 - 1 33

52 23 E-G+ PDAEKIVAAVI EKKL 1 20 0 -

52 4 5 E-G+ AGLLRLLFH DCFANG 1 113 1 37

52 60 E-G+ CDASI LI DPLSNQSA 3 9 1 5 151

52 229 E-G+ IDSSYFANVLAKKM P 1 50 1 50

52 266 E-G+ KPN DFM PTFAKAM EK 0 - 1 33

52 272 E-G+ PTFAKAM EKLSVLKV 2 53 2 62

52 309 E-G+ GGSVI RISSAN PEDL 1 70 2 72

53 i E-G+ WSEIQTLKPN LIGPF 0 - 1 103

53 57 E-G+ AAYLATRGLDVVDAV 1 880 1 1030

53 4 E-G+ GLDVVDAVSNALI KS 1 23 0 -

53 4 E-G+ TKQQVFIQSEDPPVL 3 4 2 0 -

53 E-G+ PVLSAFKKFPKFN RV 1 53 0 -



53 103 E-G+ KFPKFN RVFE IEFDI 1 30 3 499

53 126 E-G+ VEI KEFANAVKLRRS 1 87 1 797

53 135 E-G+ VKLRRSSAAQVDGFY 3 104 0 -

53 170 E-G+ GVLKN EFMSLAFDYW 1 83 0 -

53 202 E-G+ GLVTEFPSTAAAYFR 1 63 1 153

54 39 E-G+ N IVVNVFNQLDQPLL 1 4 3 0 -

54 93 E-G+ IGSFFYFPSIG MQRT 5 447 4 183

54 116 E-G+ VVSRLLI PVPFDPPA 1 307 1 133

55 E-G- IGEI KGFADAVMVSR 0 - 1 167

55 0 E-G- VNGFFLTGFN DLVTE 0 - 1 903

56 2i E-G- KIASFLDPDGWKVVL 0 - 1 343

59 75 E-G- FLQQAKALLRPDFAV 0 - 1 33

59 s E-G- ALLRPDFAVAAQNCW 0 - 1 23

59 l o E-G- ISAEM LVN LQVPWVI 0 - 1 37

59 138 E-G- ADKVAYALAQG LKVI 1 4 7 2 4 5

59 1 E-G- TTM EVVAAQTKAIAE 0 - 1 23

59 185 E-G- WTNVVLAYEPVWAIG 1 20 0 -

59 2 16 E-G- LRKWLHANVGPAVAE 0 - 2 138

59 266
E-G- PEFVDI IKSATVKSS 0 - 1 137

6 1 1 E-G- KVSKVLNTYI FLLYL 1 27 0 -

62 11 E-G- YQPAAM RRLSLI LLA 1 63 0 -

6 2 140 E-G- CADI LAI ASRVLVTM 1 4 3 0 -

6 2 18 E-G- N FTVGRI IELFTAKG 4 200 6 223

6 2 191 E-G- 11ELFTAKG FTVQE M 2 298 4 179

2 200 E-G- FTVQEMVALSGAHTL 0 - 1 537

6 2 276 E-G- FDN IYSVN IERGLG L 0 - 1 73

63 11 E-G- ILLLLHGANAALDEP 0 - 1 4 7

63 114 E-G- IHGWFAVDFTAAELV 1 120 2 227

64 i E-G- KN PLKFDNTYFTELL 1 100 1 4 7

65 22 E-G- FSCDSAYQVTYIVRG 1 23 1 4 7

65 28 E-G- YQVTYIVRGSG RVQV 1 87 1 367

65 55
E-G- IEGGSLFIVPRFHVV 1 130 1 113

7 2 291 n.d. DAYICAI RRAKSFIY 1 4 0 1 77



7 2 433 n.d. DYLKAQQN RRFM IYV 1 190 1 33

73 73 326 n.d. DVLREPH LYTFSFRN 1 77 0 -

73 343 n.d. LEVTEVFN FSQDDLL 1 63 0 -

73 349 n.d. FN FSQDDLLTEDVM I 1 90 0 -

73 660 n.d. SRSFLKHSLLRTQRL 1 73 0 -

73 666 n.d. HSLLRTQRLH KFLVC 1 87 0 -

73 674 n.d. LH KFLVCSSM IGVMA 0 - 0 -

73 694 n.d. SG NLVM FQMQDHQLI 1 157 0 -

73 n.d. QLIYPLISPSFLVYS 1 200 0 -

73 7 12 n.d. ISPSFLVYSFFVH DL 1 77 0 -

76 7 1 1 E-G- NIWADDLAASLSTLE 0 - 1 390

76 7 E-G- IAIAFLSVSN NYEYI 1 4 7 0 -

76 40 E-G- TSCSLM HTAVDLVN E 1 160 0 -

76 E-G- TKLDSEI KSWLAFAA 1 200 1 323

76 5 E-G- LKDEAYFAANAAAQA 1 203 1 153

76 250 E-G- NPMTVFWSKMAQSMT 2 138 0 -

77 77 188 E-G- SPPVVSFRETVLDKS 1 107 0 -

77 212 E-G- NKHN RLYM EARPLEE 1 107 0 -

7 7 403 E-G- LPVIESFGFSATLRA 0 - 1 333

78 78 5 E-G- ELAEM EVSAAFH LFS 0 - 2 217

78 143 E-G- KISLSKVRSFLTEAK 0 - 1 783

79 79 132 E-G- QQYTAALSPILFECL 1 183 0 -

79 138 E-G- LSPI LFECLI HPM LG 1 83 0 -

79 160 E-G- VEDN LVKLKNVLNVY 1 100 0 -

79 E-G- EVYEARLTKFKYLAG 0 - 1 4 7

79 s E-G- TKFKYLAGDYLSLAD 1 37 0 -

79 E-G- VKAWWTDLLAKPSVQ 1 100 1 23

80 80 1 E-G- KLRFTCLSSTGSSCL 1 133 0 -

80 E-G- LSSTGSSCLFVLILF 1 147 1 63

8 1 8 1 1 E-G- EKLKKVLEVYEARLS 2 100 0 -

8 1 is E-G- SYLAGDFVSFADLN H 1 4 0 0 -

8 2 8 2 log E-G- GDLYI FESRAICKYA 1 290 0 -

83 83 E-G- ACSLFLNYAVSFNYF 1 57 0 -



83 12 E-G- YAVSFNYFVCN LLQE 1 70 1 37

83 22 E-G- N LLQERLKKLKSEHG 1 83 1 4 7

83 E-G- GMTG M LWETSLLDPE 1 107 0 -

83 E-G- PEG LLWLLLTGKVPT 1 93 1 33

83 186 E-G- IARLPQVASYVYRRI 1 187 1 33

83 209 E-G- ADNSLDYAAN FSH M L 1 130 1 53

83 227 E-G- DPKM LELM RLYITIH 1 63 1 4 0

83 260 E-G- ALSDPYLSFAAALNG 1 130 1 70

83 266 E-G- LSFAAALNGLAGPLH 1 103 0 -

3 306 E-G- QLKEYVWKTLKSG KV 1 90 1 4 0

83 349 E-G- EDPLFQLVSKLYEVV 1 160 0 -

83 355 E-G- LVSKLYEVVPGI LTE 1 207 0 -

83 384 E-G- SGVLLN HFGLVEARY 1 140 0 -

83 400 E-G- TVLFGVSRSMG IGSQ 1 123 0 -

3 412 E-G- GSQLIWDRALGLPLE 1 37 1 57

84 o E-G- GPVTI LNWSFVRN DQ 1 4 7 0 -

84 6 E-G- EHAFYLDWAVHSFRI 1 53 1 303

84 103 E-G- FN DII HSI IN M DADV 1 50 0 -

84 165 E-G- V N KM LAVLDTN ILWV 1 4 7 0 -

8 6 231 E-G- IMQLLRDN LTLWTSD 0 - 1 73

89 21 E-G- EPAYFATAESVRDH L 1 37 0 -

89 53 E-G- QTYYLSM EYLQG RAL 1 37 0 -

89 s i E-G- AEAVKKFGYELEALA 1 33 0 -

89 131 E-G- LRYRYGLFKQRIAKE 0 - 1 663

89 191 E-G- GEVLNALAYDVPI PG 2 288 1 1247

89 4 60 E-G- PRRWLRFCN PELSEI 1 240 1 153

89 540 E-G- IKRI HEYKRQLM NIL 0 - 2 4 5

89 546
E-G- YKRQLM N 1LGAVYRY 2 78 1 4 3

89 554 E-G- LGAVYRYKKLKEMSA 3 54 1 4 3

89 583 E-G- GKAFATYTNAKRIVK 2 6 8 0 -

89 593 E-G- KRIVKLVN DVGAVVN 1 77 2 195

89 6 12 E-G- V NKYLKVVFI PNYNV 0 - 1 213

89 619 E-G- VFI PNYNVSVAEVLI 2 28 6 259



89 681 E-G- EDN FFLFGAKADQVA 2 35 2 202

89 772 E-G- KRWI KMSI LNTAGSG 1 107 3 136

89 796 E-G- QYAKEIWGITAN PVP 2 105 3 99

90 33 E-G- KTLAVALGGARPLAT 0 - 1 30

90 4 E-G- LATRGVATFTLPDLP 0 - 2 30

90 56 E-G- PDLPYDYGALEPAIS 2 37 1 67

90 2 E-G- HATYVANYN KALEQL 0 - 1 57

90 1 8 E-G- DPLVTKGAN LIPLLG 0 - 0 87

90 2 05 E-G- A NLIPLLG IDVWEHA 0 - 1 113

90 218 E-G- HAYYLQYKNVRPDYL 1 80 2 48

90 2 29 E-G- PDYLTN 1WKVVNWKY 1 30 1 70

9 1 35 E-G- APSG RIVM ELYADVV 3 246 2 82

91 41 E-G- VM ELYADVVPKTAEN 0 - 2 70

91 74 E-G- HYKGSSFH RVI PG FM 3 208 1 207

9 1 104 E-G- SIYGAKFADEN FI KK 0 - 1 60

9 1 135 E-G- NGSQFFLCTAKTAWL 1 530 2 130

92 E-G- SQVH IRRPGGAGRDG 0 - 1 113

92 7 E-G- RPGGAGRDGGQLRI P 0 - 1 130

92 3 E-G- RDGGQLRI PSLLHGG 0 - 1 97

92 27 E-G- GHGCAQPAM ERRKH I 0 - 2 233

92 38 E-G- RKH 1EWNCDVCRHG D 0 - 1 83

93 E-G- WTTVM RASCGH HRFR 0 - 1 87

93 3 E-G- RFRDCVISSLADFKL 0 - 2 47

93 E-G- ISSLADFKLFPVLQH 0 - 1 67

93 2 E-G- PVLQH IISIAVLAI F 0 - 1 140

93 35 E-G- ISIAVLAI FIGLLM I 0 - 2 123
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A protein or peptide comprising, consisting of or consisting essentially of a Timothy

Grass amino acid sequence set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620, respectively, in

order of appearance), or a subsequence, homologue, or variant thereof.

2. The protein or peptide of claim 1, wherein the protein or peptide does not consist of

the sequence set forth in Table 1 as SEQ ID NOs:204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210,

211, 212, 213, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 289, 290, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296,

489, 490 or 491.

3. A protein or peptide comprising, consisting of or consisting essentially of a Timothy

Grass amino acid sequence set forth in Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442, respectively,

in order of appearance), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264, respectively, in order of

appearance) or Table 6, or a subsequence, homologue, or variant thereof.

4. The protein or peptide of claim 3, wherein the protein or peptide does not consist of

the sequence set forth in Table 4 as SEQ ID NOs:1517, 1542, 1598, 1679, 1761, 1849,

1850, 1851, 1935, 2040, 2116, 2133 or 2134.

5. The protein or peptide of claim 1 or 3, wherein said homologue or variant has at least

65%homology or identity to a Timothy Grass amino acid sequence set forth in Table

1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620, respectively, in order of appearance).

6. The protein or peptide of claim 3, wherein said subsequence is 7 to 30 amino acids in

length and wherein at least 7 contiguous amino acids are at least 75% identitical or

homologous to at least 7 contiguous amino acids of said corresponding Timothy

Grass amino acid sequence set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS 1-620, respectively, in

order of appearance), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442, respectively, in order of

appearance), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264, respectively, in order of appearance)

or Table 6.

7. The protein or peptide of any of claims 1 to 6, wherein the subsequence, homologue,

or variant is:

i . a peptide of up to 30 amino acids in length which comprises said amino

acid sequence set forth in Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442, respectively, in



order of appearance), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264, respectively, in order

of appearance) or Table 6; or

ii. a peptide of 7 to 30 amino acids in length which comprises a subsequence

of at least 7 contiguous amino acids having at least 75% identity or homology

to at least 7 contiguous amino acids of said amino acid sequence set forth in

Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442, respectively, in order of appearance), Table

4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264, respectively, in order of appearance) or Table 6.

8. The protein or peptide of any of claims 1 to 7, wherein the Timothy Grass amino acid

sequence, subsequence, homologue, or variant comprises an allergen or an antigen.

9. The protein or peptide of any of claims 1 to 8, wherein the Timothy Grass amino acid

sequence, subsequence, homologue, or variant decreases, inhibits, suppresses or

reduces an anti-allergen immune response.

10. The protein or peptide of any of claims 1 to 9, wherein the Timothy Grass amino acid

sequence, subsequence, homologue, or variant elicits, stimulates, induces, promotes,

increases or enhances an anti-allergen immune response.

11. The protein or peptide of claim 9 or 10, wherein the anti-allergen immune response

comprises an anti-Timothy Grass allergen immune response.

12. The protein or peptide of any of claims 9 to 11, wherein the anti-allergen immune

response comprises a T cell response.

13. The protein or peptide of any of claims 9 to 11, wherein the anti-allergen immune

response comprises stimulated, induced, increased or enhanced production of a

lymphokine.

14. The protein or peptide of any one of claims 1 to 13, comprising, consisting of or

consisting essentially of an amino acid sequence of a protein or peptide with an open

reading frame identification of M.693, M.692, M.125, M.714, M.721, M.705, M.591,

M.418, M.689, M.644, M.414, M.624, M.617, M.704, M.331, M.604, M.291, M.151,

M.498, M.561, M.399, M.603, M.226, M.636, M.473, M.437, M.634, M.676, M.422,



M.431, M.387, M.722, M.610, M.574, M.531, M.305, M.282, M.271, M.159, M.83,

M.348, M.285, M.288, M.287, M.212, M.715, M.725, M.694, M.701, M.595, M.718,

M.720, M.723, M.648, M.662, M.576, M.618, M.631, M.682, M.421, M.654, M.393,

M.669, M.625, M.655, M.524, M.570, M.341, M.342, M.450, M.343, M.639, M.555,

M.546, M.606, M.628, M.248, M.466, M.328, M.695, M.658, M.560, M.548, M.269,

M.728, M.653, M.759, M.765, M.747, M.763, M.733, M.651, M.677, M.597, M.547,

M.761, M.571, M.562, M.657, M.738, M.734, M.621, M.741, M.177, M.579, M.513,

M.446, M.388, M.391, M.593, M.506, M.395, M.381, M.372, M.619, M.656, M.525,

M.698, M.699, M.439, M.630, M.708, M.620, M.758, M.764, M.746, M.762, M.716,

M.726, MN.66, M.717, M.727, M.719, M.724, M.577, M.8, M.235, M.678, M.675,

M.641, M.499, M.583, M.649, M.6, M.29, M.34, M.183, M.101, M.149, M.164,

M.129, M.45, M.116, M.165, M.146, M.69, M.123, M.107, M.3, M.113, M.204,

M.174, M.178, M.191, M.580, M.587, M.594, M.539, M.569, M.588, M.615, M.578,

M.352, M.514, M.419, M.443, M.540, M.640, M.642, M.646, M.627, M.626, M.645,

M.652, M.650, M.559, M.622, M.565, M.567, M.581, M.609, M.182, M.134, M.283,

M.297, M.367, M.84, M.189, M.586, M.496, M.255, M.471, M.575, M.163, M.314,

M.194, M.294, M.472, M.369, M.104, M.206, M.24, M.469, M.420, M.444, M.697,

M.687, M.713, M.638, M.673, M.700, M.702, M.707, M.710, M.683, M.670, M.643,

M.663, M.664, M.666, M.748, M.731, M.735, M.750, M.752, M.756, M.754, M.608,

M.740, M.39, M.303, M.389, M.390, M.284, M.201, M.28, M.364, M.344, M.74,

M.180, M.317, M.298, M.192, M.77, M.92, M.144, M.9, M.296, M.187, M.172,

M.72, M.38, M.239, M.289, M.240, M.214, M.365, M.614, M.598, M.632, M.633,

M.616, M.690, M.607, M.672, M.545, M.671, M.272, M.301, M.202, M.492, M.647,

M.457, M.686, M.495, M.486, M.729, M.760, M.668, M.599, M.417, M.635, M.584,

M.592, M.709, M.489, M.392, M.347, M.458, M.464, M.415, M.520, M.410, M.467,

M.494, M.374, M.118, M.346, M.318, M.519, M.600, M.254, M.438, M.479, M.523,

M.380, M.480, M.371, M.482, M.261, M.108, M.260, M.556, M.461, M.400, M.474,

M.490, M.491, M.401, M.470, M.409, M.435, M.553, M.537, M.402, M.481, M.483,

M.554, M.538, M.234, M.237, M.264, M.563, M.566, M.532, M.557, M.573, M.549,

M.550, M.551, M.558, M.463, M.684, M.739, M.637, M.517, M.712, M.732, M.711,

M.730, M.736, M.737, M.247, M.13, M.57, M.61, M.47, M.43, M.32, M.518, M.267,

M.73, M.270, M.150, M.366, M.679, M.680, M.230, M.530, M.667, M.505, M.488,

M.445, M.436, M.508, M.688, M.613, M.487, M.552, M.572, M.336, M.534, M.213,

M.384, M.220, M.147, M.127, M.145, M.33, M.110, M.173, M.50, M.249, M.18,

M.5, M.25, M.394, M.329, M.330, M.345, M.323, M.316, M.130, M.131, M.203,



M.227, M.128, M.70, M.292, M.526, M.585, M.681, M.685, M.596, M.660, M.674,

M.703, M.504, M.515, M.521, M.493, M.497, M.509. M.533, M.484, M.302, M.478,

M.222, M.691, M.510, M.119, M.535, M.543, M.528, M.529, M.373, M.590, M.361,

M.432, M.477, M.408, M.568, M.589, M.462, M.516, M.522, M.412, M.4, M.256,

M.56, M.55, M.64, M.22, M.148, M.205, M.332, M.171, ME.3566, ME.4276,

ME.4056, ME.3805, ME.3720, ME.3916, ME.3855, ME. 1412, ME.4234, ME.4088,

ME.4115, ME.4210, ME.3897, ME.4229, ME.4231, ME.4280, ME.4281, ME.1571,

ME.4190, ME.4230, ME.3882, MN.82, MN.124, MN.169, MN.185, MN.140,

MN.201, MN.193, MN.183. MN.184, MN.173, MN.210, MN.206, MN.136, MN.94,

MN.83, MN.14, MN.3, MN.46, MN.17, MN.20, MN.12, MN.35, MN.15, MN.38,

MN.74, MN.41, MN.67, MN.27, MN.75, MN.47, MN.33, MN.86, MN.59, MN.8,

MN.51, MN.62, MN.56, MN.30, MN.81, MN.91, MN.36, MN.71, MN.80, MN.76,

MN.96, MN.106, MN.90, MN.57, MN.25, MN.108, MN.186, MN.58, MN.6, MN.77,

MN.107, MN.203, MN.204, MN.211, MN.205, MN.68, MN.98, MN.93, MN.113,

MN.123, MN.69, MN.178, MN.182, MN.4, MN.166, MN.167, MN.172, MN.168,

MN.105, MN.39, MN.194, MN.195, MN.101, MN.116, MN.181, MN.97, MN.54,

MN.156. MN.117, MN.163, MN.175, MN.102, MN.202, MN.157, MN.119, MN.114,

MN.92, MN.88, MN.153, MN.95, MN.128, MN.122, MN.118, MN.99, MN.72,

MN.214, MN.219, MN.220, MN.199, MN.224, MN.218, MN.215, MN.207, MN.223,

MN.221, MN.222, MN.216, MN.162, MN.142, MN.158, MN.141, MN.53, MN.lll,

MN.112, MN.120, MN.130, MN.132, MN.127, MN.121, MN.139, MN.146, MN.64,

MN.87, MN.89, MN.37 or MN.164, or subsequence, portion, homologue, variant or

derivative thereof.

15. The protein or peptide of any of claims 1 to 14, wherein the protein or peptide is an

IgG or IgE reactive antigen or allergen.

16. The protein or peptide of any of claims 1 to 15, wherein the amino acid sequence,

subsequence, homologue, or variant modulates a Th2 immune response.

17. The protein or peptide of any of claims 1 to 16, wherein the amino acid sequence,

subsequence, homologue, or variant modulates production of a lymphokine or

cytokine by a cell.



18. The protein or peptide of any of claims 1 to 17, wherein the amino acid sequence,

subsequence, homologue, or variant desensitizes, or elicits, stimulates, induces,

improves, increases, or enhances immunological tolerance of a subject to an allergen.

19. The protein or peptide of any of claims 1 to 18, wherein the amino acid sequence,

subsequence, homologue, or variant desensitizes, or elicits, stimulates, induces,

improves, increases, or enhances immunological tolerance of a subject to a Timothy

Grass allergen.

20. The protein or peptide of any of claims 1 to 19,wherein the amino acid sequence,

subsequence, homologue, or variant thereof modulates production of a lymphokine,

cytokine, IL-5 (interleukin-5), IL-4 (interleukin-4), IL-10 (interleukin-13), IL-13

(interleukin-13), IL-17 (interleukin-17) or IFN-γ (interferon-gamma).

21. The protein or peptide of claim 20, wherein the lymphokine, cytokine, IL-5

(interleukin-5), IL-4 (interleukin-4), IL-10 (interleukin-13), IL-13 (interleukin-13),

IL-17 (interleukin-17) or IFN- γ (interferon-gamma) production is detected by an

immunoassay.

22. The protein or peptide of any of claims 1 to 20, wherein the amino acid sequence,

subsequence, homologue, or variant increases, induces, elicits, or stimulates a Th2

immune response; increases, induce, elicits or stimulates production of a lymphokine

by a cell; or increases, induces, elicits or stimulates production of IL-5 (interleukin-5),

IL-4 (interleukin-4), IL-10 (interleukin-13), IL-13 (interleukin-13), IL-17

(interleukin-17) or IFN- γ (interferon-gamma).

23. The protein or peptide of claim 22, wherein the Th2 immune response, or lymphokine,

IL-5, 11-4, IL-10, IL-13, IL-17 or IFN- γ production is determined by contacting

peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) with the protein or peptide followed by

an immunoassay.

24. The protein or peptide of any of claims 1 to 23, wherein the amino acid sequence, has

a length in a range of about 5-10, 10-15, 15-20, 20-25, 25-30, 30-35, 35-40, 45-50,

50-60, 60-70, 70-80, 90-100, 100-125, 125-150, 150-175, 175-200, 200-250, 250-300,

or more amino acid residues.



25. The protein or peptide of any of claims 1 to 23, wherein the amino acid sequence has

a length in a range of up to 25 amino acids in length, or from about 7 to 25, 7 to 20; 8

to 30; 8 to 25; 8 to 20; 9 to 30; 9 to 25; 9 to 20; 10 to 30; 10 to 25; or 10 to 30 amino

acid residues.

26. The protein or peptide of any of claims 1 to 25, wherein the amino acid sequence,

subsequence, homologue, or variant is isolated.

27. The protein or peptide of any of claims 1 to 26, wherein the amino acid sequence,

subsequence, homologue, or variant is immobilized on a substrate.

28. The protein or peptide of any of claims 1 to 26, wherein the amino acid sequence,

subsequence, homologue, or variant is immobilized on a substrate, and wherein each

immobilized amino acid sequence, subsequence, homologue, or variant has a unique

or distinct position or address on the substrate.

29. The protein or peptide of claim 27 or claim 28, wherein the substrate comprises glass,

silica, plastic, polyethylene, polystyrene, polypropylene, polyacetate, polycarbonate,

polyamide, polyester, polyurethane, or polyvinylchloride.

30. A composition comprising the protein or peptide of any of claims 1 to 29.

31. A pharmaceutical composition comprising the protein or peptide of any one of claims

1 to 29.

32. A vaccine composition comprising the protein or peptide of any one of claims 1 to 29.

33. An isolated nucleic acid encoding the protein or peptide of any one of the above-

mentioned embodiments.

34. An isolated nucleic acid encoding the protein or peptide of any one of claims 1 to 29.

35. A cell expressing the protein or peptide of any one of the above-mentioned

embodiments.



36. A cell expressing the protein or peptide of any one of claims 1 to 29.

37. The cell of claim 35 or 36, wherein the cell is a eukaryotic or prokaryotic cell.

38. The cell of claim 35 or 36, wherein the cell is a mammalian, insect, fungal or

bacterium cell.

39. A method of modulating immune activity of a cell against a Timothy Grass allergen

or antigen, the method comprising contacting the cell with an amount of the protein or

peptide of any one of the above-mentioned embodiments, sufficient to modulate the

immune activity of the cell against the Timothy Grass allergen or antigen

40. A method of modulating immune activity of a cell against a Timothy Grass allergen

or antigen, the method comprising contacting the cell with an amount of the protein or

peptide of any one of claims 1 to 29, sufficient to modulate the immune activity of the

cell against the Timothy Grass allergen or antigen.

41. A protein or peptide of any one of of claims 1 to 29, for use in modulating immune

activity of a cell against a Timothy Grass allergen or antigen.

42. Use of the protein or peptide of any one of the above-mentioned embodiments, for

manufacture of a medicament to modulate the immune activity of a cell against a

Timothy Grass allergen or antigen.

43. Use of the protein or peptide of any one of claims 1 to 29, for manufacture of a

medicament to modulate the immune activity of a cell against a Timothy Grass

allergen or antigen.

44. The method of any of claims 39 to 43, wherein the method or use comprises inducing,

eliciting, increasing or improving in the cell immunological tolerance to the Timothy

Grass allergen or antigen.

45. A method of modulating an immune response against a Timothy Grass allergen in a

subject, the method comprising administering to the subject an amount of the protein

or peptide of any one of the above-mentioned embodiments, sufficient to modulate

the immune response against the Timothy Grass allergen in the subject.



46. A method of modulating an immune response against a Timothy Grass allergen in a

subject, the method comprising administering to the subject an amount of the protein

or peptide of any one of claims 1 to 29, sufficient to modulate the immune response

against the Timothy Grass allergen in the subject.

47. A protein or peptide of any one of claims 1 to 29, for use to modulate an immune

response against an allergen in a subject.

48. Use of the protein or peptide of any one of claims 1 to 29, for manufacture of a

medicament to modulate an immune response against an allergen in a subject.

49. A method of desensitizing or inducing, eliciting, increasing or improving

immunological tolerance of a subject to a Timothy Grass protein or peptide allergen

comprising administering to the subject an amount of the protein or peptide of any

one of the above-mentioned embodiments sufficient to desensitize or induce, elicit,

increase or improve tolerance of the Timothy Grass protein or peptide allergen by the

subject.

50. A method of desensitizing or inducing, eliciting, increasing or improving

immunological tolerance of a subject to a Timothy Grass protein or peptide allergen

comprising administering to the subject an amount of the protein or peptide of any

one of claims 1 to 29 sufficient to desensitize or induce, elicit, increase or improve

tolerance of the Timothy Grass protein or peptide allergen by the subject.

51. A protein or peptide of any one of claims 1 to 29, for use to desensitize or to induce,

elicit, increase or improve tolerance of a Timothy Grass allergen by a subject.

52. Use of a protein or peptide of any one of claims 1 to 29, for manufacture of a

medicament to desensitize or to induce, elicit, increase or improve tolerance of a

Timothy Grass allergen by a subject.

53. A method of reducing risk or providing a subject protection against an allergic

reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, comprising

administering to the subject an amount of the protein or peptide of any one of the



above-mentioned embodiments sufficient to reduce risk or provide the subject with

protection against the allergic reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic

disease.

54. A method of reducing risk or providing a subject protection against an allergic

reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease, comprising

administering to the subject an amount of the protein or peptide of any one of claims

1 to 29 sufficient to reduce risk or provide the subject with protection against the

allergic reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease.

55. A protein or peptide of any one of claims 1 to 29, for use to reduce risk or provide a

subject protection against an allergic reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder or

allergic disease.

56. Use of the protein or peptide of any one of claims 1 to 29, for manufacture of a

medicament to reduce risk or provide a subject protection against an allergic reaction,

allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease.

57. The protein or peptide of any one of the above-mentioned embodiments, for use in

reducing risk or providing a subject with protection against an allergic reaction,

allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease.

58. The protein or peptide of any one of claims 1 to 29, for use in reducing risk or

providing a subject with protection against an allergic reaction, allergic response,

allergic disorder or allergic disease.

59. A method of treating an allergic reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder or

allergic disease, comprising administering to the subject an amount of the protein or

peptide of any one of the above-mentioned embodiments, sufficient to treat the

subject for the allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease.

60. A method of treating an allergic reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder or

allergic disease, comprising administering to the subject an amount of the protein or

peptide of any one of claims 1 to 29, sufficient to treat the subject for the allergic

response, allergic disorder or allergic disease.



61. A protein or peptide of any one of claims 1 to 29, for use to treat an allergic reaction,

allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease.

62. Use of the protein or peptide of any one of claims 1 to 29, for manufacture of a

medicament to treat an allergic reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic

disease.

63. The protein or peptide of any one of the above-mentioned embodiments, for use in

treating an allergic reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease of a

subject.

64. The protein or peptide of any one of claims 1 to 29, for use in treating an allergic

reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease of a subject.

65. The method or use according to any one of claims 39 to 64, comprising administering

to the subject or use of an amount of a Timothy Grass protein or peptide that is an IgG,

IgA, IgM or IgD reactive antigen or allergen.

66. The method or use according to any one of claims 39 to 64, wherein the allergic

reaction or allergic response comprises allergic rhinitis, chest pain or tightness,

coughing, wheezing, irritated or itchy eyes, sinus congestion and runny nose.

67. The method or use of any one of claims 39 to 66, wherein the method or use

desensitizes or induces, elicits, increases or improves immunological tolerance of a

subject to an organism or product of an organism set forth in Table 1 (SEQ ID NOS

1-620, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS 621-1442,

respectively, in order of appearance), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264, respectively,

in order of appearance) or Table 6.

68. The method or use of any one of claims 39 to 67, wherein the method or use

comprises repeatedly contacting the cell with the protein or peptide, or repeatedly

administering the protein or peptide to the subject, multiple times.



69. The method or use of any one of claims 39 to 68, wherein the protein or peptide is

administered cutaneously, subcutaneously, intramuscularly, intravenously, orally,

mucosally, by inhalation or nasally.

70. The method or use of any one of claims 39 to 64, wherein the allergic reaction or

allergic response is caused by or associated with Timothy Grass exposure or another

Grass of the order Poales, contact with a Timothy Grass allergen or contact with an

allergen homologous to Timothy Grass allergen.

71. A method of detecting a Timothy Grass allergic response, or diagnosing a Timothy

Grass allergy in a subject, the method comprising:

i . contacting a cell from the subject with a protein or peptide of any

of claims 1 to 29; and

ii. determining if the protein or peptide modulates an immune

response or activity from the contacted cell;

wherein determination that the protein or peptide modulates an immune response

or activity from the contacted cell detects an allergic response or indicates that the

subject has a Timothy Grass allergic response or a Timothy Grass allergy.

72. The method of claim 71, wherein the allergic response or allergy comprises a

Timothy Grass allergic response or allergy.

73. The method of claim 71, wherein the allergic response or allergy comprises a

Timothy Grass allergic response or allergy.

74. The method of claim 71, wherein the modulation of immune response or activity is

determined by assaying for a hypersensitive reaction or response.

75. The method of claim 71, wherein the modulation of immune response or activity is

determined by assaying for a cutaneous immunological hypersensitive reaction.

76. The method or use of any one of claims 39 to 75, wherein the subject is a mammal.

77. The method or use of any one of claims 39 to 75, wherein the subject is a human.



78. The method of claim 77, wherein skin of the subject is contacted.

79. The method or use of any one of claims 39 to 75, wherein the subject has exhibited a

symptom of, or suffers from, an allergic reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder

or allergic disease.

80. The method or use of any one of claims 39 to 75, wherein the subject has, has

previously had or is at risk of having asthma or hypersensitivity to an allergen

81. The method or use of any one of claims 39 to 75, wherein the subject has had an

allergic reaction or allergic response to an allergen derived from or produced by

Timothy Grass or another Grass of the order Poales.

82. The method or use of any one of claims 39 to 75, wherein the subject has had an

allergic reaction or allergic response to an amino acid sequence set forth in Table 1

(SEQ ID NOS 1-620, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 2 (SEQ ID NOS

621-1442, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 4 (SEQ ID NOS 1443-2264,

respectively, in order of appearance) or Table 6.

83. The method or use of any one of claims 39 to 75, wherein the subject is allergic to an

allergen derived from or produced by Timothy Grass selected from Phi p 1, Phi p 5,

Phi p6 or a homologous allergen or antigen thereto.

84. A kit, comprising a compartment and instructions

A) wherein the compartment comprises:

i) one or more amino acid sequences of an organism set forth in Table 1

(SEQ ID NOS 1-620, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 2 (SEQ

ID NOS 621-1442, respectively, in order of appearance), Table 4 (SEQ ID

NOS 1443-2264, respectively, in order of appearance) or Table 6, or a

subsequence, homologue, or variant thereof; and

B) wherein the instructions are for use in any of:

ii) modulating an immune response or activity of a cell against an allergen;

iii) modulating an immune response against an allergen in a subject;

iv) desensitizing, or inducing, eliciting, increasing or improving

immunological tolerance to a protein or peptide allergen;



reducing risk or providing a subject protection against an allergic

reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder or allergic disease;

treating an allergic reaction, allergic response, allergic disorder or

allergic disease; or

detecting an allergic response or diagnosing an allergy in a subject.
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This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this international application, as follows:
This application contains the following inventions or groups of inventions which are not so linked as to form a single general inventive
concept under PCT Rule 13.1 .

Group l+: claims 1-6 and 84, drawn to a protein or peptide comprising, consisting of or consisting essentially of a Timothy Grass amino
acid sequence, or a subsequence, homologue, or variant thereof. The first invention (claims 1, 2, 5, 6, and 84) is restricted to S EQ ID
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The inventions listed as Groups l+ do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under PCT Rule
13.2, they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons:

The special technical feature of the inventions of Group l+ is the specific amino acid sequence recited therein. This is not a shared
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timothy grass (Phleum pratense) pollen; characterization of the recombinant Phi pV allergen" by Vrtala, et al. (J Immunol. 1993,
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allergy could be performed with a limited panel of relevant recombinant allergens" (Abstract). As said method would have been obvious
to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention, this cannot be considered a special technical feature that would otherwise
unify the groups.
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